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SUMMARY

Solution Space Concept for Trajectory-Based Air Traffic Control

THE increasing demand in worldwide air travel is foreseen to push the lim-

its of capacity of the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system within

the coming decade. Therefore, two major international programs have been ini-

tiated to fundamentally restructure the way in which Air Traffic Control (ATC)

is performed. A key pillar in both programs is the introduction of Trajectory-

based Operations (TBO), in which highly accurate gate-to-gate defined four-

dimensional (4D) trajectories will form the basis of the work of future Air Traf-

fic Controllers (ATCos) and pilots alike. There is a consensus that human con-

trollers and not automation should remain ultimately responsible for the safety

of operations. However, the precise task of the ATCo, and the extent of automa-

tion autonomy and authority are not clear.

The work in this thesis explored a human-centered—ecological—approach

to the design of decision-support interfaces for tactical 4D trajectory-based

control. This approach focuses on the use of automation as a means to en-

hance the capabilities of human controllers, and (in this work) enables them to

retain their current role and responsibilities in the more complex operational

environment of TBO. Automation is used to integrate and directly visualize the

boundaries of feasible trajectory-based control actions, overlaid with go-and

no-go areas resulting from separation requirements to other traffic. The result-

ing Solution Space concept empowers controllers to perform effective (manual)

decision making and action implementation.

The research hinged around answering three main questions. First, what

are the underlying system goals, functions, relationships, and constraints in-

herent to the work domain of tactical 4D trajectory-based air traffic control,

and how do they translate into Solution Spaces? Second, in what visual form

can these Solution Spaces best be mapped to a decision-support interface such

that they support the work and strategies of trajectory-based control? Third,

how do human controllers with different levels of expertise use interactive im-

plementations of the resulting concept, what strategies do they apply, and what

lessons can be learned?

i



ii Summary

To answer the first question, the frameworks of Cognitive Work Analysis

(CWA) and Ecological Interface Design (EID) provided guidance in identifying

the elements that underlie the ecology of the trajectory-based control task. As

part of CWA, Rasmussen’s Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) was used to explore the

work domain on various levels of abstraction; from the higher level (abstract)

system goals such as safety and efficiency, to the lower level (physical) elements

such as sector shape and size and aircraft intent. Together with a set of hierar-

chical means-end links that connect the elements in a top-down manner, the

AH encompasses the functions, relationships, and constraints inherent to the

work domain, and defines the playing field for trajectory-based control.

Using the AH as a basis, and resulting from the integration of task-relevant

information on the higher levels of abstraction, the construct of the Solution

Space is introduced. Solution Space is conceptualized as the comprehensive

set of—fully four-dimensional—control space, constrained by both the inter-

nal constraints of a controlled aircraft, and by external constraints within the

air traffic control work domain. That is, the instantaneous Solution Space of an

aircraft represents the physically feasible control space to manipulate its trajec-

tory (i.e., within the performance envelope). Avoidance zones caused by rule-

based—intentional—separation requirements with respect to other dynamic

traffic are then mapped on top of the control spaces in the form of go and no-

go areas. The resulting Solution Spaces then represent all available trajectory-

based control actions, regardless of their optimality.

Implementations of the concept focused on the en-route control task, and

led to the development of interactive, real-time visual representations of hor-

izontal and time-based Solution Spaces in prototype decision-support inter-

faces. Horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces show the available and safe

control spaces for lateral- and time-based (i.e., speed) trajectory revisions re-

spectively. The design and refinement of the interfaces followed an iterative

approach by applying the lessons learned from various human-in-the-loop ex-

periments. The levels of automation in this work were limited to information

automation only; decision selection and action implementation were fully at

the discretion of the human controller. The concept, however, does not rule

out the addition of higher levels of action automation acting upon the same

definition of the Solution Space, and thereby either partially or completely tak-

ing over the tasks of the human controller.

Three human-in-the-loop experiments with iterations of the decision-

support prototypes are presented and show that controllers with varying levels

of expertise can all successfully use Solution Space interfaces to safely control

traffic, albeit in a different way. In the first experiment that only featured hori-
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zontal Solution Spaces, novices were found to perform more risky and/or less

efficient strategies. They often used the Solution Spaces as their primary means

of decision selection, and frequently chose solutions close to the borders of

safe and unsafe actions. Experts performed more robust and pro-active con-

trol, typically using the Solution Spaces to validate their premeditated strate-

gies. However, they also indicated to have lower trust in the presented informa-

tion. In the second iteration of the prototype, additional intentional constraints

were added and visualized within the horizontal Solution Spaces in the form of

larger separation buffers and areas that lead to inefficient solutions. The second

human-in-the-loop experiment—a repetition of the first experiment, but with

the addition of the intentional constraints—showed that the control robustness

of novice participants improved to the same level of the experts in the prior ex-

periment. This indicates that the experts already knew how to avoid wandering

into ‘tight’ solutions, and likely explains their lower trust in the Solution Spaces

that identified such solutions as safe. The third human-in-the-loop experiment

featured both horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces, and focused on con-

trol strategies. Results showed that the applied strategies, and thereby the re-

sulting control efficiency, varied greatly between individual participants. On

the one hand, this indicates that the interface is individual sensitive, and allows

enough freedom for controllers to formulate and implement their own unique

strategies. On the other hand, this emphasizes that ecological interfaces, by

themselves, do not remove or replace the advantages of expertise and deep do-

main knowledge gained by extensive training and experience.

The limited scope and research limitations in this thesis led to initial So-

lution Space decision-support concepts that—although promising—were gov-

erned by fully deterministic constraints, and did not encompass the full four-

dimensionality of trajectory-based operations. These are areas that need to be

addressed in future work in order to gain more traction, and thereby acceptance

within the operational communities. First, uncertainty and fuzzy constraints

should explicitly be taken into account in the elements and functions in the AH.

These probabilistic traits should then become an inherent part of the definition

of Solution Spaces themselves. Second, the Solution Spaces should be extended

to encompass all possible dimensions of trajectory control. The absence of con-

trol in the vertical dimension should especially be addressed. And finally, the

above should be translated into useful partial Solution Space-based decision-

support interfaces that can be perceived in an intuitive way, without ignoring

or simplifying the underlying work domain complexities. This, however, is nei-

ther a trivial nor a straightforward endeavor and will require overcoming many

challenges.
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C H A P T E R
1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an introduction and background to the challenges

in designing effective air traffic controller decision-support tools for 4D

trajectory-based control. The research problem and the main research

questions addressed in this thesis are introduced. An overview is provided

of the research approach and the used methodologies, together with the

definition of the scope and the research assumptions. The chapter con-

cludes with an outline of the main chapters, and a short description of

their position and importance within the context of the combined work.

1
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1.1 Background

THE Air Traffic Management (ATM) system is responsible for providing the

means to coordinate safe and efficient global air traffic movements. The

system encompasses all functions that assist aircraft to successfully plan and

execute their flight, including Air Traffic Control (ATC), Air Traffic Flow and

Capacity Management (ATFCM), Air Traffic Services (ATS), aeronautical mete-

orology, and air navigation systems. These functions are provided by a total

of 83 Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs), and are governed by a set of

unified standards and recommended practices that are issued by the Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). In 2019, the worldwide ATM system

was responsible for handling an average of 105.000 commercial flights daily [1].

Although the recent COVID-19 pandemic temporarily reduced the number of

traffic movements by 50% in Europe in 2020, the number of movements is fore-

seen to be back at pre-pandemic levels as early as 2022 [2]. In the long-term

forecast, the ATM system is foreseen to reach the limits of its capacity within

the next decades [3].

1.1.1 The Future of Air Traffic Management

There is a consensus by the operational ATM community that fundamental or-

ganizational and technological changes in the current system are required to

remain effective and sustainable in future operations [4]. Three main bottle-

necks can be identified which prevent a capacity growth in the current system.

Firstly, most systems operated by the ANSPs have been developed by individual

organizations, which has resulted in different levels of capabilities and services

around the world. Therefore, procedures and transitions between the airspace

of different ANSPs are not well harmonized [5], [6]. Secondly, as the majority of

ANSPs operate on a national level, the size and shape of aeronautical sectors is

mainly determined by geographic borders. The fragmentation of the airspace

and airways, especially in Europe, prevents aircraft to fly their optimal point-

to-point trajectories. Finally, the technologies supported by the current ATM

systems do not fully utilize the capabilities of modern aircraft. Most commer-

cial aircraft have extensive digital data-link capabilities and are able to execute

their flight plans with a high degree of precision. However, the ATC community

has, traditionally, been conservative with adopting new technologies.

In order to overcome these bottlenecks, two major projects have been ini-

tiated to fundamentally restructure the current ATM system. The Single Euro-

pean Sky ATM Research Joint Undertaking (SESAR-JU), an initiative of the Eu-

ropean Union, and the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen)
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program, initiated by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [4], [7].

Both programs lean heavily on the introduction of higher levels of automation, a

transition to digital communications between the ground segment and aircraft

(voice by exception), and a thorough restructuring of the airspace and ATM pro-

cedures. In Europe, this transition is foreseen to facilitate a three-fold increase

in airspace capacity, a factor ten improvement in safety, and a fifty percent re-

duction in ATM service cost by 2040 [8].

A paradigm shift in both programs is the transition towards a unified sys-

tem of Trajectory-based Operations (TBO). Highly accurate gate-to-gate defined

4D (i.e., space and time) trajectories, stored in automated support tools, and

shared between airspace and ground actors via digital data-link, will form the

basis of the work of the future Air Traffic Controllers (ATCos) and pilots alike.

Trajectories are continuously and collaboratively refined by all stakeholders,

from early flow-based planning to balance airspace demand versus capacity,

to isolated detailed 4D reference trajectories (4DTs) that are corrected for the

latest airspace constraints and weather forecasts. In a mature state, this will

enable a much more efficient use of airspace, a higher accuracy of traffic move-

ments, and more predictability within the system.

Although many technical aspects of TBO have already been addressed, the

role of the human, and the extent of human-automation coordination is not yet

clear. Longer time-horizon planning tasks such as airspace allocation, route op-

timization, and capacity balancing typically lend themselves well to be highly

automated with minimal human input. At this stage, uncertainty is not yet

taken into account, allowing automation to solve a mainly deterministic puz-

zle. During the execution phase of the 4DTs, however, deviations from the

planned trajectories, originating from a myriad of possible foreseen and un-

foreseen events, are unavoidable. Although various tasks such as conformance

monitoring and limited trajectory adjustments can be performed by automa-

tion, automation is not (yet) able to outperform human control in terms of cre-

ativity and out-of-the-box problem solving. Therefore—given that the stakes

are high—it is crucial that the human controller should remain in control of

monitoring the automation, and should be able to step in when needed.

The added complexity of trajectory-based operations, and the added ab-

straction of introducing time as an explicit control variable, will result in a sce-

nario in which a future ATCo will not be able to perform his/her work without

the help of extensive automation aides. Therefore, the development of effec-

tive decision-support tools is essential to enable controllers to monitor confor-

mance at a glance, provide the means to effectively reason about the function-

ing of automation, and to allow for intervention when necessary.
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1.2 Problem Definition

The envisioned future ATM system, centered around 4D trajectory-based oper-

ations, will inevitably bring a significant shift in the work of the air traffic con-

troller. Given the more complex nature of data-link driven 4D trajectory man-

agement, the need for more automation support is clear. However, the ATM

community acknowledges that fully automating the ATM system is nearly im-

possible, leading to the consensus that humans should remain responsible for

operational safety [4], [7]. A central role is foreseen for the human controller

whose work will be oriented more towards higher level airspace management

and decision making, while routine tasks will be taken over by automation [4].

The success of this human-centered system hinges on three crucial challenges

that need to be addressed.

The first challenge is determining how far the next generation ATM system

should and can be automated. Increasing the level of automation in itself is not

good or bad, however, in many other complex socio-technical domains this

has often introduced new problems, problems that are harder to tackle than

those intended to be solved in the first place [9], [10]. Breakdowns in human-

automation coordination can result in numerous issues such as a poor under-

standing of the way automation works, skill degradation, complacency, and

over-reliance. The question then is, at what levels of autonomy and authority

should the automation be allowed to operate?

This leads to the second challenge; is it possible to exploit the advantages of

automation whilst maintaining a competent and skilled work force? Currently,

air traffic controllers perform a high level of manual, mostly tactical, control,

often with very limited automation support. Their situation awareness (SA) is

built up by perception of the low level elements, comprehension of the current

situation, and prediction of the future status [11], [12]. Studies show that im-

plementing automation that replaces manual control can lead to reduced vigi-

lance and out-of-the-loop performance problems [10], [13]. How then should

the task allocation between the human controller and automation be struc-

tured, and can automation be designed in such a way that the controllers re-

main fully in-the-loop, allowing them to effectively identify problems and step

in when intervention is required?

Third and finally, the ATM community has built up a reputation for being

highly conservative in embracing new technologies, tools, and automation. Nu-

merous initiatives have been undertaken to design and develop automated con-

troller decision-support tools, but however failed to gain traction within the

operational community [14]–[22]. In many cases, (the lack of) controller ac-
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ceptance played a crucial role in the rejection of these technologies. Any new

technology aimed at taking over (parts of) work from trained professionals will

need to be accepted by the users as articulated in previous studies [23]–[26].

Given that the shift towards trajectory-based ATM will rely heavily on au-

tomation support, it is clear that the above issues need to be addressed in an

early design phase. The overarching problem statement that forms the basis of

this thesis is formulated as follows:

Problem statement

What information should be made salient to the human controller in a

decision-support tool for tactical 4D trajectory-based control, in which

form should this information be presented, and what levels of human-

automation interaction should be supported?

1.3 Research Approach

The ultimate goal of this work has been to design prototype ecological decision-

support interfaces for real-time, tactical, 4D trajectory-based air traffic con-

trol. Previous research in this field mainly explored automation-centered ap-

proaches, focusing on new conflict detection and resolution (CD&R) algo-

rithms and/or highlighting (computed) problem areas and avoidance zones to

controllers [14]–[22]. However, many of these efforts were met with mixed reac-

tions by the operational community. The ecological approach sets itself apart

as it focuses on translating the inherent physical and intentional work domain

structure into action-relevant control spaces [27], [28]. In essence, providing a

view of the ecology-based Solution Space for control, irrespective of how, or by

whom subsequent action-implementation is performed.

The initial part of the work was undertaken within the SESAR Long-Term

and Innovative Research (WP-E) project C-SHARE, that focused on identifying

a common framework that can be used to underlie the design of both decision-

support interfaces and automated tools. The research progressed to the design

of the proposed decision-support interfaces named the Solution Space concept.

Focus was on enabling effective human-automation collaboration by marrying

the strong points of both; the unmatched computational power and accuracy of

automation, combined with the unmatched creativeness and problem-solving

capabilities of the human operator.
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1. Theory

2. Design3. Evaluation

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the research cycle.

The approach taken in this research has been a highly iterative process,

and followed the design cycle as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Each step in the cy-

cle is aimed at investigating and (partially) answering one of the three main re-

search questions. The research questions are focused on the theoretical under-

pinnings of the Solution Space concept, the design and development of the in-

terface concepts themselves, and experimental evaluations aimed at investigat-

ing various aspects of human performance and strategies. The results obtained

and lessons learned in each consecutive cycle—either good or bad—allowed

further refinement, modification, and expansion of the framework and inter-

face concepts.

1.3.1 Research questions

Finding a common ground. The first part of this research is focused on iden-

tifying a common ground for tactical trajectory-based air traffic control that

can support the mental model and decision making of both human controllers

and automation support. Different from previous work on decision-support in-

terfaces for trajectory-based ATC such as, most noteworthy, the PHARE GHMI

project that focused on visualizing problem areas resulting from control actions

[17], the approach in this thesis aims to describe the action-relevant Solution

Space that underlies all feasible and safe control actions. The same definition

of Solution Space can then be used as a basis for shared cognition between hu-

man operators and automation support alike [29], [30]. The approach follows

the frameworks of Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA [31], [32]) and Ecological Inter-

face Design (EID [33], [34]). Here, instead of taking any existing and/or available

automation as the starting point for systems design, a top-down decomposi-

tion of the work domain is made, initially independent of any specific solution

or division of roles between humans and automated actors.

In CWA/EID, the functional decomposition is performed in a Work Domain

Analysis (WDA [32], [34]). As part of the WDA, a so-called Abstraction Hierarchy
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(AH [35], [36]) is often used as a useful template to lay-out the work domain

on various levels of abstraction; from the higher level (abstract) system goals

such as safety and efficiency, to the lower level (physical) elements such as sector

shape and size and aircraft intent. Together with a set of hierarchical means-end

links that connect the elements in a top-down manner, the AH encompasses

the functions, relationships, and constraints inherent to the work domain, and

defines the joint playing field that bounds both human and automated actions.

The elements and interrelations in the Abstraction Hierarchy can then be

integrated and translated into action-relevant control spaces. Fig. 1.2 shows a

schematic representation of such an action space that bounds all actions from

an initial state to reach a desired target state. The action space is ultimately con-

strained by a physical boundary that can or may not be crossed, and is governed

by constraints innate to the work domain and the laws of physics (e.g., terrain

and other traffic, aircraft performance envelope). Intentional constraints fol-

lowing from rules, regulations, and design choices further constrain this space

by adding additional safety margins (e.g., separation buffers, additional mar-

gins within the performance envelope). The resulting action space then rep-

resents the control space within which any control action—either human or

automated—will lead to a safe and feasible solution, regardless of optimality.

Based upon this common ground, CWA and EID then progresses to con-

sider the human user and the human cognitive processes. By making the ele-

ments of the action space salient to the operator, and using the same elements

target
state

initial
state

intentional
boundary

physical

boundary

safety

margin

inefficient
action

optimal
action

unsafe
action

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of an action space.
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as a basis for automation support, build-up of situation awareness is promoted,

and human-automation mismatches (i.e., what is it doing?) can be mitigated in

the early design phase. Emphasis is put on supporting various levels of decision

making, from low level skill-based behavior to more complex knowledge-based

reasoning. In many cases, this approach leads to new insights, novel forms of

automation, and a workflow that better adheres to the cognitive affordances of

the human operator.

The ecological approach has been explored and applied successfully in

the design of decision-support interfaces in a variety of other complex socio-

technical domains (process control [32], health care [37], and aviation [38]–

[41]). Most relevant to this research was the design of an ecological decision-

support interface for 4D-trajectory re-planning on the flight-deck [42]. That

research focused on a similar concept of Solution Space as the action space for

pilots to re-plan their own trajectory in order to meet their own aircraft-centric

goals. However, unlike previous studies that focused on self-organizing, dis-

tributed control, the work in this thesis aims to investigate if and how the eco-

logical approach can effectively be applied in a centralized environment; the

explored concepts focus on the Solution Space of individual aircraft within the

constraints of the centralized ATC environment. The question then is, will con-

trollers be able observe and integrate the Solution Spaces of the individual air-

craft to reason upon, and formulate their control strategies within the broader

context of the centralized environment?

Given the fundamentally different nature of the centralized control task,

and in order to find the common ground for 4D trajectory-based air traffic con-

trol, the first research question has been formulated as follows:

Research question 1

What are the underlying system goals, functions, relationships, and con-

straints inherent to the work domain of tactical 4D trajectory-based air

traffic control, and what are the implications on interface design?

Designing an ecological interface. The second part of this research is fo-

cused on the visualization of the Solution Spaces and the design of ecological

decision-support interfaces for tactical trajectory-based air traffic control. The

concepts presented in this work are inspired by EID, which aims to make work

domain constraints (e.g., laws of physics, rules and regulations) salient on an

interface in such a way that operators can directly perceive and act within the

action-relevant control space. Here, the WDA provides guidance in identifying

what functions and constraints should somehow be made visible, however, it
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does not provide a ready-made recipe for the shape and form in which that in-

formation should be presented.

Ecological interfaces aim to integrate goal-oriented information by adher-

ing to the means-end links between the various levels of abstraction, enabling

the operator to monitor overall conformance at a glance, but also to zoom in

to lower levels in more detail. Such interfaces do not impose a specific set of

actions or strategies, but rather show the complete task-relevant action space

bound by the ecology. This allows the operator to remain actively in control, ac-

knowledges individual differences between humans, and allows them to utilize

their own expertise, skills, and strategies which has been found to be crucial for

acceptance [43].

Although the Solution Space concepts explored in this research focus on

visualizing the control space for manipulating individual aircraft trajectories

within the constraints of the centralized ATC environment, the task of air traffic

controllers is ultimately one of centralized control. Unlike aircraft-centric tra-

jectory re-planning on the flight deck that entails modifying and/or optimizing

one’s own flight path, the task of air traffic controllers is to manipulate the tra-

jectories of multiple aircraft to achieve the overarching system goals (i.e., safe

and efficient operations). This will require the controllers to observe and inte-

grate the Solution Spaces of multiple aircraft in order to make trade-offs and

formulate strategies. Therefore, it is crucial that the mechanization of the in-

terface supports the controller to reason about the effect of individual control

actions within the centralized system.

The translation of Solution Spaces to visual representations and the inter-

face design and mechanization itself, however, remains a creative process in

which subjective trade-offs and design choices are made. This entails the visual

presentation of information, human-automation interaction, and control task

support. This leads to the second research question:

Research question 2

In what visual form can the constraints and functions that govern the

tactical 4D trajectory-based control task best be mapped to a decision-

support interface such that it supports the work and strategies of air traf-

fic controllers as best as possible?

Evaluating the concept. To close the research cycle, the third part of this

work will focus on human-automation interaction with (partial) implementa-

tions of the Solution Space decision-support concept. That is, how effective
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are the ecological Solution Space interface concepts for the centralized task of

air traffic control? Do they allow controllers to formulate and implement their

own unique control strategies? How do operators with different levels of exper-

tise use the interface? What control strategies can be identified under different

airspace configurations?

A total of three experiments focus on human-automation interaction with

the Solution Space concept for en-route air traffic control. Here, the first ex-

periment will look at how controllers with different levels of expertise use the

horizontal Solution Space concept. Special attention is put on the robustness of

control in scenarios with different levels of airspace complexity. In other studies

that have explored ecological displays on the flight deck, concerns have been

articulated that pilots sometimes opted for solutions that were close to the bor-

der between safe and unsafe actions [27], [39], [40], [44], [45]. Previous research

has also shown that limit-seeking control behavior can be reduced by explicitly

visualizing rules, regulations, and procedures on ecological interfaces [46], ef-

fectively defining additional safety buffers within the control space itself. The

second experiment will investigate how the robustness of control is affected

by explicitly visualizing such intentional constraints. Finally, the last experi-

ment will look closer at controller strategies using an integrated horizontal- and

time-based Solution Space interface concept. In addition to the previous exper-

iments that only supported horizontal trajectory manipulations, this interface

also offers controllers the possibility to manipulate speeds along trajectories,

enabling various different approaches to controlling the traffic.

The experiments in this work primarily focus on the differences in human-

automation interaction between controllers with different levels of expertise.

However, the experiments also aim to identify any issues and concerns with

the Solution Space visualizations and interface concepts. The lessons learned

in the initial experiments will be addressed in this thesis, however, other lessons

will be important to be addressed in any subsequent iterations of the concept

in future work. The third research question is:

Research question 3

How do human controllers with different levels of expertise use (partial)

implementations of the Solution Space concept for tactical 4D trajectory-

based control, what strategies do they apply, and what lessons can be

learned?
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1.4 Research Scope

The work presented in this thesis is divided into three parts as illustrated in

Fig. 1.3. In the first part ( 1 ), the three main time-horizons of airspace orga-

nization and refinement in trajectory-based operations are laid out. The im-

plications thereof to both the division of roles between the human and auto-

mated actors, and on the design of automation and decision-support tools are

discussed. The second part ( 2 ) focuses on the design of the interface and the

means of controller-automation interaction. Also, a set of novel metrics have

been derived that were used to measure the trajectory-based robustness in the

evaluation of the concept. The final part ( 3 ) presents a set of three human-in-

the-loop experiments that have been performed with partial implementations

of the concept.

Due to the fundamental nature of the research, the scope of the work is

bound by various assumptions and simplifications. For the design, develop-

ment, and refinement of the Solution Space concept, the task of real-time, tac-

tical air traffic control by a single ATCo, and in a single sector has been taken

as a starting point. Primary focus in this thesis is on the en-route ATC environ-

ment, however, the underlying concept does not limit its extension to other ATC

domains. The main assumptions and simplifications are categorized below.

Airspace and traffic properties. A schematic overview of the work domain

of tactical en-route 4D air traffic control is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Traffic is

controlled within a fixed sector, bounded by a border that contains multiple

fixed entry and exit waypoints. A fully mature scenario of trajectory-based op-

1. introduction
2. design

implications

3. solution
space concept

4. robustness
metrics

4. level of
expertise

5. intentional
constraints

6. control
strategy

7. discussion

1 2 3

Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the thesis structure. 1 Theoretical background and

implications on decision-support design. 2 Solution Space concept and derivation of

metrics to evaluate trajectory-based robustness. 3 Human-in-the-loop experiments.
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erations is assumed. That is, all controlled aircraft flying through the sector

are assumed to be fully 4D- and data-link capable. A further assumption is

that the airspace- and route allocation have been planned, optimized, and de-

conflicted a-priori. Initially, all trajectories are—in principle—conflict free, and

all aircraft are expected to enter and exit the sector through a given waypoint

pair at pre-planned times (metering fixes). The vertical degree of freedom has

been omitted, and only lateral- and speed modifications are considered. Fi-

nally, all aircraft are assumed to closely adhere to their cleared trajectories, ex-

ternal environmental factors such as wind are not taken into account (i.e., de-

terministic, no uncertainty).

Controller task. The main controller task is to monitor the progress of

flights, and to identify and revise cases where operational perturbations such as

delays, hazardous weather, and restricted airspace result in conflicting, unsafe,

or infeasible trajectories. For example, the trajectory of the observed aircraft in

Fig. 1.4 conflicts with a restricted area inside the sector requiring action. The

controller must then manually intervene and re-route that aircraft around the

restricted area, whilst maintaining sufficient separation with other traffic and

meeting the required sector exit time. In the design of the Solution Space con-

cept, emphasis has been placed on supporting control actions that adhere to

the original planning as close as possible to prevent cascading effects in adja-

cent sectors. That is, decision-support is aimed at making the feasible control

space salient that leaves the sector exit parameters (i.e., sector hand-off location

and time) unchanged.

observed
aircraft

traffic

traffic

traffic

sector border

waypoint

metering

fix

restricted
area

Figure 1.4: Schematic overview of the en-route, tactical, ATC work domain that illus-

trates the task intended to be supported.
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Experiment limitations. The human-in-the-loop experiments presented

in this research have been short-term experiments with partial implementa-

tions of the Solution Space concept. No longitudinal studies have been per-

formed. The participants consisted of a varying mix of active ATCos, ATC

domain experts, scientific staff, and M.Sc. or Ph.D. students. Experiment

conditions, sector size and shape, and traffic samples do not directly reflect

real-world operations and standards, but have been tailored to elicit decision-

making and control by the participants.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of seven chapters that describe the design and refinement

of the ecological Solution Space concept for 4D trajectory management. Chap-

ter 2 (Shared Cognition in Air Traffic Management) and Chapter 4 (Expertise,

Strategies and Robustness) are adaptations of published, peer-reviewed jour-

nal papers. Chapter 3 (Solution Space Concept) and Chapter 5 (Intentional

Constraints) are adaptations of peer-reviewed conference papers. Chapter 6

(Evaluating the Integrated Solution Space Concept) presents results of a to-be

published human-in-the-loop experiment with the final, integrated display

concept. Chapters are introduced with a short introduction of the relevance of

the work within the context of the overall thesis, together with original paper

title, co-authors and publication details (where relevant).

Chapter 2: Shared Cognition in Air Traffic Management. This chapter

outlines a step-wise approach to the definition and refinement of 4D trajec-

tories in Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO), and discusses the implications

thereof on automation design and the design of human-centered decision

support tools. A Work Domain Analysis (WDA) is presented in the form of an

Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) for three different time-horizons of the refinement

of the airspace structure and 4D trajectories. The implications on display de-

sign and on the division of tasks between the human operator and automation

support is highlighted. The chapter acts as the main literature survey and

theoretical foundation of this thesis.

Chapter 3: Solution Space Concept. The design of the integrated Solu-

tion Space concept for 4D trajectory management is presented in this chapter.

A short overview of relevant previous work is given, followed by the theoretical

foundations for the elements and interactions incorporated in the interface.

Next, the mapping of these elements into action-relevant control spaces is
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presented. A control task analysis has been performed by using the Skills-,

Rules-, and Knowledge (SRK) taxonomy to identify the likely various modes of

human-interaction with the interface.

Chapter 4: Expertise, Strategies and Robustness. This chapter presents

the first human-in-the-loop experiment with a partial implementation of the

Solution Space concept. First, the horizontal Solution Space representation is

briefly introduced, followed by an investigation of the various control strategies

by means of a decision ladder and an information flow map. A new metric

is presented to quantify how robust control actions are to further system

disruptions. The set-up of the human-in-the-loop experiment is presented,

and the results of the experiment are discussed.

Chapter 5: Intentional Constraints. In this chapter, the human-in-the-

loop experiment of the previous chapter is repeated with the addition of

‘intentional’ constraints to the original horizontal Solution Space. Results of a

fast-time simulation are presented that quantify the effect of the conflict angle

and ‘additional separation’ on the robustness of control actions. Further, the

design choices of visual mapping of the intentional constraints to the original

horizontal solution space display are discussed. The set-up of the second

human-in-the-loop experiment is presented, together with the experiment

results.

Chapter 6: Control Strategies. This chapter presents the final human-

in-the-loop experiment with the enhanced Solution Space concept that

featured both the horizontal and time-based Solution Space representations.

The chapter and experiment are focused on the various control strategies

that can be applied with the interface. The chapter starts with an analysis of

the effect of both horizontal and time-based conflict resolution strategies on

the efficiency of resulting trajectories. Next, an overview of the experiment

interface and its elements is provided. The experiment set-up is described in

detail, followed by a presentation of the results.

Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusions. Discussions and conclusions

of previous chapters are summarized and combined, to provide an overarching

discussion on the design and employment of ecological air traffic controller

decision-support tools for 4D trajectory-based operations. Limitations of this

study, together with real-world implications and recommendations for future

work are provided. The chapter ends with a set of conclusions that address the

main research question.
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C H A P T E R
2

SHARED COGNITION IN AIR TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT

As machines become more and more efficient and perfect, so it will become clear that

imperfection is the greatness of man. —Ernst Fischer (Journalist, Writer, Politician,

1899–1972)

This chapter outlines a step-wise approach to the definition and refine-

ment of 4D trajectories in three distinct phases of Trajectory-Based Oper-

ations (TBO). The implications on the division of tasks between the hu-

man operator and automation support are discussed, and the implica-

tions on automation design and the design of human-centered decision

support tools are highlighted. The concept of Travel Space is introduced

that formed the basis for the Solution Space construct. The chapter acts

as the main literature survey and theoretical foundation of this thesis.
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ABSTRACT

It is to be expected that the task of an air traffic controller will change with the

introduction of four-dimensional (space and time) trajectories for aircraft, as

can be seen in ongoing developments in ATM systems in Europe (SESAR) and

the US (NextGen). It is clear that higher levels of automation will need to be

developed to support the management of four-dimensional trajectories, but a

definite concept on a distribution of the roles of automation and human users

has not yet been well defined. This chapter presents one approach to the de-

sign of a shared representation for 4D trajectory management. The design is

based on the Cognitive Systems Engineering framework and by using a forma-

tive approach in the analysis of the work domain, a step-wise refinement in the

planning and execution of 4D trajectories is proposed. The design is described

in three Abstraction Hierarchies, one for each phase in the refinement. The ul-

timate goal is to design a shared representation that underlies both the design

of the human-machine interface and the rationale that guides the automation.

It is foreseen that such a shared representation will greatly benefit the shared

cognition in ATM and allows shifting back and forth across various levels of au-

tomation. Further work will focus on the refinement of the work domain anal-

ysis for the tactical phase of 4D trajectory management, and the development

and validation of a joint cognitive decision-support interface.

2.1 Introduction

CURRENTLY, air traffic controllers (ATCos) perform a sector-based, tacti-

cal form of control. They are responsible for planning and managing traf-

fic within their assigned airspace, often with little help from automated tools

[1]. In the coming decades, the task of an air traffic controller is predicted to

undergo a large transformation. The pull for transformation comes from the

increasing demands which are placed on the air traffic management (ATM)-

system [2]–[5]. A push is provided by technological advances on the air- and

ground side of the ATM-system, which make a new form of air traffic control

(ATC) possible [6], [7]. This is expected to result in a situation where aircraft

four-dimensional (4D, i.e., space and time) trajectories stored in automated

support tools form the basis for the ATCos work [8]–[11].

A fundamental difference between current practice and future air traffic

management is the explicit use of a 4D definition of aircraft trajectories (4DT)

as a shared representation between air and ground segments. In SESAR, this

4DT has been defined as a Reference Business Trajectory (RBT) [4]. Supported
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by a communications network, the System Wide Information Management

(SWIM), the definition of the 4DT is to be shared, such that all parties involved

have access to relevant and the most up-to-date flight information. This will en-

able more accurate planning, prediction and monitoring of traffic movements,

resulting in a higher capacity and more efficient use of the available airspace.

Given that the stakes are high, and that the ATM work domain inevitably

has too many unforeseen situations to create a fully automated solution (i.e.,

the work domain can be characterized as “open”, [12]), human users will have

to remain actively involved in the system. The future air traffic controller will

not, as he or she is doing currently, provide hands-on instructions to the aircraft,

in essence creating the aircraft’s 4D trajectory in real time. Rather, controllers

will work on (refining) a pre-planned definition of the aircraft 4D trajectory (4D

flight plan), visualized and represented to them by automated tools. Future or

modernized aircraft will have the capability to receive 4D trajectory updates on

the flight deck through data-link, and implement their flight according to this

trajectory with a high degree of precision.

Although considerable research has been devoted to exploring this future

approach to air traffic control with 4D trajectory support [13]–[17], a definite

concept on a distribution of the roles of automation and human users has not

yet been defined. It is clear that higher levels of automation will need to be

developed, but the ‘central role’ of the human operator is not well defined yet.

Many other complex socio-technical domains have shown that the introduc-

tion of higher levels of automation often introduce new problems, problems

that are often harder to resolve than those intended to be solved in the first

place [18]. Increasing the level of automation is not good or bad in itself, but

with more automation, greater coordination between people and technology

will be required[19]. Breakdowns in coordination may result in humans having

difficulty getting the automation to do what they want and, conversely, a poor

understanding of the way automation works [20]. To mitigate breakdowns in

coordination between human and automated agents, it is imperative to create

new tools for coordination so as to make automated systems ‘team players’.

This chapter explores one possible design approach for facilitating a suc-

cessful human-automation collaboration in a future 4DT-based ATM system.

In the SESAR WP-E project ‘C-SHARE’ a Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) ap-

proach is adopted [21], [22]. CWA starts from an analysis of the work domain,

identifying goals and functions in this work domain, and in a design, it is pos-

sible to start top-down, initially independent of the chosen solutions for the

system. The ultimate goal of the project is to find a “common ground” or

shared representation for manipulating 4DTs that can be used to develop the
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automated tools as well as the human-machine interfaces. It is foreseen that

a shared representation for automation and humans will greatly benefit the

shared cognition in ATM. The chapter outlines a step-wise approach to the def-

inition and refinement of 4DTs and discusses some of the implications on au-

tomation and display design.

2.2 The Structure and Function of Airspace

The re-engineering of the air traffic management system is a design process,

which will be approached here following the paradigm of CWA. That means that

the first step in CWA, the Work Domain Analysis (WDA), will be started in a top-

down fashion. Part of the WDA will reflect the constraints innate in the work

domain itself, for example the fact that aircraft need to have sufficient clearance

from terrain and other aircraft (separation). However, other functions in the

WDA are influenced by the design choices, both for the current system and for

the envisaged new ATM systems.

2.2.1 Work domain analysis

The work domain analysis will be done by constructing an Abstraction Hierar-

chy (AH) [20]. In constructing an AH for a new domain, the main challenge is

to select the proper choice for the abstract functions in this domain. In process

technology and energy generation systems, where CWA originated, the abstract

functions that describe the energy and mass balances in a system form an ap-

propriate choice [12]. In the description of a single vehicle, the WDA at this level

focuses on locomotion and on (potential and kinetic) energy balances [23]. For

the case of ATM, the principal functions at this level are proposed to be iden-

tified as locomotion, localization, communication, separation, and a principle

we refer to as “travel space”.

Locomotion is a function of the moving elements in the ATM system, real-

ized by flight for aircraft, and drifting for weather. Localization is the function

that determines the position of these moving elements, either on-board, by the

navigation system, or on the ground, by the ATM surveillance systems. Com-

munication supports localization and decision making in the system by sharing

intentions, plans, and localization results. Separation is the principal means for

safety in the ATM system: at all times a proper clearance to other aircraft, ter-

rain and hazardous weather must be maintained.
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The identification of travel space as a separate functionality in this analysis

warrants additional explanation. We define travel space as the function offered

by the air and infrastructure to the moving elements in the ATM system – the

aircraft – to implement their locomotion. Other elements in the system, such

as weather, terrain and including other aircraft, affect the possibility to use the

available airspace in certain ways [24], [25]. That is, for a given aircraft fixed

(terrain) and moving (other aircraft, weather) obstacles limit the maneuvering

possibilities for that aircraft both in space and time. Travel space is by definition

four-dimensional, and the way its constraints can be managed stands at the

heart of (current and future) ATM.

2.2.2 Travel space function constraints

Identifying the possibilities for travel as a function in our analysis enables us

to investigate the implications of 4D operations in our design of new ATM sys-

tems. Many constraints in this function are unavoidable; removing them would

require removing terrain or other traffic. However, the solutions chosen for our

ATM system, such as the communication and navigation systems, the legal in-

frastructure and the way in which we plan and coordinate trajectories, affect

the shape and characteristics of the travel space function.

Communication limitations. Current ATM mainly uses voice communica-

tion. To enable efficient use of this communication channel which is limited in

bandwidth – on the other hand, it is extremely flexible – the actors taking part

in this communication need to have agreed on extensive background informa-

tion. This makes it possible to only use pre-defined and published waypoints

and discrete altitude levels for defining flight plans. Digital data-link will allow

the actors to exchange fully-defined flight plans with custom 4D waypoints, al-

lowing for more flexible use of the airspace.

Navigation systems. Traditionally, limitations of navigation systems pro-

vided constraints on where flight was possible. In the early days of commercial

aviation, railroads and other landmarks formed the basis for the air structure.

Later, radio navigation aids, such as the four-course radio range, VOR and NDB

beacons largely determined the use of airspace. The navigation aids thus deter-

mined which parts of the airspace are usable as travel space, and how these can

be used. Much of these restrictions have been removed as aircraft are increas-

ingly able to perform satellite-based Area Navigation (RNAV), meaning that

navigation can be performed without the direct need for physical land-based

nav-aids.
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Legal infrastructure. A further constraint on the locomotion is provided by

the administrative organization of airspace. The (current) division in airspace

sectors imposes restrictions on the paths of aircraft, basically because the han-

dling and the transition of an aircraft from one sector to another requires a

buffer zone between the sectors, and effort from the controllers and pilots.

Aircraft trajectories are effectively constrained to transitions between sectors

with more or less perpendicular angle to the sector boundaries. Short paths

through sectors, such as the perpendicular traversal of narrow sectors, or pass-

ing through a corner of a sector, are difficult to manage and therefore uncom-

mon.

Planning and coordination. Currently, the control of the traffic within an

airspace sector is normally the job of a single ATCo, or of a small team of two to

five. Support by automated tools is fairly limited, and the extent to which a 4D

trajectory is known ahead of time is very limited. This forces an ATCo to impose

additional structure on the use of airspace.

The technological advances in navigation systems and communications

foreseen in SESAR and NextGen can remove part of the constraints on the travel

space function, opening the way for more economical—direct—routes.

2.3 Operational Concept

2.3.1 Overview

This chapter sketches an operational concept for the future ATM system that

largely uses the functionality foreseen in the ATM master plan [2]. In particu-

lar, the functionalities provided by 4D trajectory management and information-

exchange with a SWIM system are combined in a concept that assumes a cen-

tral role for the human actors in the system.

A chronological step-wise refinement of the 4D aircraft trajectories is pro-

posed. Given the central role reserved for the human actors in this process, to

enable them to contribute in the planning and management of 4D-based opera-

tions, proper support for visualizing, evaluating and modifying trajectories and

airspace allocation is required. Also, the interdependencies and the amount of

work in defining 4DTs for all aircraft in the ATM system is very large, and thus

require automated systems to support the human users in this task.

Task division between humans and automation is often approached as an

‘allocation problem’; either the human actor or the automation is selected for

a task. Prime examples for this can be found within the aircraft themselves;
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the task of stabilizing the aircraft is normally allocated to the autopilot, and the

navigation along a trajectory is performed by a combination of the autopilot

following a flight plan entered by the pilot in the Flight Management System.

The first guiding principles in task allocation have been laid out in what is

now known as Fitts’ list [26]. In this concept, part of the tasks in the foreseen

ATM concept are indeed assigned with these principles, such as the tactical

monitoring for deviation between actual flights and the agreed 4D trajectories.

However, other tasks are foreseen to be performed jointly by automation and

humans, and some tasks can be done in parallel by automation and humans.

In most complex systems, however, many tasks are too ill-defined to be

handled by automation. Such ‘fuzzy’ tasks are typically assigned to human

operators. To support operators in those cases, a proper visualization of the

problem space can help. Examples of such visualizations are the Ecological In-

terface Design for the example process system DURESS [27], or, more recently,

visualizations for airborne traffic avoidance [28], [29], and 4D trajectory manip-

ulations on the flight deck [30], [31]. These can be seen as automation support,

where algorithms are used to visualize the work domain constraints in such a

way that operators can implement appropriate control strategies. This leads to

a task that can be performed jointly by automation and humans. The resulting

cognition can be seen as a joint effort of the automation, and in particular the

visualization of the problem, and the human user [32].

Within the SESAR overall operational concept, several stages in the refine-

ment of 4D trajectories are foreseen. The design presented in this chapter fo-

cuses on three stages: (i) Short-term planning, performed 24 to 12 hours in

advance of the flight; (ii) Pre-tactical planning, conducted several hours to 30

minutes in advance of the flight, and (iii) a Tactical monitoring phase (30 min-

(a) Short-term planning (b) Pre-tactical planning (c) Tactical monitoring

Figure 2.1: Summary of the stages in refinement and implementation of 4DTs. Only

for the tactical control the actual aircraft flight data are used (radar symbol). For the

pre-tactical and tactical control, assistance from automated agents is foreseen.
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utes to now). In contrast, the full SESAR design starts with seasonal planning.

A summary of the foreseen phases is given in Figure 2.1. The interaction fore-

seen in these three phases between users, their display and support tools and

automated agents is discussed in the following subsections.

2.3.2 Short-term planning

Short-term planning – corresponding with SESAR terminology – takes place ap-

proximately 24 to 12 hours in advance. This phase starts with an inventory of

intended flights, initially designed as the shortest and most economical route

to the destination. A visualization will be used to show the use of airspace, in-

cluding “hot spots”, with high concentrations of traffic. The human planners

use this representation to create a global structuring of the airspace (e.g., re-

stricting the number of flights in certain areas, reserving altitudes for certain

headings, making sure that there is ‘spare’ airspace to handle unforeseen dis-

turbances or to re-structure the flows to be able to handle a change in runway

at an airport, etc.). The function of the automation in this stage is mainly to

provide visualization and identification of hot-spots.

The result of this stage is a planning of the airspace ‘structure’, i.e., the travel

space will be partly pre-allocated. NextGen flow corridors [5] might be an exam-

ple of this. The 4D trajectories are then modified by automated algorithms to

conform to this structure resulting in an indirect de-confliction (e.g., to adhere

to capacity limits defined for the airspace). However, overlapping conflicts that

may exist between the 4D trajectories are not identified or resolved, since the

4D trajectories are not yet (or can not yet be) sufficiently defined to perform

this step.

Part of the work domain analysis is given in the Abstraction Hierarchy in

Figure 2.2. The work domain analysis describes the functionality and con-

straints inherent to the work domain, in this case of Air Traffic Management.

An Abstraction Hierarchy describes one and the same system or work domain

at different levels of abstraction [20]. The top level is the functional purpose (FP)

level, containing the ultimate goals identified for the system. The abstract func-

tion (AF) level describes the basic principles and processes in the work domain

that enable the realization of these goals. In this case, the basic mechanisms at

work are obstruction (e.g. by weather) and allocation of space. The generalized

function (GF) level further specifies this in terms of “systems solutions”. Nor-

mally, an AH has two further – more detailed – levels, that are not yet specified

for this study [33].
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FP

AF

GF

production:
travel space structure safety

space allocation obstruction

flight plans performance capabilities weather forecast

special use airspace terrain

Figure 2.2: Short-term planning stage, top three levels of the AH.

The product that comes out of the short-term planning step is a “structure”

for the travel space; choices are made to reduce traffic at places where large vol-

umes of traffic are expected, and additional capacity is reserved where needed,

for example as a contingency for weather phenomena. This planned structure

should achieve the goals identified at the top level in the AH.

2.3.3 Pre-tactical planning

This takes place from several hours up to approximately half an hour in ad-

vance of current time. By refining the 4D trajectories, taking into account air-

craft performance and weather, the 4DTs are defined in more detail to be “in

principle” conflict free. The adjustments to 4DTs can be performed by human

operators and automated agents in parallel. A proper visualization of the travel

space functions are used as a template for the cognitive process; human opera-

tors can use this visualization to directly perceive the effects of path and speed

manipulation. It also serves as a shared memory, offering a workspace to au-

tomation and human agents alike. The result of this stage is that the 4DTs are

de-conflicted and in accordance with the airspace structure defined in the pre-

vious step.

Part of the work domain analysis for this stage is given in Figure 2.3. The

airspace structure generated in the previous stage is now a generalized func-

tion. It defines a rough plan for the generation and modification of trajecto-

ries for individual flights, and it acts as an additional constraint in this analysis,

imposing limits on flights but providing an overall means to simplify the plan-

ning process, analogous to the way the current airway structure is used to shape
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FP

AF

GF

production:
4D trajectory definitions safety

separation path geometry obstruction

flight plans performance capabilities weather forecast

special use airspace terrain airspace structure

Figure 2.3: Pre-tactical planning stage, top three levels of the AH.

air traffic. Observing the required separation, possible obstruction (by terrain,

weather, etc.) and the geometric constraints of each flight’s path, this stage re-

sults in refined definitions for the 4DTs.

2.3.4 Tactical monitoring

At this stage the planned 4DTs of the different flights are conflict free. However,

in the execution of flights, small deviations from these planned trajectories are

expected to be unavoidable. Automated agents monitor the execution of the

trajectories and provide limited solutions (e.g., speed and minor path adjust-

ments) to keep the flights conflict free. The visualization now serves to inform

the human users of the progress of the flights and of the actions of the auto-

mated monitoring agents. The situation awareness thus built up permits the

human user to perform the higher – system – level monitoring, and to inter-

vene when unforeseen circumstances make this necessary.

Part of the work domain analysis for this stage is given in Figure 2.4. At this

stage, the physical function level (the next level below the generalized function)

will be formed by the functionality related to the aircraft and physical devices

in the ATM system. While the previous stages mainly involved planning flights

(first globally, resulting in the travel space structure, then in more detail), the

result from this stage are the actual flights. Real-time communication therefore

becomes an important function in the tactical monitoring phase.
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FP

AF

GF

production:
flights safety

separation obstruction communication travel

4DT description aircraft performance airspace structure SWIM

weather special use airspace terrain

Figure 2.4: Final tactical monitoring stage, top three levels of the AH.

2.3.5 Joint cognitive representation

The joint cognition by the human users and automation differs in these three

stages. In the short-term planning, the contribution by the automation is

mainly the visualization. The human users are primarily responsible for the

planning result. In the pre-tactical planning, the automation and human users

contribute on a more or less equal basis. Here, the visualization serves as the

representation of the commonly used (space) resources. The tactical monitor-

ing phase most closely resembles current high levels of automation, with a large

contribution of automated agents, utilizing a probabilistic road-map method,

to the final solution.

The work domain analysis, which in current approaches to Ecological In-

terface Design (EID) serves as an input to the display design process only, will

be used for both the design of the automation and the displays in this project

(C-SHARE). That is, the constraints on the 4D trajectories as identified in the

WDA are transformed into a representation that underlies both the design of

the human-machine interface as well as ground- and air-automated tools.

By virtue of being based on a ‘shared’ representation, the results of the work

done by automated tools will be compatible with the human’s representation of

the work domain, and can be visualized in a human-centric fashion. With au-

tomation and humans working on a shared cognitive representation, this also

allows shifting back and forth across various levels of automation, from fully

manual control to fully automated control, and in principle also supports the

transition between SESAR’s unmanaged and managed airspace.
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2.4 Implications for Display Design

In EID, the analysis of the work domain is a primary input for the actual design

of the display. However, the design of a display presentation is still a creative

step, the WDA does not result in a “recipe” for how the display is to be created,

it only provides guidance in determining what functions should somehow be

made visible in the display [31]. The following first inventory of the important

elements, and the way they might be visualized, is given here:

Short term. For the short-term planning of the travel space structure, ob-

struction and space allocation are considered primary functions at the abstract

function level (Figure 2.2). The product of this stage should be the travel space

structure for the next day, indicating how airspace will be allocated for flights,

and where disruptions are expected and thus buffers are reserved. The input

to this work is the set of flight plans as filed by airline companies and airspace

availability. Important aspects of the visualization will be the obstruction, by

weather cells, terrain, or temporary restricted airspace. A global visualization is

needed of the traffic flow (not per 4D trajectory, but as a whole), as is a visual-

ization of the means to modify this flow by structuring the travel space.

Pre-tactical. Pre-tactical planning should result in initial conflict-free

4DTs. The visualization should show the travel space structure created in the

previous step. Since the planning is done in parallel by automated agents and

human users, communication between the agents and humans on the ongoing

work, and allocation of (space) resources is important (Figure 2.3). The result is

mainly the path geometry of the individual 4DTs. At this stage, the constraints

imposed by the aircraft performance capabilities and separation should be vis-

ible. An important feature of the display is the visualization of the relation be-

tween the possible modifications to the 4DTs and the effect on separation and

performance.

Tactical. In the tactical planning, much of the actual work should be per-

formed by automated agents. Flights that are operating on or near the 4DT

defined in the previous stage can be monitored automatically. The visualiza-

tion for the human user should enable checking of conformance to the 4DT at

a glance. At this stage the detection of anomalies is important. Since the actual

implementation depends on real-time communication, an indication of “com-

munication health” for all flights should be given (Figure 2.4). Handling flights

with problems, that need to be diverted from their route, requires a visualiza-

tion of separation from other flights and of buffer zones that can be used to

safely divert the flight.
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2.5 Discussion

The largest change for an ATCo will be to step away from direct, hands-on con-

trol of aircraft trajectories, and to implement the desired traffic flow in real time

in conformance with an operation in which traffic is planned in detail before-

hand. For individual flights, it has proven possible to implement, monitor and

manipulate 4D trajectories, usually in the context of all other aircraft being con-

trolled traditionally. The case when all aircraft are to be controlled based on

their 4DT means a tremendous step, and a real-time visualization of how all

trajectories will evolve in time is a tremendous challenge for display designers.

Whereas dimensionality of the control problem explodes, the visualization and

display techniques remain limited by, among others, clutter issues, and physi-

cal constraints like screen size and resolution.

The main outcome of project C-SHARE will be a representation for the tac-

tical and strategic manipulation of 4D trajectories. This framework for ‘joint

cognition’ can act as a basis for designing both the automation support and

human-machine interfaces, in the air and on the ground, from one and the

same perspective. It is very likely that during the development and testing of

prototypes, the Work Domain Analysis will need to be augmented and/or partly

changed. Several human-in-the-loop experiments are foreseen that will show

to be crucial in converging the design and analysis iterations to a representation

of 4DT management that can indeed be used for both automation and human-

machine interface design.

2.6 Conclusions

This chapter outlines a possible approach for the creation of the new work do-

main in Air Traffic Management. The envisaged future situation in SESAR and

NextGen, in which aircraft will be able to fly four-dimensional (space and time)

trajectories, requires planning, monitoring, and if necessary modification of

these trajectories. The approach proposed in this paper is based on Cognitive

Systems Engineering, and assumes three successive steps in the refining and fi-

nal implementation of the four-dimensional trajectories. Automation support

comes in the form of visualization of the constraints in the planning phase, and

collaborating agents in the execution phase. An initial Work Domain Analysis

has been performed for these three phases, and critical functions for each of

the phases have been identified. Further work will focus on the refinement of

the WDA, the creation of actual interface prototypes, and the evaluation of the

design by means of human-in-the-loop experiments.
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C H A P T E R
3

SOLUTION SPACE CONCEPT

The computer is incredibly fast, accurate, and stupid. Man is incredibly slow, inaccurate,

and brilliant. The marriage of the two is a force beyond calculation. —Leo M. Cherne

(Economist, 1912–1999)

The design of the integrated Solution Space concept for 4D trajectory man-

agement is presented in this chapter. The notion of Solution Space can

be seen as the visualization of travel space as described in the previous

chapter. An overview of relevant previous work is given, followed by the

theoretical foundations for the elements and interactions incorporated in

a human-machine interface. The mapping of these elements into action-

relevant control spaces is discussed. Finally, a control task analysis is pre-

sented using the Skills-, Rules-, and Knowledge (SRK) taxonomy to iden-

tify the likely various modes of human-interaction with the interface.
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ABSTRACT

The current evolution of the ATM system, led by the SESAR program in Europe

and the NextGen program in the US, is foreseen to bring a paradigm shift to the

work of the air traffic controller. In both programs, a key pillar is the shift from

hands-on, tactical control by voice towards more strategic, 4D (time and space)

trajectory-based management via digital data-link. There is a general consen-

sus that the human operator should remain to play a central role, supported

by higher levels of automation and advanced decision-support tools. Previous

work in the design of such automated tools has seen promising results, how-

ever, also highlighted various critical issues that need to be addressed in or-

der to gain acceptance by the operational community. This chapter presents a

concept decision-support tool for 4D trajectory management that aims to over-

come these issues. Following an approach based on the framework of ecolog-

ical interface design, rather than imposing (a set of) discrete solutions, action-

relevant Solution Spaces are directly visualized to the controller. These Solution

Spaces represent all feasible control actions, regardless of their optimality. This

approach leaves the controller fully in-the-loop, and allows them to apply their

own—individual sensitive—control strategies.

3.1 Introduction

THE current evolution in the Air Traffic Management (ATM)-system is ex-

pected to result in a situation where high-precision, gate-to-gate, four-

dimensional (4D, i.e., space and time) trajectories for aircraft, stored in auto-

mated support tools, will form the basis for the work of the human controller

[1]–[3]. This new form of Air Traffic Control (ATC) implies a fundamental shift in

the work of the Air Traffic Controller (ATCo), one that will no longer be possible

without higher levels of automation and advanced decision-support tools.

Although a definite breakdown of the distribution of roles and coordina-

tion between the human operator and automation is not yet well defined, the

controller is foreseen to remain to play a central role in monitoring and revising

trajectories in the real-time—tactical—phase [3]. In this scenario, airspace and

route-allocation will be structured and optimized in the pre-tactical (i.e., plan-

ning) phase beforehand to achieve optimal system performance in terms of

safety, efficiency and productivity. However, system variance due to unforeseen

delays, hazardous weather, temporarily restricted airspace, etc., will inevitably

require (small) modifications to the pre-planned trajectories in the real-time

execution phase.
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In previous work, various prototypes of advanced automation support for

ATC have been explored, but have not been embraced by the operational com-

munity [4]–[6]. According to Westin et al. [4], controller acceptance played a crit-

ical role, where acceptance is driven by how much the support tool conforms or

matches with the skills and strategies of humans. Thus the challenge remains

how to design a decision-support tool that facilitates 4D trajectory manage-

ment, whilst accounting for the individual controllers’ expertise and strategies.

In this chapter, a novel human-machine interface concept is introduced

that supports the controller with the task of tactical 4D trajectory management.

Different from other prototypes, the proposed Solution Space Concept focuses

on portraying solution spaces (instead of problem areas) that bound all fea-

sible control actions, regardless of their optimality. These Solution Spaces—

constructed by automation—enable controllers to observe the full range of

control actions, and allow them to perform individual sensitive control strate-

gies that are close to current-day practices (i.e., ‘4D vectoring’). By visualizing

action-relevant areas rather than issuing specific actions, flexibility and adapta-

tion in control will be facilitated in a way that keeps the controllers in full con-

trol, and allows them to control traffic in their unique, creative, and self-driven

way.

3.2 Previous Work

In previous studies, various decision-support tools for 4D trajectory manage-

ment by ATC and on the flight deck have been developed and prototyped [7]–

[20]. These range from highly automated tools that provide a set of discrete con-

flict resolution options to advisory-level tools that highlight probable conflicts

or conflict areas. Three concepts will be discussed that inspired the design of

the Solution Space concept, and also underlined the importance of controller

acceptance and human-automation conformance:

1. the Highly Interactive Problem Solver (HIPS [14]) concept that visualizes

avoidance zones to aid the ATCo to identify problem areas when manipu-

lating 4D trajectories, and

2. an ecological direct manipulation interface that visualizes action-

relevant control spaces for revising 4D trajectories on the flight deck [7],

[8], and

3. the state-based velocity obstacles concept [9], [10], [20] for ATC that visu-

alizes both control spaces and avoidance zones for vectoring an aircraft.
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3.2.1 Highly Interactive Problem Solver

In the late 1990’s an elaborate study was performed by the PHARE consortium

to develop a ground-based planning and de-confliction tool for 4D trajectory

management, and resulted in the Highly Interactive Problem Solver (HIPS) con-

cept (Fig. 3.1). Although the initial outset was to provide controllers with highly

automated conflict resolution tools, that idea was discontinued at an early

stage due to controllers’ lack of acceptance [14]. Subsequently, an approach

was adopted that allowed the controller to manually modify a trajectory, and

show the outcome of the modifications overlaid on the radar screen in the form

of “avoidance zones”. These zones indicate areas in the sector where conflicts

can occur along the trajectory of a selected aircraft. After each trajectory mod-

ification (routing, altitude, speed), the avoidance zones would be updated to

reflect the impact of that modification.

Although HIPS was well-received by the research community, the final

project report highlighted a number of key findings and issues [14]. The avoid-

ance zones did not always correctly represent the controllers’ perception of

the nature and severity of the problems (i.e., human-automation mismatches).

Sometimes there could be inconsistencies between the conflict detection algo-

rithms and the problem-solver tool, resulting in ambiguous information caus-

ing controller distrust. The main conclusion was that controller acceptance and

interface intuitiveness were crucial for the operational acceptance of any future

ATC decision-support tool.

Figure 3.1: PHARE HIPS display showing red and yellow avoidance zones along the

planned route of selected aircraft RAM856 (taken from [21]).
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3.2.2 4D-Trajectory revisions on the flight deck

Various ecological direct manipulation interfaces for 4D-trajectory revisions by

aircrews on the flight deck have been developed in previous research at the

Delft University of Technology [7], [8]. These prototypes visualize affordance

zones (i.e., control spaces) for the relocation of a single flight plan waypoint as

illustrated in Fig.3.2. Here, the magenta affordance zone highlights the physical

airspace where a selected waypoint (U D) can be relocated to navigate around

weather, and to meet a time-based constraint at a metering waypoint (F I X ).

The interface visualizes the solution space for manipulating the trajectory

of the ownship, however, de-confliction with the trajectories of other aircraft is

not taken into account (i.e., egocentric control). Further, this concept does not

directly visualize the control space for manipulating speed and/or timings at

waypoints. Therefore, in this form, the flight deck re-planning prototypes are

less applicable (or practical) for the decentralized task of air traffic control. The

concept of displaying the action relevant control space for trajectory modifica-

tions as a physical area inside the airspace, however, has inspired the design of

the Solution Space concept presented in this chapter.

Figure 3.2: The 4D-trajectory flight deck re-planning interface showing the affordance

and tolerance zones for re-routing a trajectory around hazardous weather (taken from

[8]).
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3.2.3 Velocity obstacles

The velocity obstacles method, initially proposed as a collision avoidance tool

for ships [22], visualizes state-based conflict information based upon the rela-

tive velocities between two (or more) moving objects. Fig. 3.3 shows how tan-

gent lines can be drawn from a controlled aircraft (Acon ) to the protected zone

of an observed aircraft (Aobs ). When the tip of the resulting forbidden beam

zone (FBZ) is offset by the velocity vector of the observed aircraft in the veloc-

ity plane, a so called state-based solution space can be constructed. By plot-

ting the minimum and maximum speed of the controlled aircraft in the velocity

plane, the solution space displays all instantaneous combinations of heading

and speed that will lead to a conflict with the observed aircraft (i.e., when the

velocity vector of the observed aircraft is inside the forbidden beam zone).

The velocity obstacles method visualizes the action relevant control space

for de-conflicting aircraft by means of vectoring (i.e., providing discreet speed

and heading commands). Though, because of its state-based form, it does not

lend itself well for trajectory-based air traffic control. The concept of overlaying

avoidance zones on top of the available control space, however, combined with

the visualization of the control space itself as shown in Fig. 3.2, formed the

foundation for the design of the trajectory-based Solution Space concept.

the forbidden beam zone definition
state-based solution space

for the controlled aircraft

Figure 3.3: Definition of the forbidden beam zone and the state-based solution space

of an observed aircraft. (adapted from [20]).

3.3 Theoretical Foundations

The Solution Space concept has been the result of various design iterations and

refinements, based upon the framework of Ecological Interface Design (EID

[23], [24]). In this section, first, a discussion of the theoretical motivation be-

hind the selected design approach will be given. Next, the scope of the work do-
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main, and limitations herein, for which the Solution Space concept has been de-

signed will be described. Finally, a breakdown of the work domain is provided

in the form of an Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) that formed the basis for identify-

ing the elements, functions and interrelations that have been made salient on

the interface.

3.3.1 Theoretical motivation

The success of the envisioned future ATM system will hinge on three important

challenges that need to be addressed. The first challenge is determining how

far the next generation ATM system should and can be automated. Given the

more complex nature of data-link driven 4D trajectory management, the need

for more automation support is clear. However, the ATM community acknowl-

edges that fully automating the ATM system is nearly impossible, leading to the

consensus that humans should remain the ultimate responsible for operational

safety. But at what levels of autonomy and authority should automation mingle

in the work of humans? The answer to this question leads to the second chal-

lenge; Is it possible to exploit the advantages of automation whilst maintaining

a competent and skilled human workforce? Third and finally, any new technol-

ogy aimed at taking over (parts of) work from trained professionals will need to

be accepted by the users as articulated in PHARE studies and others [4].

The Solution Space concept aims to overcome these challenges by putting

emphasis on the design of the support tool(s) on visualizing the physical and

intentional boundaries on control actions to controllers, rather than having a

computer algorithm providing a single, optimized solution, or showing only

the result of control actions. That is, automation uses flight data (from digital

data-links) to calculate and visualize ‘Solution Spaces’ for control, but lets the

operator decide on a specific course of action within the available action space.

This design philosophy is inspired by Ecological Interface Design (EID),

which aims to make work domain constraints (e.g., laws of physics) salient on

an interface in such a way that people can directly perceive the space of possi-

bilities and act upon it by utilizing their own expertise and skills. The concept

is geared towards moving humans closer to the decision and control loops and

provide a deeper insight into the constraints governing their work, which all

can help to preserve, and perhaps even extend existing expertise. Research on

acceptance indicates that technology should acknowledge the individual differ-

ences between humans, and thus provide support that matches the individual

user[25]. The Solution Space concept is indeed individual-sensitive as it does

not directly dictate what actions a controller must perform, but rather enables

her to solve problems in her own way.
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3.3.2 Scope

The design of the Solution Space concept is initially focused on real-time, tacti-

cal 4D trajectory re-planning, by a single air traffic controller in a single sector

with traffic that is fully 4D- and data-link capable. We assume that the airspace-

and route allocation have been planned, optimized, and de-conflicted a-priori.

The controller task is then to revise trajectories in cases where operational per-

turbations such as delays, hazardous weather, and restricted airspace result in

conflicting, unsafe, or infeasible trajectories.

For this concept, only en-route traffic has been considered that passes

through the sector from predefined entry and exit waypoints, in zero-wind con-

ditions, and at a single flight level (i.e., no vertical movements). Emphasis has

been placed on supporting control actions that adhere to the original planning

as much as possible to prevent cascading effects in adjacent sectors. That is, the

horizontal and time-based trajectory manipulations have been designed such

that the sector exit parameters (i.e., exit location and time) remain unchanged.

3.3.3 Work domain break-down

The outcome of the Work Domain Analysis (WDA) is crucial to understand what

and how the various relationships and constraints in the work domain shape

the work of the ATCo, and what the control activities of the ATCo will be (i.e. the

work that the ATCo will have to execute). Ultimately, the WDA provides insight

into the kind of information the ATCo needs to know about the system (the

means) to be able to successfully execute the control task (the ends). The WDA,

however, does not provide direct guidance about the representational form of

the systems information that needs to be displayed to the ATCo.

The WDA in this study has been performed by constructing an Abstraction

Hierarchy (AH) for the work domain envisioned in the scope. In the AH, the el-

ements, functions and interrelations apparent in the work domain are laid out

on different levels of abstraction. It provides a top-down model of the work do-

main that reveals the functional demands and the complete set of goal-relevant

constraints. The higher levels in the AH represent the system purpose, whereas

the lower levels represent the elemental data and physical form. The different

levels are connected by means-end links, representing the logical flow and de-

composition of the work domain interconnections.

Such a decomposition also aids in coping with system and interface com-

plexity. That is, given that continuously presenting the full complexity of the

system to the human operator is impractical (if not impossible), the various

levels provide the means for adapting the interface to allow for shifting from
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higher to lower levels of abstraction. The overall goal (normal system opera-

tion) is defined by adhering to the ultimate system goals represented in the top

levels. Overall conformance to these goals should be directly visible to the op-

erator at all times. In case of non-conformance (e.g., a predicted loss of separa-

tion or restricted area intrusion), the means-end links can be followed to shift

to a more detailed view of the problem in order to find, and reason about, a

specific detailed solution.

The abstraction hierarchy that has been derived for the tactical 4D-

trajectory re-planning task is shown in Fig. 3.4. The elements, functions

and constraints are represented on five levels of abstraction, together with the

means-end links that connect them; (FP) Functional Purpose – What is the pur-

pose of the system? (AF) Abstract Function – What are the governing laws and

priorities of the work domain? (GF) Generalized Function – How can these laws

and priorities be achieved and upheld? (PFu) Physical Function – What are the

components and their capabilities? (PFo) Physical Form – What is the physical

form of these components? A detailed description is given in the following sec-

tion of how these elements have been mapped to visual representations and

implemented in an interactive decision-support tool.

FP productivity safety efficiency

AF locomotion separation economy

GF 4D flight plan performance volume that
bounds movement

PFu
series

of waypoints
speed envelope

sector
geometry restricted area traffic

PFo
locations

and timing
min/max speed size and shape

location
and shape

aircraft states
and intent

Figure 3.4: The Abstraction Hierarchy as a basis for the design of the Solution Space

concept.
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3.4 Solution Space Concept

The onset of the Solution Space concept is to facilitate flexibility and adaptation

in control, allowing humans to reason about, and come up with creative solu-

tions for challenging problems. The set of feasible control actions in air traffic

control is, however, first and foremost bounded by the laws of physics (locomo-

tion). In terms of manipulating a 4D trajectory, while adhering to the imposed

metering constraints, flight dynamics and aircraft performance play a crucial

role. These are the internal constraints related to the aircraft that is being con-

trolled. The presence of other traffic and restricted areas then impose further

external constraints that can be mapped inside the physical control space in the

form of avoidance zones [26]–[28].

In this study, vertical trajectory manipulations are not part of the scope, re-

ducing the dimensionality of the overall control space into three dimensions;

manipulation of the horizontal flight path, defined by a set of waypoints, and

manipulation of the timings at these waypoints. As there are inherent difficul-

ties such as occlusion of information and dimensional warping when display-

ing more than two dimensions on a two-dimensional screen, the interface has

been split up into two distinct parts. One is the top-down electronic plan view

display (PVD) in which the horizontal Solution Space (HSS) is shown, and the

other is a so-called time-space diagram (TSD) on which the time-based Solution

Space (TSS) is shown.

First, the construction of the horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces

bounded by internal aircraft constraints is discussed, followed by the deriva-

tion of the overlaid avoidance zones imposed by external and intentional con-

straints. Next, the integrated display concept is presented, including the pro-

posed methods for interactive trajectory manipulation. Finally, the real-time

computer-based implementation and considerations for visualizing the Solu-

tion Spaces are discussed.

3.4.1 Internal constraints

Fig. 3.5 shows the causal functions in the work domain that are related to

the internal aircraft constraints in tactical 4D-trajectory control. Locomotion

is achieved by following a 4D flight plan that must adhere to the physical per-

formance limits of the aircraft. This paragraph shows how these internal con-

straints can be mapped on the PVD and TSD to form the basic shapes of the

horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces.
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FP productivity safety efficiency

AF locomotion separation economy

GF 4D flight plan performance volume that
bounds movement

PFu
series

of waypoints
speed envelope

sector
geometry restricted area traffic

PFo
locations

and timing
min/max speed size and shape

location
and shape

aircraft states
and intent

Figure 3.5: Elements in the AH related to the internal aircraft constraints.

Horizontal control space

Fig. 3.6 shows an aircraft flying along a straight trajectory towards a time-

metered position fix (FIX). If the aircraft deviates from the direct route (i.e., elon-

gates the path by flying a dog-leg), a higher ground speed is required in order

to meet the metered time (Required Time of Arrival, RTA) at the fix. The speed

envelope within which an aircraft can operate is physically limited by the lower

maneuvering speed (Vmi n) and upper maximum operating speed, or Mach buf-

fet limit (Vmax ), which can be converted to ground speed given the current at-

mospheric conditions. Assuming that the RTA at the fix is a hard constraint, the

speed envelope of the aircraft bounds the physical control space through which

that aircraft can be rerouted.

 

 

WPA

WPB

FIX

+10 kts

+20 kts

+30 kts
+40 kts

Vmax

standard
turn

Figure 3.6: Construction of the horizontal control space.
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Fig. 3.6 shows how the speed envelope affects the possibilities for placing

an intermediate waypoint along the trajectory. Without considering turn dy-

namics and wind, all rerouting options for a given speed increase lie on an el-

lipse with the aircraft and fix as focal points. For example, the intermediate

waypoint WPA will split the original trajectory into two equal-speed segments

that must be flown 10 knots faster in order meet the fix RTA. Intermediate way-

points that require a larger path deviation, such as WPB , result in a higher re-

quired speed. By taking the ellipse that results from flying at Vmax as the limit-

ing factor, and taking into account a standard turn in the direction toward the

metering fix, the green shaded horizontal control space can be constructed as

shown in Figure 3.6. Any waypoint that is placed inside the horizontal control

space, splitting the trajectory into two equi-speed segments, will thus result in

a feasible new trajectory that does not violate the time constraint.

Time-based control space

The control space along the trajectory can also be expressed in the time domain.

A useful way to visualize this is by using a Time-Space Diagram (TSD) [29], as

illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Here, the horizontal axis represents the distance to go

along the trajectory towards the metering fix. The vertical axis represents the

corresponding predicted time at the points along the trajectory.

The slope of the line is a measure of the ground speed of the aircraft along

the trajectory. A faster speed will result in a more shallow slope (the aircraft will

arrive earlier at the fix), and vice versa, a slower speed will result in a steeper

slope. Any curved section in the time-space trajectory indicates a speed change

(i.e., acceleration or deceleration).

distance to go

time

earliest
arrival
(Vmax )

latest
arrival
(Vmi n)

RTA

now

future

Figure 3.7: Construction of the time-based control space.
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The time-based control space is also constrained by Vmi n and Vmax , and

results in the latest and earliest possible arrival times at the fix, respectively.

Changing the arrival time at the fix will violate the RTA constraint and does not

meet the earlier imposed constraints. However, for trajectories that consist of

multiple waypoints, the times at individual waypoints can be manipulated sep-

arately such that the final RTA is still met.

There is a direct link between the horizontal and time-based control spaces.

If the lateral path becomes longer due to a deviation, the margin between the

earliest and latest arrival time becomes smaller, and the slope of the time-space

trajectory becomes shallower. Vice versa, if the fix RTA is changed in the TSD,

the horizontal control space will widen or narrow accordingly.

3.4.2 External constraints

Fig. 3.8 shows the elements in the work domain that are related to the exter-

nal constraints acting on the trajectory of a controlled aircraft from the central-

ized perspective of an ATCo. The volume that bounds movement is primarily

shaped by the geometry of the controlled sector. Inside the sector, movement

can be further bound by the presence of restricted areas (e.g., due to weather,

temporary restricted airspace, etc.), and by the separation requirements with

respect to other traffic. In this study, restricted areas are considered to be static,

and visually re-routing aircraft around these zones is considered to be a trivial

task. Therefore, only the mapping of separation constraints caused by other

dynamic traffic will be discussed.

FP productivity safety efficiency

AF locomotion separation economy

GF 4D flight plan performance volume that
bounds movement

PFu
series

of waypoints
speed envelope

sector
geometry restricted area traffic

PFo
locations

and timing
min/max speed size and shape

location
and shape

aircraft states
and intent

Figure 3.8: Elements in the AH related to the external constraints acting on a single

flight plan.
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In many control systems, a set of rules, operating limits, and other provi-

sions are introduced to assure overall safety and efficiency of operations. These

act as intentional buffers and safe-guards to cope with contingencies caused

by system variability [28]. Typically, in tactically controlled ATC sectors, the lat-

eral safety provision for positive separation between aircraft is set to 5 nautical

miles. Any breach of this space is seen as an unsafe ‘loss of separation’ event.

In the scenario of fully mature trajectory-based air traffic control, the in-

tent of all aircraft is broadcast, updated, and distributed to ATC centers by digi-

tal data-link. This allows automation to work with an accurate and up-to-date

prediction of the (future) traffic movements. Using this information, avoidance

zones can be mapped and visualized on top of horizontal and time-based Solu-

tion Spaces.

Horizontal constraints

Each point inside the horizontal control space represents a position where an

intermediate waypoint can be inserted into the original trajectory, resulting in

a new (feasible) trajectory consisting of two constant speed segments. This is

shown in Fig. 3.9(a) where waypoint ~p is inserted into the path of the observed

aircraft (Aobs ). By neglecting accelerations, decelerations and turn dynamics,

the resulting predicted locomotion of Aobs can be described by linear interpo-

lation between the three time-metered points (~a, ~p,~b).

Similarly, the predicted positions of all other traffic can be described by lin-

ear interpolation between their flight plan waypoints. This allows to compute

the closest point of approach (CPA) of all other traffic (over time) with respect

to the new trajectory. If the CPA is smaller than the separation minima, the new

trajectory is predicted to lead to a loss of separation, deeming that trajectory as

unsafe. When the same computation is performed for all points inside the hor-

izontal control space, avoidance zones can be determined and superimposed

as shown in red in Fig. 3.10(a).

In essence, the placement of an intermediate waypoint at any point inside

an avoidance zone will lead to a trajectory that violates the separation con-

straints at some point in the future. In the case illustrated in the figure, the

current trajectory of the aircraft passes through an avoidance zone, indicating

that a loss of separation is predicted to occur if no action is taken.
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Aobs

Ai nt

~a
~p

~b

(a) Horizontal control space

Aobs

~a ~p ~b

(b) Time-based control space

Figure 3.9: The relationship of intermediate positions in the horizontal and time-based

control spaces to trajectory modifications.

Time-based constraints

Each point in the time-based control space represents a physical position along

the current lateral trajectory at a given future time. Fig. 3.9(b) illustrates how an

intermediate waypoint ~p can be inserted into the flight plan on the TSD, chang-

ing the metering time at that point. Similar as for the horizontal control space,

the CPA of all other traffic with respect to the new trajectory can be computed.

By performing this computation for all points inside the time-based control

space, avoidance zones can be generated and superimposed as shown in red

in Fig. 3.10(b).

Note that when manipulating the trajectory in the TSD, the lateral path

of the observed aircraft remains unchanged. Assuming the trajectories of the

other traffic are fixed, the size, shape, and locations of the avoidance zones

caused by the traffic also remain unchanged, regardless of any timing modifi-

cations to the observed aircraft. This means that avoidance zones outside of

the time-based control space can also be visualized.

A loss of separation is predicted when the time-space trajectory of the ob-

served aircraft passes through an avoidance zone, as shown in the figure. A

breach of the avoidance zones in the horizontal and time-based control spaces

is always mutually inclusive. That is, if there is a predicted loss of separation,

both the time-space line and horizontal path will pass through an avoidance

zone. However, avoidance zones that do not immediately lead to losses of sep-

aration do not always have a clear counterpart in the other control dimension.
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(a) Horizontal control space (b) Time-based control space

Figure 3.10: Avoidance zones caused by other traffic mapped on the horizontal and

time-based control spaces.

Intentional constraints

Although the Solution Spaces illustrated in Fig. 3.10 visualize the control space

in the form of feasible and infeasible areas (i.e., go and no-go zones), not every

control action is equally preferable in terms of safety, efficiency, and flexibility.

In order to steer the controller away from implementing such strategies, ad-

ditional intentional constraints can be imposed and mapped onto the control

spaces [28]. In this study we do not aim to provide absolute guidelines for the

size and shape of these buffers, but merely provide an illustration of how these

can be integrated in the Solution Space concept.

Placing waypoints close to the border of avoidance zones could rapidly lead

to unsafe situations in case of slight deviations from the planned path. To ac-

count for this, additional (intentional) separation buffers can be computed and

visualized in the control spaces as shown in amber in Fig. 3.11. The intentional

separation zones then represent the areas in which ‘control’ will lead to other

traffic passing in close vicinity to the separation minimum. The shape and size

of these zones also hints at how additional separation provisions propagate

throughout the control spaces. Control actions that require large deviations

from the original path are uneconomical in terms of fuel-burn (inefficient) and

leave little control space for further follow-up manipulations (reduce flexibil-

ity). Also, flying close to the limits of the speed envelope will leave little room

to compensate for any deviations from the original plan by using further speed

control. These intentional cautionary zones can be computed and visualized

in the control spaces as shown in dark green in Fig. 3.11.
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(a) Horizontal control space (b) Time-based control space

Figure 3.11: Intentional constraints added to the horizontal and time-based control

spaces.

3.4.3 Integrated display concept

Fig. 3.12 shows a sketch of the lay-out of the integrated Solution Space display

concept. The plan view display (PVD) is located on the left-hand side, and the

TSD is located on the right-hand side. An aircraft is currently selected, and its

horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces are visualized. The selected aircraft

has a predicted loss of separation with respect to the traffic, which can be visu-

ally confirmed by the horizontal and time-based trajectories passing through

an avoidance zone. Additionally, the conflicting aircraft is highlighted in red on

the electronic plan view display. Next, the typical work-flow of monitoring and

interacting with the Solution Space interfaces will be discussed.

Monitoring

The work-flow of monitoring and interacting with the integrated display con-

cept is shown in Fig. 3.13. When no aircraft is selected, the PVD acts as a tradi-

tional ATC radar screen, showing a top-down view of the traffic, sector lay-out,

entry and exit waypoints and restricted areas. In this case, no Solution Spaces

are visualized on the PVD, and the TSD is empty. In this monitoring display

state, the presented information allows the controller to monitor conformance

to the overall system goals at a glance, and directly identify if control actions

are necessary.

The aircraft labels show the callsign, the current speed, and the predicted

delay with respect to the fix RTA. The trajectories of all aircraft are shown by thin

lines, without the explicit visualization of trajectory waypoints or additional in-
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formation. A slider along the time-axis in the TSD can be used to make a ghost

projection of the predicted traffic movements in time, showing how the traffic

will dynamically evolve. Aircraft that are predicted to have a loss of separation

are highlighted in red. By hovering over a conflicted aircraft with the mouse cur-

sor, the other aircraft involved the conflict (one or more) are also highlighted.

This can be used to gain more insight about the nature of a conflict without

directly zooming in on individual aircraft level.

At all times, the controller can select an aircraft of her choice on the PVD.

Upon clicking the chosen aircraft, the horizontal and time-space trajectories

and Solution Spaces are visualized in real-time on both sub-displays. In this dis-

play state, hovering with the mouse cursor over an avoidance zone in the PVD

or TSD will highlight the aircraft that causes that zone on the PVD. Conversely,

hovering with the mouse cursor over an aircraft on the PVD will highlight its

associated avoidance zones (if any) on the horizontal and time-based Solution

Spaces. This enables a controller to mentally ‘connect’ the information shown

on the two displays.

Interacting

If the controller has identified that a trajectory manipulation is required, she

can select that aircraft on the PVD. Manipulating the trajectory of the selected

aircraft can be done in each of the two displays, both in isolation and in combi-

nation. These manipulations loosely correspond to current-day ATC vectoring,

namely changing the flight direction (PVD) and the speed (TSD). The following

paragraphs illustrate how the controller can reason about-, and manipulate the

trajectory of an aircraft.

Horizontal manipulations

Fig. 3.14(a) shows the Solution Space on the PVD for a selected aircraft in a

crossing conflict. Here, the controller has the option to either reroute the

selected aircraft in front or behind the other traffic. Fig. 3.14(b) shows how

the controller can insert an intermediate waypoint by clicking on the Solution

Space with the mouse cursor. Fig. 3.14(c) illustrates how the aircraft trajectory

is split in two equal speed segments, and a new Solution Spaces are constructed

for both path segments. If the controller is satisfied with the modification, she

can send the new trajectory to the aircraft for execution.

The horizontal Solution Spaces do not limit the allowed control actions by

the controller, however, when a location is selected in the avoidance zone, this

will lead to a new trajectory that is still in conflict with the traffic. Similarly,
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(a) Plan View Display (b) Horizontal modification (c) PVD after modification

Figure 3.14: Horizontal manipulations on the PVD.

the controller can choose to place a waypoint outside of the Solution Spaces all

together, but that will lead to a delay at the sector exit point.

When observing the more complex scenario of Fig. 3.12, the controller

could choose to either steer the selected aircraft behind both crossing aircraft

( 1 ), steer the aircraft to fly between the crossing aircraft ( 2 ), or steer the aircraft

in front of the crossing traffic ( 3 ). It can be deducted from the Solution Spaces

that, in this case, a preferred solution in terms of safety and efficiency would be

to steer in front.

Time-Space manipulations

Fig. 3.15(a) shows the time-based Solution Space of the same aircraft selected

in Fig. 3.14(a). The conflict can be resolved by expediting or delaying the air-

craft to the conflict location, resulting in it passing either in front or behind the

traffic. Fig. 3.15(b) shows how the controller can insert an intermediate way-

point by clicking on the Solution Space with the mouse cursor. The time-space

trajectory is then split into two segments as shown in Fig. 3.15(c), for which new

Solution Spaces are generated. Here, the first segment is flown at a slower speed

(sloped steeper), and the second at a faster speed in order to meet the original

time constraint. The selected aircraft will pass behind the traffic, indicated by

the avoidance zone that is located under the time-space trajectory.

The controller could also choose to resolve the conflict by delaying or expe-

diting the aircraft along its entire trajectory by dragging the aircraft label on the

time-axis up or down. However, that would violate the time constraint at the

metering fix. It is not possible to place a waypoint outside of the time-based

Solution Spaces because the selected aircraft cannot fly faster or slower than its

maximum and minimum speed. Note that modifying the speed along the tra-
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(a) Time-Space Diagram (b) Time-based modification (c) TSD after modification

Figure 3.15: Time-based manipulations on the TSD.

jectory widen the horizontal Solution Space for the slower segment, and narrow

it for the faster segment.

When observing the time-based Solution Space in the more complex sce-

nario of Fig. 3.12, a number of things can be observed. The trailing aircraft

causes a stretched avoidance zone above the time-space trajectory of the se-

lected aircraft. Thus, delaying the selected aircraft is likely to cause an ‘over-

take’ conflict. The two avoidance zones at the end of the time-space trajectory

(attached to the time axis) are caused by the two aircraft that are planned to exit

the sector at the same metering fix. The two crossing aircraft cause avoidance

zones at the same point along the trajectory, but at different times. From the

TSD it can be concluded that the only feasible control option that respects all

constraints is to steer the selected aircraft between the crossing aircraft, albeit

inside the intentional buffer.

3.4.4 Real-time Implementation

A prototype of the integrated Solution Space concept has been implemented

in a computer-based ATC simulator, and proved that Solution Space represen-

tations can be visualized in real-time (Fig.3.16). No significant performance

issues were found when running at 60Hz on a current consumer-grade desk-

top with an NVIDIA GTX 970 (4GB VRAM) GPU, and using a 30", 2560 x 1600

pixel display. The horizontal and time-based Solution Space visualizations

were computed and generated by utilizing pixel-based shader computations on

the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
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Figure 3.16: Screenshot of the computer-based implementation of the Integrated So-

lution Space concept, showing the horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces for a

selected aircraft. The colors have been adapted for print.

3.5 Skills, Rules, and Knowledge

Although the workflow of monitoring and interacting with the interface is

shown in Fig.3.13, it does not encompass the cognitive process of decision-

making behind the choice for a certain control action. To determine the con-

trol strategies that can be applied with the interface, an analysis of the worker

competencies has been performed by using Rasmussen’s classification of skill-

based, rule-based, or knowledge-based behavior (SRK taxonomy,[30], [31]).

The decision ladder (3.17), typically used in the Activity Analysis dimension of

CWA, has been used as a tool to investigate various modes of control. The lad-

der is entered at the left bottom, when a situation triggers the need for a control

action. The left hand side shows the various steps in the analysis of the problem,

and the right hand side shows the shows the steps in planning an acceptable so-

lution.

A solution is formulated by following the ladder, whether by going all

the way up to the knowledge-based domain, or by taking rule-based short-

cuts. These shortcuts are typically based on stored rules or procedures that

have been derived empirically during previous occasions, either learned during

training, or stored from successful solutions in similar situations. A distinction

can be made between lower and higher level rule-based behavior. Lower levels

are close to skilled-based behavior and are typically control strategies that al-
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ways work for a given situation without further thought. Higher level rule-based

coordination is based on familiarity and/or explicit know-how that requires a

higher level of cognition.

For the task of tactical, trajectory-based conflict resolution with the Solu-

tion Space interface, three rule-based shortcuts have been identified that are

shown in the decision ladder (numbered 1 , 2 and 3 ). The decision flow map

in Fig.3.18 accompanies the decision ladder, and shows the cognitive steps pre-

ceding each shortcut in more detail. The decision flow map is entered when

the interface detects a conflict between two or more aircraft. The first step for

the controller is to observe and assess the situation using the available infor-

mation. The involved aircraft can be identified by their red labels. Further, the

planned trajectories of all other traffic are shown as thin lines, aiding in creating

an initial mental model of the situation.
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Figure 3.17: The decision ladder as a method to classify skill-, rule- and knowledge-

based control. The three rule-based shortcuts are shown and numbered 1, 2 and 3.
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Shortcut 1. Using the observations, the controller can determine whether

immediate action is required or whether there is time to formulate a more elab-

orate strategy. When immediate action is required, the controller can select

one of the conflicting aircraft and observe its Solution Space to check for the

availability of safe control space (both horizontally or time-based). If not, the

controller can select the other conflicting aircraft to rapidly observe which one

has (the most) available control space. In taking this shortcut, typically any

available solution will be acceptable, and control is mostly reactive.

Shortcut 2. When no immediate action is required, the controller can test

solutions against best practices and/or if they conform to currently applied

strategies. A typical best practice in ATC is for instance, letting slower aircraft

pass behind faster aircraft. A current strategy can be, for instance, solving all

identical conflicts (or traffic patterns) in a similar geometric way. By selecting

the corresponding aircraft and observing its available control space, the con-

troller can confirm the validity of that strategy.

Shortcut 3. If shortcut 2 cannot be taken, the controller can fall back on

strategies learned by training, or strategies that have been successfully applied

for similar scenarios in previous experiences. The availability of this shortcut

mainly depends on the level of training, experience, and expertise of the con-

troller to recognize familiar patterns and couple them to a suitable strategy.

Knowledge-based behavior. When no rule-based shortcut can be made,

knowledge-based strategies have to be formulated. Knowledge-based behavior

is typically applied in unfamiliar or complex situations, and relies on the oper-

ators’ mental model of the work domain. Here, one or more strategies can be

formulated and tested towards the overarching goal. This type of control can

be classified as ‘creative problem solving’ and requires the highest level of cog-

nition.

In practice, multiple iterations can be made through the decision flow map.

The controller can view the Solution Spaces of multiple aircraft before selecting

a suitable control strategy. Typically, lower level rule-based shortcuts, if avail-

able, will be preferred over higher level solutions. The number- and availability

of such shortcuts is highly dependent on the level of training, experience and

expertise of the controller.
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3.6 Conclusion

The ultimate goal of this work has been to design a prototype decision-support

tool for real-time, tactical, 4D trajectory-based air traffic control. The design

of the Solution Space concept presented in this chapter is inspired by ecologi-

cal interface design, and focuses on visualizing action-relevant control spaces.

These Solution Spaces show the available control space for horizontally re-

routing the trajectory of an aircraft and modifying the speed along the trajec-

tory, overlaid with avoidance areas caused by external constraints such as re-

stricted areas, weather, and other traffic. The concept supports air traffic con-

trollers to observe and modify 4D-trajectories in a way that allows them to ex-

ercise their own preferred—individual-sensitive—control strategies.

3.7 Recommendations for Future Work

The manipulation of the vertical profile of a 4D-trajectory has not been taken

into account in this work. This is an area that firstly must be addressed in fu-

ture work in order to gain more traction in the operational community. The

addition of vertical Solution Spaces, however, will greatly increase the complex-

ity of the control task, and bring new challenges to the display design; aircraft

performance varies widely at different altitudes, which has a direct impact on

the overall available control space. Next, the concept presented in this paper fo-

cuses on 4D-trajectory management in ideal—deterministic—conditions. Ex-

ternal uncertainties caused by non-linear atmospheric conditions (i.e., wind,

pressure, and temperature variations), variance in pilot response time and data-

link delays, varying levels of hardware capabilities, varying aircraft navigation

precision, etc., have not been taken into account. These factors must be ad-

dressed in order to gain more acceptance in the operational community. The

main challenge will be to keep a careful balance between visualizing opera-

tional complexity versus the concept’s usability in future developments.
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C H A P T E R
4

EXPERTISE, STRATEGIES AND

ROBUSTNESS

One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work of one

extraordinary man. —Elbert Hubbard (Writer, Philosopher, 1856 – 1915)

This chapter presents the first human-in-the-loop experiment with a par-

tial implementation of the Solution Space concept. First, the visualiza-

tion of horizontal Solution Spaces—named Travel Space in this chapter—

is briefly introduced, followed by an investigation of the various control

strategies by means of a decision ladder and an information flow map. A

new metric is presented to quantify how robust control actions are to fur-

ther system disruptions. The set-up of the human-in-the-loop experiment

is presented, and the results of the experiment are presented and discussed.

The chapter is concluded with a discussion of the results.
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ABSTRACT

The introduction of 4D trajectory-based operations will require the develop-

ment of new and more advanced ‘human-centered’ decision support tools for

future air traffic controllers. One approach to the design of human-centered de-

cision aids is Ecological Interface Design, that focuses on visualizing the bound-

aries of safe system performance rather than prescribing predetermined strate-

gies or discrete solutions. Previous studies with ecological interfaces in the

aviation domain revealed that humans sometimes opted for control actions

close to these boundaries, giving rise to a general concern about the robust-

ness of control actions. The goal of this study has been to empirically investi-

gate how effectively an ecological interface for 4D trajectory management, as

developed in a previous study, supports the preservation of airspace robust-

ness. For this purpose, a metric has been developed to evaluate both minimum

and average sector-based and control-based robustness. Special attention was

paid to quantifying and measuring the effect of expertise level on the robust-

ness of human-generated control actions. Results of a human-in-the-loop ex-

periment indicate that expert participants were most robust in their control ac-

tions, as compared to either skilled or novice participants. This result suggests

that boundary-seeking control actions with ecological interfaces are mainly de-

pendent on the level of expertise and the control strategies of the end user.

4.1 Introduction

FUTURE Air Traffic Management (ATM) is expected to undergo a paradigm

shift in the way in which aircraft are controlled [1], [2]. The addition of

time as an explicit control variable within the concept of Trajectory-Based Op-

erations (TBO) will allow the controller to plan aircraft movements farther in

advance, and will allow for the behavior of the system and its components to

become more predictable. As a result, TBO will enable the human controllers

to step away from their current ‘hands-on’ form of tactical control, and to be-

come more strategic airspace managers.

The increased dimensionality and abstraction of this new task will require

sophisticated computerized tools to separate, organize, and expedite flows of

traffic safely and efficiently. There is a general consensus by operational com-

munities that the human controller should remain actively involved in the con-

trol loop, and should remain responsible for the safety of operations. Therefore,

a so-called ‘human-centric’ approach to automation is explicitly embraced in

order to mitigate known human performance-related issues, such as impaired
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system understanding, skill degradation, transient workload peaks, and com-

placency [3]–[6]. However, a definite division between the role of the human

controller and automation, and the full extent of these new control tasks are still

unclear. As a result, it also remains unclear along what control strategies those

computerized tools should guide controllers to meet all system and human-

performance requirements.

One possible approach to the development of human-centered decision

support tools is the constraint-based ‘ecological’ approach [7]–[9]. The ratio-

nale behind this approach is to let the decision support tool provide the hu-

man operator with a set of functional constraints that follow directly from the

work domain (or ecology), rather than to provide him/her with explicit solu-

tions. When visualized, these functional constraints will provide the controller

with a ‘map’ of the available control space that does not directly govern a pre-

determined control strategy. The benefits of such an approach would be that

the operator remains the active decision maker, and that all control actions are

safe and good enough as long as they do not violate the functional constraints.

In other words, a constraint-based approach would support a myriad of dif-

ferent control strategies, ranging from local short-term fixes to organizing the

airspace-wide flow of traffic.

Previous work in aviation has shown, however, that when supported by

constraint-based interfaces, operators sometimes opt for solutions that are

close to the border between safe and unsafe actions [10]–[13]. That research

was primarily focused on egocentric flight deck applications where pilots

needed to separate themselves from external hazards, such as terrain or other

traffic. When such ‘tight’ solutions in narrow control spaces are applied in Air

Traffic Control (ATC), this could potentially reduce the overall robustness of the

airspace to cope with unforeseen events, and therefore might degrade the long-

term system stability.

Although it can be argued that tight control actions are promoted—or at

least enabled—by constraint-based representations, it can also be argued that

the underlying goals, strategies and expertise of the operator play important

roles in how such an interface is used. For example, pilots are usually unaware

of, or not directly concerned with, streamlining operations within a sector, but

are primarily focused on maximizing their own gain. As a result, such form of

control can be labeled as more opportunistic. However, in a tightly-coupled air

traffic control environment, the effect of one control action on the overall ro-

bustness of the system is often not immediately salient, and depends on many

interrelated factors (e.g., other traffic, congested areas, preferred routing).
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Experienced air traffic controllers have been frequently shown to perform

risk aversive control strategies such as formulating backup plans, or by main-

taining additional separation buffers between aircraft [14]. Such strategies are

focused on mitigating the risk for safety-critical events to arise, and are learned

both by formal training and through work experience. Therefore, given that eco-

logical representations allow for a wide variety of control strategies, the level of

training, expertise, and experience of the controller is expected to be an impor-

tant factor in how such an interface is used.

In this chapter we investigate how three user groups with different levels

of expertise (i.e., novice, skilled and expert groups) use a constraint-based in-

terface that aims to support them in a future air traffic control task. The de-

cision support interface used in the human-in-the-loop experiment—the pre-

viously developed Travel Space Representation (TSR)—is primarily designed

for local trajectory revisions of individual aircraft [15]. As such, the goal of

this research is to empirically investigate how different expertise groups im-

plicitly take global system goals into account when they are working with a

constraint-based interface designed to resolve local system perturbations. To

capture, quantify, and compare the robustness of control actions and between

the user groups, this chapter introduces a metric that reflects higher-order and

long-term system stability goals in a centralized control setting. Additionally, it

is investigated how control strategies shift under the influence of varying lev-

els of perturbation (i.e., from few local to many airspace-wide perturbations)

and varying initial traffic structures (i.e., from initially structured corridors to

unstructured traffic).

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, the practical use of the

TSR by human controllers, and various classifications of control strategies is

discussed. This is followed by an analysis of the robustness metric that has

been developed for trajectory-based operations. Next, the experimental design

is presented, followed by the results, discussion, and conclusions.

4.2 Travel Space Representation

Inspired by the principles of Ecological Interface Design (EID)[16], [17], the

Travel Space Representation is a constraint-based decision support tool that

visualizes the boundaries of safe control for the task of short-term trajectory-

based air traffic control [15]. Rather than providing one or more discrete opti-

mal trajectory advisories, the TSR visualizes a set of constraints that bound safe

and feasible control actions to reroute a selected aircraft.
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The general shape of the TSR is determined by the internal aircraft perfor-

mance constraints. More specifically, the TSR represents the space in which the

selected aircraft can be rerouted without exceeding its speed envelope or bank

angle limits, but can still realize its planned time at the next waypoint. The

additional constraints resulting from external factors (e.g., other traffic and re-

stricted areas) are mapped on top of this shape in the form of no-go areas. Only

the horizontal plane has been supported in this work.

The interface focuses on supporting the controller with the task of resolv-

ing local perturbations within a single sector that has been de-conflicted a-

priori. That is, all aircraft are assumed to follow a predefined 4D path that is

initially conflict free. However, as a result of unforeseen events such as delays

in other sectors, or the presence of adverse weather, the controller will be re-

quired to realign them in order to ensure safe operations. More details on the

design of the TSR can be found in previous work [15]; in this article the user

interaction with the TSR is central.

4.2.1 Practical use of the Travel Space Representation

The TSR is a Direct Manipulation Interface (DMI) that allows the Air Traffic Con-

troller (ATCo) to select and modify the trajectory of an aircraft by means of click

and drag operations with a mouse input device. To illustrate how the TSR can

support the controller in a manual trajectory revision task, Fig. 4.1 shows three

subsequent images of its use in a hypothetical traffic scenario. The task con-

sidered here consists of de-conflicting a selected aircraft (Aobs ), and rerouting

it around a restricted airspace (R A) while meeting the planned sector exit time

at waypoint F I X . The initial situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a) in which the

observed aircraft, the conflicting aircraft (Ai nt ), and the restricted airspace are

shown.

When the observed aircraft is selected by clicking on it with the mouse cur-

sor, its TSR is visualized as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b) (the shaded area extending

from the aircraft to point F I X ). In this scenario, the TSR consists of two safe

fields of travel and one restricted field of travel. The safe fields of travel indicate

the areas in which, when rerouting through any point, the resulting trajectory

will both be feasible (i.e., a trajectory that adheres to internal performance lim-

its) and safe (i.e., a trajectory that will resolve the conflict).

Fig. 4.1(b) shows how the controller can select and accept a position within

the safe field of travel using the mouse to reroute the aircraft (point W P , in-

dicated by the star symbol). Supported control actions with the TSR include

deleting waypoints, modifying the location of a waypoint by dragging it to a
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Ai nt

Aobs

R A

F I X

(a) En-route scenario with

conflicting traffic and a RA

Ai nt

Aobs

R A

F I X

WPT

safe field

restricted field

(b) The TSR and placement of

an intermediate waypoint

Ai nt

Aobs

R A

F I X

(c) Resulting trajectory for

the observed aircraft

Figure 4.1: Travel Space Representation (TSR) support for the task of manual trajectory

revision of an observed aircraft by air traffic control.

new position, and modifying the target time of arrival at a waypoint by using

the mouse scroll wheel. By right-clicking on the display, a drop-down menu ap-

pears that allows the controller to either reject the modifications, or to accept

and send the new trajectory to the aircraft.

Fig. 4.1(c) shows the resulting valid resolution for the selected aircraft by

introducing the new waypoint. The original straight trajectory is divided into

two equal-speed segments, calculated such that the arrival time at the sector

exit fix remains unchanged. Subsequently, a new TSR is visualized for both tra-

jectory segments. It must be emphasized that the TSR is solely a visualization

of the task-related constraints and does not physically limit the resolutions that

the controller can choose. The controller could still place a waypoint at a loca-

tion inside the restricted field of travel or outside the TSR. Those solutions will

either trigger a conflict or will not guarantee meeting the timing constraints at

the sector exit point.

4.2.2 Control strategies and level of expertise

The constraints visualized by the TSR provide the controller with an insight into

the set of valid control options for a single selected aircraft. However, when a

perturbation involves more than one aircraft, these constraints do not directly

impose a predefined set of tasks or control strategies. For example, when two

(or more) aircraft are in conflict, the controller must decide whether to resolve

the conflict by manipulating one aircraft, or by performing a cooperative res-

olution. Also, the sequence in which the controller manipulates the aircraft,

and the chosen rerouting geometry will both affect the overall dynamics within
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the airspace. Especially in more complex scenarios that involve the manipu-

lation of multiple aircraft (i.e., control actions are more tightly-coupled), or in

situations in which the work domain itself is less predictable (e.g., inherent un-

certainties in the execution of trajectories, in unstructured airspace), the abil-

ity and expertise of the controller to perform goal-oriented control on a higher

conceptual level will become increasingly important to assure the stability of

operations.

To investigate how the level of expertise of the controller relates to the deci-

sion making process when resolving a perturbation with the constraint-based

TSR, six control strategies have been examined. These control strategies have

been identified by means of expert opinions and the observed usage of the TSR

in a previous validation experiment. For this purpose, the Skills, Rules and

Knowledge (SRK) framework developed by Rasmussen and the decision ladder,

shown in Fig. 4.2(a), have been used to determine the rule-based shortcuts as-

sociated with each of these strategies, labeled 1 to 6 [18], [19]. An information

flow map of these control strategies is depicted in Fig. 4.2(b), and shows the

unique cognitive chains through the decision making process. The same figure

also shows how these strategies have been mapped on the decision ladder.

The various control strategies and their coupling to the level of expertise of

the controller can be described as follows:

Novice strategies are mainly expressed by ‘if-then’—reactive—types of con-

trol that only employ simple rule-based shortcuts. For example, when using

the TSR, a novice strategy could be to simply select a perturbed aircraft and

to reroute it through a safe field of travel without any specific rationale (strate-

gies 1 and 2). Such strategies will mainly focus on a single aircraft, and will not

shy away from resolutions in narrow control spaces. When novice controllers

attempt to apply more elaborate strategies, extensive knowledge-based reason-

ing will be required (strategies 3, 4, 5 and 6), and the effectiveness will be limited

by the lack of a comprehensive understanding of the control task.

Skilled strategies rely on rule-based shortcuts that are built upon a basic

understanding of the system and its dynamics. To a limited extent, a sequence

and/or prioritization of control actions is made. For example, a controller could

determine the sequence of aircraft in which to solve a conflict (strategies 3 and

4), or prioritize the order of perturbations to revolve (strategy 5). Such strate-

gies can be seen as satisfactory local, short-term solutions, but will often fail to

integrate the long-term airspace stability goals.
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Expert strategies typically foster all elements of the most elaborate—pro-

active—strategy in the information flow map (strategy 6). However, this does

not imply that, in order to perform expert strategies, one must always traverse

through the complete decision ladder. Through training, previous experience

and a deeper understanding of the work domain, experts will be able formu-

late high quality rule-based shortcuts that expedite the decision making pro-

cess. Expert behavior in the current air traffic control system has been found to

involve, amongst others, planning multiple steps ahead, formulating backup

plans, and maintaining additional buffers in terms of separation to cope with

uncertainties [14]. Such strategies focus heavily on finding long-term robust

resolutions rather than applying short-term fixes.

Applying novice control strategies will typically result in solutions that are

less robust to cope with airspace-wide uncertainties than expert strategies. Al-

though the TSR visualizes the explicit constraints that support simple rule-

based shortcuts (i.e., the go and no-go areas), the interpretation thereof, and

the level of expertise of the controller are expected to largely determine the over-

all quality of the solutions. For example, simply clicking somewhere in a safe

field of travel (reactive novice control) could result in a situation in which the

maneuvering space of other traffic is reduced, whereas when using the TSR as a

validity check for a thought-through sequence of control actions (pro-active ex-

pert control), this could have been foreseen and prevented. The robustness of

a control action itself could then be used as an indication of the level of expert

behavior of the controller.

4.3 Quantifying Robustness

In order to investigate the various strategies performed by controllers when us-

ing the TSR, a metric has been developed with the purpose of quantifying the

robustness of control. This metric is not intended to reflect measures that ad-

dress all aspects of robustness in air traffic operations, but instead has been de-

veloped to enable a quantitative post-hoc, between-subject comparison in this

study. The metric enables an evaluation of the robustness of all airspace users

in a given sector, and moreover, the difference in their robustness as a result of

a control action with the TSR. In essence, this allows to determine whether a tra-

jectory revision for one flight has a positive or detrimental effect to the overall

stability of the system. This metric finds its origin in the flexibility preservation

metric proposed by Idris [21], [22], and is based upon quantifying the proba-

bility of a trajectory to remain feasible despite probabilistic disturbances in its

execution.
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4.3.1 Robustness

Robustness is a quantitative measure of trajectory flexibility that has been de-

fined as “the ability of a flight to adhere to planned trajectory and imposed con-

straints, despite probabilistic random state deviations from that trajectory” [21].

Such a trajectory will for instance remain feasible (i.e., no conflicts or restricted

airspace violations materialize) despite a deviation in speed and/or heading

at a certain point. In its original implementation, this metric has been used

as a factor to quantify and select the ‘best’ trajectory from a set of recursively

generated trajectories [21]. For this study the metric has been modified and

discretized to allow for a post-hoc investigation of the robustness of control ac-

tions.

4.3.2 Point-based robustness

In this metric, robustness can be seen as a point-based attribute at each po-

sition along a given trajectory. This point-based robustness acts as the basic

building block with which trajectory-based, sector-based and control-based ro-

bustness can be derived. Consider an observed aircraft with a given time-based

intent. At each point in time that aircraft is assumed to be at a predicted state

(t , x, y,V ,ψ). Taking the predicted state as a starting point, the robustness at

that point, RBT (t ), can be quantified by the probability of feasibility P f (t ) of

the aircraft to successfully reach a set of next states at time t +∆t .

Ai nt

Aobs

∆ψmax

∆ψi

ni

(V +∆Vmax)∆t

(V −∆Vmax)∆t

(V
+
∆V

i )∆t

feasible region
infeasible region

Figure 4.3: Sketch of the point-based robustness geometry and the resulting area of

probabilistic feasibility at a discrete point.
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To illustrate this, Fig. 4.3 shows the predicted position at time t of an ob-

served aircraft (Aobs ) along its trajectory. At that point, a set of disturbances

acting on the heading and speed can be modeled using a probabilistic dis-

turbance model. In Fig. 4.3 these disturbances are represented by a heading

offset (−∆ψmax ≤ ∆ψ ≤ ∆ψmax ), and a disturbance in the velocity of the air-

craft (−∆Vmax ≤ ∆V ≤ ∆Vmax ). When considering the propagation of a single

heading and speed disturbance (respectively, ∆ψi and ∆Vi ) for a time interval

∆t , a new probe segment (ni ) can be constructed. Neglecting wind, this re-

sults in a disc-shaped area within which the aircraft is predicted to be at time

t +∆t . When the disturbances are discretized, this results in N (t ) probe seg-

ments, each with probability Pi (t ), such that the sum of probabilities is equal

to one. For this study, the probability of each probe segment is assumed to be

equal, resulting in:

Pi (t ) =
1

N (t )
, with

N∑

i=1

Pi (t ) = 1 (4.1)

When checking the feasibility of each segment instance with respect to the

system constraints (i.e., other aircraft predicted positions and restricted area

intrusions), the set of N (t ) probe segments can be divided into two mutually

exclusive sets—the set of feasible N f (t ) and unfeasible Ni (t ) segments. In Fig.

4.3, the green area in the disc indicates the set of feasible segments, and the red

area indicates the set of infeasible segments due to a predicted loss of separa-

tion with the other aircraft, Ai nt . Per definition, the robustness at the consid-

ered point of the trajectory is then given by:

RBT (t )=
N f (t )

N (t )
(4.2)

4.3.3 Trajectory-based robustness

When point-based robustness is evaluated along a given trajectory (trajectory

itself again discretized in N points), the robustness of the trajectory can be eval-

uated over time. Moreover, two distinct trajectory-based robustness measures

can be derived as follows:

• Minimum trajectory robustness: the point of least robustness along a tra-

jectory, given by:

RBTTmi n
=min{RBT (t )}
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• Average trajectory robustness: the average robustness along a trajectory,

given by:

RBTTavg
=

1

N

N∑

i=1

RBT (t )

These measures allow for a quantitative comparison between two or more

trajectory instances. Such a comparison is, for example, the difference in ro-

bustness between two valid conflict resolution geometries by using the TSR.

Consider the Travel Space of an observed aircraft (Aobs ) that is in conflict with a

second aircraft (Ai nt ) as shown in Fig. 4.4. The figure shows two valid resolution

strategies, one by resolving the conflict by passing the other aircraft in front (T f )

and one by passing behind (Tb). By observing the TSR alone, the implications

on the resulting robustness of any of the two resolutions is not immediately ap-

parent (i.e., both trajectories require approximately the same amount of added

track length and increase in speed). Here, when applying a novice control strat-

egy (strategies 1 and 2 from Fig. 4.2(b)), no distinct preference would be given

to either of the resolutions.

Ai nt

Aobs
restricted field of travel

safe field of travel

Tb T f

Figure 4.4: Trajectory-based conflict resolution for a crossing pair of aircraft using the

Travel Space Representation.
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Figure 4.5: Robustness versus time for two valid trajectory resolutions.

In Fig. 4.5 a sketch is given of the robustness over time of the observed

aircraft for both maneuvers. This sketch shows that there is a significant differ-

ence when looking at the resulting robustness; the passing behind maneuver

(standard ATC practice) ‘preserves’ the trajectory-based robustness better than

passing in front. The minimum robustness is highest for the passing behind res-

olution. This indicates that at the most ‘critical’ point along the trajectory (i.e.,

the point with least tolerance to disturbances), resolution Tb is more probable

to remain feasible than T f . Further, by comparing RBTTavg
, it can be seen that

the average robustness against disturbances along the trajectory is also higher

for the passing behind maneuver. In essence, when only considering the ob-

served aircraft, passing behind would reflect a more expert resolution strategy.

4.3.4 Sector-based robustness

In the previous example, the metric was used to evaluate the difference in ro-

bustness for only the observed aircraft. Here, the influence of the resolution to

the robustness of aircraft Ai nt was not taken into account. To quantify the ro-

bustness of controller strategies, however, it is of more interest to measure the

difference in robustness on a sector-wide level.

Similar to the trajectory-based robustness, a minimum and average sector-

based robustness can be derived. The minimum sector robustness, RBTSmi n
,

is defined to be equal to the lowest value of trajectory-based robustness of all

aircraft in a given sector. This measure then relates to the point in time at which

a controlled aircraft is least robust to disturbances. For instance, in case of a

predicted loss of separation in the sector, RBTSmi n
will be zero. The average

sector robustness, RBTSavg
, is defined as the average of RBTTavg

of all aircraft,

and can be used as a more general indication of the current state of robustness

of the sector.
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4.3.5 Control-based robustness

To investigate how a given control action influences the robustness of the sys-

tem, a per-aircraft difference can be calculated of the trajectory-based robust-

ness at a moment in time just before, and just after a control action is issued.

These two measures then become ∆RBTTmi n
and ∆RBTTavg

, respectively the

difference in minimum and average robustness of the trajectory as a result of

the control action. A positive value of ∆RBTTmi n
for a given trajectory indicates

that the tolerance to disturbances at the point of least robustness (i.e., the bot-

tleneck of the trajectory) has increased. Conversely, when the value is negative,

a state disturbance at the bottleneck is more likely to violate one or more con-

straints. Note that the location of the bottleneck itself can also change due to

the control action. Similarly, a positive value of ∆RBTTavg
indicates that the av-

erage robustness to disturbances has increased along a given trajectory, and a

negative value indicates a decrease. For both measures, a zero value indicates

that the robustness of the observed aircraft is not affected by the control action.

These measures allow for a quantitative investigation of how a certain control

action influences the robustness of all other aircraft.

4.3.6 Control strategies and robustness

It is expected that the difference between the novice, skilled and expert control

strategies with the TSR will be reflected by the robustness metrics. The solu-

tions in narrow control spaces, and lack of planning ahead in novice strategies

will likely result in both the lowest sector-based and control-based robustness.

Skilled strategies will be more robust on a local level (i.e., high trajectory-based

robustness of the controlled aircraft), but will likely fail to score high on over-

all sector-based robustness. Finally, expert strategies such as maintaining ad-

ditional separation buffers and anticipating the progress of the system-state

when manipulating the traffic will likely result in both the highest values of

control-based and sector-based robustness.
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4.4 Human-in-the-loop Experiment

To evaluate how the level of expertise of controllers affects robustness when us-

ing the constraint-based TSR, a human-in-the-loop experiment was performed.

Three groups of participants with an increasing level of expertise were asked to

manage various scenarios of trajectory-based air traffic without the aid of any

automated advisories (i.e., by using the TSR alone). The goal of the experiment

was twofold: (1) to investigate what type of control strategies the three groups

of controllers apply when using the TSR and (2) to identify whether their con-

trol strategies shift under varying traffic and airspace settings (from low to high

complexity).

4.4.1 Participants

The experiment was performed with a total of twelve participants divided

into three groups with increasing operational ATC experience. The novice

group consisted of four Ph.D. students who perform flight-deck and/or ATM-

automation related research (3 male, 1 female, average age of 30). None of the

novice participants received any prior training in operational air traffic control.

The skilled group consisted of four domain experts who are currently work-

ing as professionals in ATM research and development (4 male, average age of

54). Finally, the expert group consisted of four operational Area Control Center

(ACC) air traffic controllers, two of which were fully certified and the other two

in on-the-job training (2 male, 2 female, average age of 27).

4.4.2 Procedure

First, the participants were given an initial briefing of the general concept of

TBO and an outline of the experiment. This was followed by a 20 minute train-

ing session during which the participants were asked to follow an interactive

script to become familiarized with the TSR and its functionality. The training

ended when the script was completed, and when the participants indicated

that they had a good understanding of how to use the TSR to manage the traffic.

In the main experiment, the participants were asked to manage traffic

within a fictional two-dimensional sector under various initial conditions. Dur-

ing each run the overall goal was to plan and guide the traffic through the con-

trolled sector safely (i.e., without losses of separation or restricted area intru-

sions) and efficiently (i.e., adhere to timing constraints at the sector exit points).

After the initialization of an experiment scenario, the participants controlled

the traffic by issuing changes to the 4D-trajectories of each individual aircraft
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by manipulating waypoints using the TSR. The resulting trajectories were au-

tomatically calculated, and were executed by the aircraft on acceptance by the

participant. No additional input was required by the experimenter during each

run. Each experiment ended with a short debrief of approximately 10 minutes.

During the debrief the participants were asked to provide feedback on the pos-

itive and negative aspects of the TSR as a means to control air traffic.

4.4.3 Apparatus

The evaluation was performed on a dedicated software-based ATM platform,

running on a single computer. The TSR was integrated in a traditional plan

view display (PVD), providing a top-down view of airspace and air traffic. The

TSR was presented on a 30 inch screen (60 Hz LED, 2560 x 1600 pixels) placed

in front of the participant. Input was given by a standard mouse input device,

and control options could be selected by on-screen drop-down menus.

4.4.4 Independent variables

The experiment followed a mixed design with the three levels of expertise

(novice, skilled and expert) as a between-group variable, and two within-

subject independent variables, that were:

• Orderliness: the initial traffic orderliness, with two levels: structured traf-

fic (TS) and unstructured traffic (TU ), and

• Perturbation: the number of aircraft in the traffic sample that were re-

quired to be rerouted in order to prevent losses of separation or restricted

airspace intrusions, with three levels: small perturbation (PS), medium

perturbation (PM ), and large perturbation (PL).

The orderliness variable defined the initial traffic set-up of the scenario.

The rationale for choosing this variable has been that the form in which TBO

in general will be implemented is not yet definite. Therefore both structured

(fixed route-structures) and unstructured (free-routing) traffic conditions have

been considered in this research. In structured traffic (TS), all aircraft traversed

the sector through a number of structured—predictable—streams as shown in

Fig. 4.6(a). This implied that aircraft initially traversed the sector in-trail on a

limited set of fixed routes. In unstructured traffic (TU ), all aircraft would enter

and exit the sector by a unique combination (entry/exit point) of the eight fixed

waypoints as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). In general, unstructured traffic is less pre-

dictable, and will require more knowledge-based analysis and planning by the
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controller to find robust resolutions to perturbations. Only one baseline struc-

tured and one baseline unstructured initial traffic scenario were used in all six

scenarios.

The perturbation variable was defined by the minimum number of aircraft

that the participant initially had to realign in order to resolve all conflicts and

restricted area violations. The initial conflicts were purely geometrical; all air-

craft entered the sector with the same speed, thus catch-up and/or overtake

scenarios were not considered. In the small perturbation (PS) condition three

aircraft pairs were deliberately put into a conflict and had to be rerouted (Fig.

4.6(a)). In the medium perturbation (PM ) condition a restricted area (circular

area with a radius of 10 NM) was added in the sector at a location that required

the additional rerouting of five aircraft. In the large perturbation (PL) condition

the restricted area was placed at a location that required a total of seven addi-

tional aircraft to be rerouted (Fig. 4.6(b)). A higher level of perturbations will

reduce the available time for the controller to analyze control strategies, and

will reduce the overall control space in which an aircraft can be rerouted. This

is foreseen to invoke lower level rule-based strategies.

The control variables (i.e., the variables that remained fixed) in the experi-

ment were: the sector area, size and shape, the availability of the Travel Space

decision-support tool, the size and shape of the restricted area, and the initial

traffic sample in structured and unstructured conditions.

(a) TS -PS condition (b) TU -PL condition

Figure 4.6: Screen shots of two distinct experiment conditions.
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4.4.5 Dependent measures

The following dependent measures were used to investigate the effect of the

level of expertise, the traffic orderliness and the perturbation scale on the effec-

tiveness of the TSR:

• Safety: The number of losses of separation and restricted area intrusions

per condition,

• Control performance: The number of control actions the participants per-

formed to resolve a scenario,

• Sector-based robustness: The overall minimum and average robustness

of the aircraft trajectories that is an indication of the expertise level of

control strategies,

• Control-based robustness: The effect of the individual control actions on

the trajectory-based robustness of all aircraft within the sector, and

• Performance: defined by the additional track length flown by the rerouted

aircraft

4.4.6 Scenarios

The participants were asked to manage traffic in a hypothetical en-route sector

(≈ 40.000 KM2) under the six different control conditions (Table 4.1). The ro-

tation of the sector varied uniquely between scenarios consisting of the same

(baseline) traffic structure to avoid a control bias due to scenario recognition.

The names of the waypoints and aircraft were also varied in each run to pre-

vent the aforementioned bias.

Each scenario presented approximately 15 aircraft and eight sector en-

try/exit points and lasted 24 minutes in scenario-time. The simulation ran at

four times the normal speed, such that each scenario lasted six minutes in real-

time. The average traffic density was set to approximately 8 controlled aircraft

at any given point, with exception of the first and last minute of the scenarios

(real-time), in which the traffic either built up or reduced to compensate for the

absence of hand-overs in between sectors, and the lack of verbal communica-

tion.

All aircraft entered the controlled sector at FL300 through one of eight fixed

waypoints on the sector border and were given an initial (straight) 4D trajectory

leading towards one of the other waypoints. Aircraft could only be controlled

laterally (i.e., vertical manipulation of the trajectories was not possible), and
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Table 4.1: Definition of the six experiment conditions.

condition orderliness perturbation

TS -PS structured small

TS -PM structured medium

TS -PL structured large

TU -PS unstructured small

TU -PM unstructured medium

TU -PL unstructured large

only if they were physically inside the sector. Nevertheless, aircraft inbound to

the sector were shown in gray when approaching the sector, such that the par-

ticipants had ten minutes (scenario-time) to prepare for future traffic situations.

Further, the performance characteristics of all aircraft have been simulated by

a single generic aircraft type.

The initial conditions of each scenario were set such that the controller

had to resolve a fixed number of perturbations (conflicting pairs of aircraft

and avoiding restricted areas) by manipulating the trajectories of individual air-

craft. However, the control actions themselves could create new conflicts and

restricted area intrusions further ahead in time.

4.4.7 Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that the TSR would allow all participants to safely control

the traffic and resolve all perturbations, but also that the level of expertise of the

controller would have an influence on the overall robustness of the solutions.

That is, a higher level of expertise would result in control strategies that pre-

serve a higher level of sector-based and control-based robustness. It was also

hypothesized that the control strategies of participants would shift under the

various experiment conditions. Unstructured traffic and an increasing level of

perturbations were foreseen to invoke strategies that use lower level rule-based

shortcuts for all participants.

4.4.8 Data analysis

To test for between-group and within-group effects, Kruskal-Wallis and Fried-

man tests have been performed, respectively. Here, the significance level (α)

has been set to 0.05. Post-hoc, pair-wise comparison tests between experimen-

tal conditions featured either three or four planned pair-wise comparisons to
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investigate the effect of the traffic orderliness and the scale of the perturbation

respectively.

For the post-hoc calculation of sector-based and control-based robustness,

the maximum heading disturbance (∆ψmax ) has been set to 80 degrees, and the

maximum speed disturbance (∆Vmax ) to 20 kts IAS (≈ M.05, or 30 kts ground

speed). For the calculation of point-based robustness, the heading range was

discretized in steps of 5 degrees, and the speed range in steps of 2.5 kts IAS, re-

sulting in a total of 561 probe segments (ni ) per point. Point-based robustness

was sampled at every second along the trajectory. The duration of a probabilis-

tic disturbance (∆t ) was set to 120 seconds (a typical ATC Short Term Conflict

Alert time window). Although the magnitude of the disturbances might seem

high compared to what could reasonably be expected in TBO, such ‘extreme’

values are expected to magnify the between-group and within-subject variation

of robustness (i.e., only relative differences are compared).

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Safety

Out of the 1,116 controlled flights, three safety-critical events occurred, two

losses of separation and one restricted area intrusion. The first loss of sepa-

ration (skilled participant in the TS-PM condition) occurred as a result of a pre-

vious control action, after which a resulting short-term multi-aircraft conflict

could not be resolved in time. The second loss of separation (novice participant

in the TU -PL condition) occurred when the participant attempted to resolve a

two-aircraft conflict, but forgot to ‘send’ the modified trajectory the the aircraft.

The participant only noticed his/her mistake after the actual loss of separation

had occurred. The restricted area intrusion occurred for a skilled participant

in the TU -PM condition, and was only actively attended to when the aircraft

was close to the center of the circular restricted area. Further, minimum sector-

based robustness (i.e., the minimum control space in a given run) is also an

implicit measure of safety, and will be discussed in a next paragraph.

4.5.2 Control performance

Fig. 4.7 shows a box plot of the number of control actions per condition,

grouped per participants group. The figure shows that the expert participant

group, on average, performed a higher number control actions in any given con-

dition. This difference is especially pronounced in the low perturbation (TS-PS ,

TU -PS) and unstructured traffic conditions (TU ). Closer inspection of the data
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revealed that the expert group was frequently adopting a nursing strategy. That

is, they implemented a larger number of small trajectory revisions rather than

fewer, but more coarse control actions.

The experiment condition was found to significantly affect the number of

control actions (Friedman: χ2(5) = 44.28, p < 0.01). A post-hoc Wilcoxon test

showed that more control actions were issued in scenarios with a higher initial

perturbation level. This was to be expected, considering that a larger perturba-

tion level required more control actions by design.
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Figure 4.7: Box plot of the number of control actions per condition.

4.5.3 Sector-based robustness

Fig. 4.8(a) shows a box plot of the minimum sector-based robustness per con-

dition, and grouped per participant group. The figure represents the lowest

value of robustness for any aircraft during a run. On average the minimum ro-

bustness is highest for the expert participant group. This could indicate that

experts prefer to avoid steering in narrow control spaces when using the TSR.

The difference in minimum robustness between the three groups is even more

pronounced in the unstructured traffic conditions, which could indicate that

in more complex traffic patterns, the experts increase the spatial separation

buffer.

Further, the experimental condition was found to significantly affect the

minimum robustness (Friedman χ2(5) = 14.18, p = 0.02). The minimum ro-

bustness is significantly lower for unstructured traffic in the small (Bonferroni

correction: α = 0.05/3 = 0.01, Wilcoxon: z = −2.67, p < 0.01) and large per-

turbation (Wilcoxon: z = −2.67, p < 0.01) cases. This can be an effect of the

higher number of trajectory crossings, that inherently reduces control space in

unstructured traffic conditions.

Fig. 4.8(b) shows a box plot of the average sector-based robustness per

condition, grouped per participant group. This metric reflects the average
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trajectory-based robustness of all aircraft during a run, and relates to the av-

erage robustness of the airspace. The average sector-based robustness was

found to differ significantly between participant groups (Kruskal-Wallis H (2) =

10.75, p < 0.01). A post-hoc Mann-Whitney U-test showed that the average ro-

bustness was significantly higher for the expert participant group compared

to skilled participants (U = 1, z = −2.72, p < 0.01) and novices (U = 0, z =

−2.88, p < 0.01). The higher average robustness indicates that expert strategies

indeed preserve robustness better than skilled and novice strategies.
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Figure 4.8: Box plot of the minimum and average sector robustness per condition.

4.5.4 Control-based robustness

Fig. 4.9(a) and Fig. 4.9(b) show box plots of the total number of aircraft whose

minimum trajectory-based robustness had been affected due to operator con-

trol actions. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the number of flights that have been positively

affected, and 4.9(b) shows the number of flights that have been negatively af-

fected. In this measure, two or more control actions that affect the minimum

trajectory-based robustness of a given flight count multiple times.

Both figures show that, on average, control actions by the expert group af-

fected the minimum trajectory-based robustness of more aircraft compared to

the skilled and novice participants. This trend is most likely caused by the fact

that the expert participants perform a larger number of minor trajectory revi-

sions to resolve any given scenario; even for small corrections, any control ac-

tion is likely to (albeit slightly) affect the minimum trajectory-based robustness

of other aircraft.

Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) show box plots of the average (i.e., per control

action) and cumulative (i.e., summed per experiment condition) change in

∆RBTTmi n
of all affected flights. Fig. 4.9(c) shows that the magnitude of

∆RBTTmi n
per control action is, on average, smaller for the expert participant
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group compared to the other groups. Fig. 4.9(d), however, shows that the cu-

mulative sum does not vary as much. This again strengthens the finding that

participants in the expert group perform more, but finer, trajectory revisions.

Fig. 4.9(d) shows a reverse in the between-group trend between structured

and unstructured traffic conditions. That is, in structured traffic conditions that

are closer to the current form of ATC operations, experts add less, or equal to-

tal robustness compared to the other groups. In unstructured traffic, however,

experts add more total robustness. This indicates that the expert participants

maintain additional safety-buffers in less familiar traffic conditions.
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by these control actions, per condition.

4.5.5 Performance

Fig. 4.10 shows a box plot of the number of added track miles per condition,

grouped per participant group. This measure shows the total deviation in nau-

tical miles with respect to the original straight aircraft trajectories. The figure

shows that, on average, the number of added track miles is higher for the ex-

pert group. This trend is especially pronounced in the unstructured traffic con-

ditions, and is in line with the results of minimum and average scenario-based

robustness. Though not statistically significant, visual inspection of the data
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showed that the participants in the expert group often opted for more conser-

vative resolution strategies rather than minimizing track deviation by steering

close to the constraint boundaries.

Further, the experiment condition was found to have a significant effect on

the added track miles (Friedman: χ2(5) = 38.86, p < 0.01). A post-hoc Wilcoxon

rank test showed that the perturbation scale significantly influenced the added

track miles in the unstructured traffic conditions. Here, the added track miles

are significantly higher in the medium perturbation case compared to the

small perturbation scale (Bonferroni correction: α = 0.05/4 = 0.01, Wilcoxon:

z = −3.06, p < 0.01), and significantly lower in the large perturbation condi-

tion compared to the medium perturbation case (Wilcoxon z =−2.90, p < 0.01).

Closer inspection of the data showed that this unexpected result is likely due

to scenario design. Although the medium perturbation scale condition in un-

structured traffic required less aircraft to be rerouted, the aircraft had to deviate

farther from their path.
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Figure 4.10: Box plot of added track miles per condition.

4.5.6 Debrief

During the post experiment debrief participants reported that the Travel Space

Representation is fairly intuitive to use and provides a clear overview of the

rerouting possibilities for a selected aircraft. Many participants indicated that

they liked the fact that they could plan ahead due to the time-based nature of

operations. A common remark given by participants from all groups was that

they disliked the fact that constraints imposed by aircraft outside of the con-

trolled sector were not shown in the TSR of a selected flight. This could result

in an unanticipated conflict occurring when a new aircraft entered the sector.

Participants from all groups indicated that they sometimes could not link a

restricted field of travel in the Travel Space Representation to a specific aircraft.

Here, one novice participant commented that this reduced situation awareness,
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and one participant from the expert group commented not trusting the con-

straint zones. A second novice participant remarked that sometimes the green

zones (e.g., the safe field of travel) form very narrow solution areas. An expert

participant commented that trusting the tool felt doubtful as there were many

‘close calls’ between aircraft. A second expert participant reported not feeling

comfortable working with this system. Finally, a general consensus was that

more training would be necessary to get a better understanding of how the TSR

responds under varying conditions.

4.6 Discussion

Ecological, constraint-based approaches to the design of decision support in-

terfaces have shown to be promising in supporting more egocentric control

tasks. However, there are concerns that such an approach would not be equally

applicable to the development of decision support tools for the more central-

ized ATM domain. One concern is that a decentralized, distributed form of con-

trol could have a detrimental effect on the flexibility within the tightly-coupled

airspace system to cope with inherent variability (i.e., reducing the control

space within a sector). Secondly, there is a concern that constraint-based repre-

sentations could promote boundary-seeking control by operators, resulting in

less robust operations as they are close to the border between what is safe and

unsafe.

The results from the human-in-the-loop experiment showed that the level

of expertise of the operator mainly determined the nature of the chosen control

actions when using the Travel Space Representation. The more experienced

participants opted for more conservative solutions, and thereby maintaining a

higher level of robustness, whereas domain experts and students with no op-

erational experience often opted for tighter control spaces. This difference in

control behavior can be explained by the following three factors:

1. The experts indicated that they had relatively low trust in the visualiza-

tions, making them more cautious about implementing ‘tight’ solutions.

Apparently, the experts took constraints associated with uncertainties in

the displayed information into account, which is something that the cur-

rent Travel Space Representation does not make explicit. Such strategies

rely heavily on knowledge-based analysis and planning.

2. The experts followed control strategies that were inherently more robust

than the strategies adopted by skilled participants and novices (e.g., opt-

ing for ‘passing-behind’ control actions instead of ‘passing-in-front’ op-
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tions). As some of the skilled participants and novices were not aware of

this preferred strategy—that also appears to be more common practice in

the current ATM domain—they were less robust in their control actions.

3. The experts were much more pro-actively controlling the traffic (as ob-

served by the higher number of control actions), whereas the skilled par-

ticipants and novices seemed to apply a more reactive form of control.

Based on these observations, in order to bring skilled and novice con-

trollers closer to an expert performance level, it is recommended to make con-

straints associated with current practice (such as uncertainties and preferred

strategies) more explicit in the representation. Presenting such information

will provide additional information that underlies the trade-offs between ro-

bustness and efficiency, and will facilitate knowledge-based reasoning. Finally,

although the de-centralized nature of control did not appear to negatively in-

fluence robustness in this study, it does not mean that this type of control is

desirable in more dense traffic situations and/or in the presence of larger scale

perturbations. In such cases a higher-level, flow-based control strategy might

prove more efficient. That is, a representation supporting a strategy where con-

straints associated with aircraft flows and streams can be defined instead of

manipulating constraints directly tied to the individual particles (i.e., aircraft).

For future research these considerations will be further investigated.

4.7 Conclusion

The goal of the study has been to empirically investigate how effective an eco-

logical interface for 4D trajectory management (i.e., the Travel Space Represen-

tation) supports the preservation of airspace robustness. In an experiment the

initial traffic orderliness and the scale of trajectory perturbations have been

been varied. The human-generated control actions were evaluated in terms of

robustness, safety, and efficiency among three user groups with a varying level

of expertise. Results show that robustness was mainly influenced by the exper-

tise level of the participants. This indicates that ecological interfaces would

be most effective for experienced domain experts, as they can make smarter,

knowledge-based, decisions with regard to the tradeoff between safety and effi-

ciency.
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C H A P T E R
5

INTENTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

An expert is someone who knows some of the worst mistakes that can be made in his

subject, and how to avoid them. —Werner Heisenberg (Theoretical Physicist, 1901–1976)

In this chapter, the human-in-the-loop experiment of the previous chap-

ter is repeated with the addition of intentional constraints to the origi-

nal horizontal Solution Space. As in the previous chapter, the horizontal

Solution Space is named Travel Space in this chapter. Results of a fast-

time simulation are presented that quantify the effect of the conflict angle

and additional separation on the robustness of control actions. Further,

the design choices of visual mapping of the intentional constraints to the

original horizontal Solution Space display are discussed. The set-up of

the second human-in-the-loop experiment is presented, together with the

experiment results. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the results.
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ABSTRACT

Higher levels of automation and the introduction of novel decision-support

tools will play a key role in enabling future trajectory-based operations in air

traffic control. The ultimate goal is to increase the capacity, efficiency and

flexibility of airspace-use, whilst retaining the current high standards of safety.

In previous research, following the principles of Ecological Interface Design, a

constraint-based decision-support tool has been developed for the task of tac-

tical trajectory manipulation. Rather than presenting discrete optimized so-

lutions to the controller, this Travel Space Representation visualizes the con-

straints for safe control in the form of a set of go and no-go areas. A human-in-

the-loop experiment showed that although the interface enabled safe control

by all participant groups, the quality of control in terms of robustness mainly

depended on the level of expertise and prior experience of the controller. Less

skilled controllers sometimes opted for solutions close to the boundary of safe

control and/or for less preferable conflict resolution geometries. These results

gave rise to a concern that such a representation could actually work against

the flexibility of the system to cope with inherent system variability. Following

these findings, the goal of the present study has been twofold; (1) to investigate

the effect of conflict resolution geometry on resulting system robustness, and

(2) to investigate how the minimum separation distance and the variance in

aircraft speed affect the available control space in the Travel Space Representa-

tion. As a result, a set of intentional constraints has been identified that high-

lights the sub-set of control actions that are undesirable in terms of airspace

robustness and trajectory adaptability. Results of a human-in-the-loop experi-

ment show that the quality of control of novice and skilled participants better

matches expert control when these intentional constraints are explicitly visual-

ized on the interface.

5.1 Introduction

BOTH in Europe and the US, the concept of Trajectory-based Operations

(TBO) is currently being investigated as a means to cope with the increas-

ing demand placed upon the Air Traffic Control (ATC) system [1], [2]. A key

aspect of TBO is to increase the airspace efficiency and capacity by stepping

away from the current fixed airspace route-structure, allowing flights to fly user-

preferred (i.e., direct) routes between their departure and arrival airport. Such

trajectories are optimized, de-conflicted, and agreed upon beforehand, and

fully define the gate-to-gate route in 4 dimensions (i.e., ground track, altitude

and time). Although this concept reduces the need for tactical intervention by

human Air Traffic Controllers (ATCos) by design, the myriad of unforeseen dis-
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turbances and the complexity of the new task require higher levels of automa-

tion and novel ATCo decision-support tools.

In previous work, the so-called Travel Space Representation (TSR [3]) was

developed following the Ecological Interface Design framework (EID [4]–[6]).

This framework is based upon identifying the functions, constraints and inter-

dependencies within the work domain, and directly visualizing them to the hu-

man controller in the form of meaningful representations. The TSR represents

the causal constraints for manipulating an aircraft trajectory by visualizing the

physical boundaries of safe and unsafe operations as a set of go and no-go ar-

eas. Here, the go areas are defined as the areas of safe travel through which an

aircraft can be rerouted safely whilst adhering to its internal (i.e., aircraft perfor-

mance envelope) and external (i.e., other traffic, restricted areas) constraints.

The no-go areas represent the space in which an aircraft rerouting will either

cause a time-constraint violation or a separation violation with other traffic.

A human-in-the-loop experiment with participant groups of increasing lev-

els of ATC experience and expertise showed that the TSR allowed all partici-

pants to manage the traffic safely [7]. However, post-hoc analyses of the robust-

ness of individual control actions also revealed that controllers with a higher

level of expertise often performed more robust control strategies compared to

novice controllers. Such strategies can be attributed to, amongst others, pre-

ferring more conservative over tight control actions (i.e., not re-routing trajec-

tories close to the border between the safe and unsafe areas), choosing inher-

ently better conflict resolution geometries through knowledge-based analysis

and planning, and more pro-actively controlling the traffic by resolving con-

flicts before they had been detected by the system.

In this study, the factors that contribute to robust control strategies are

investigated by quantifying the robustness of control within the safe fields of

travel in the TSR. A batch analysis is performed to analyze how varying conflict

resolution geometries affect the resulting system robustness. Here, the robust-

ness of various passing angles, from head-on to in-trail, are compared. A sec-

ond analysis is made of the effect of varying the minimum separation distance

and required speed increase on the available safe area of travel in the TSR. The

ultimate goal of this research has been to design a set of constraints underlying

robust control strategies that can be superimposed on the safe area in the travel

space, in order to promote more robust control by novice controllers.

To test the effectiveness of the addition of the constraints in the TSR, the

human-in-the loop experiment of the previous study has been repeated. For

that purpose, the robustness of control of the novice (no prior ATC experience)

and skilled (no operational ATC experience) participant groups with the inclu-
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sion of the constraints is compared to that of the expert (operational ATC expe-

rience) participant group without the additional visualization.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, the investigation and quantifi-

cation of the factors that contribute to the robustness of control is discussed.

This is followed by an analysis of how those factors propagate in the safe field

of travel in the TSR, and how they can be transformed into a set of simplified

intentional constraints that can be added to the TSR. Next, the experimental

design is presented, followed by the results, discussion and conclusions.

5.2 Baseline Travel Space Representation

The current practice of tactical air traffic control is based on controllers pro-

viding discrete heading, altitude, and speed instructions to the flight deck by

means of voice communication. However, in a fully transitioned trajectory-

based ATC environment this form of tactical vectoring will no longer be pos-

sible. In order to—as much as possible—support current ATC practices, the

baseline Travel Space Representation has been designed as a decision-support

tool to enable strategic trajectory-based vectoring. With this tool, rather than

providing discrete instructions, the controller can insert an intermediate way-

point into the trajectory of an aircraft resulting in a set of time-based strategic

instructions.

To illustrate how the TSR can be used to manipulate aircraft trajectories,

the hypothetical baseline scenario shown in Fig. 5.1 is discussed. Fig. 5.1(a)

shows a selected (observed) aircraft in the controlled sector that is navigating

to the sector exit waypoint (FIX) and is planned to leave the sector at an agreed

time. The travel space of Aobs is shaded in green; its boundaries delimit the

zone where the introduction of an intermediate waypoint into the flight seg-

ment will result in a new trajectory that is feasible with respect to the aircraft

performance limits (i.e., turn radius and maximum speed). Placing a waypoint

outside of the travel space will result in a trajectory that violates the fixed time

constraint at the exit waypoint due to the excess added track-miles (i.e., violates

performance constraints).

A conflicting aircraft Ai nt is introduced in Fig. 5.1(b). As a result, part of the

travel space of the selected aircraft becomes restricted. This restricted field of

travel, shown in red, indicates the area in which the placement of an interme-

diate waypoint will result in a loss of separation with the other traffic at a given

point along the trajectory, rendering this control action as unsafe (i.e., violates

separation constraints).
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sector border

travel space
Aobs

FIX

(a) The travel space of an ob-

served aircraft

safe field restricted field

Ai nt

FIX

(b) Overlay of a restricted

field of travel due to traffic

Aobs

Ai nt
WPT

FIX

(c) Possible conflict resolu-

tion strategy

Figure 5.1: Hypothetical baseline scenario with and without other traffic.

Fig. 5.1(c) shows how the controller can identify and select any location

in the safe field of travel to place an intermediate waypoint. The illustrated

control action results in the original flight segment to be split in two new flight

segments, with equal speed, such that the conflict is avoided and the planned

time at the exit point remains unchanged. Although all control actions within

the safe field of travel will result in a safe and feasible trajectory, the travel space

in its baseline form does not provide information about the quality of the con-

trol action.

5.3 Geometric Conflict Resolution Robustness

Ideally, a human-machine system should promote ‘anti-entropic’ behavior [8],

and thereby help to reduce complexity—or chaos—within the system as a

whole. Although the TSR has shown to support safe control, the human-in-the-

loop experiment performed in the previous study also showed that expert con-

trollers used control strategies that were inherently more robust than those of

the less skilled participants [7]. In that study robustness (RBT) was identified as

a hidden motivation that experts use to perform adequate control decisions.

In ATC, common practices for separating aircraft implicitly increase the sys-

tem robustness and decrease controller workload. Here, typically, a distinction

can be made between anticipated and assured separation [9]–[11]. Anticipated

separation are situations in which the trajectories of two or more aircraft con-

flict, but due to the geometrical lay-out and dynamics (e.g., speed difference,

varying climb and descent rate), are anticipated to not have a loss of separation.

Common practice in ATC is to—as much as possible and practical—avoid rely-
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ing on anticipated separation as such situations require continuous monitoring

and are more prone to lead to unsafe situations [9].

Assured separation, on the other hand, is achieved by removing—or greatly

mitigating—the possibility for a loss of separation to occur in the first place.

This can be achieved by setting-up the traffic patterns such that crossing points

are eliminated, traffic complexity is reduced and minimal monitoring is re-

quired; for instance, one frequently used control strategy to achieve assured lat-

eral separation for two crossing aircraft is to vector one aircraft directly towards

the current position of the other aircraft [10]. This assures that both aircraft will

have passed each other at the intersection point.

Although fully assured separation is always preferable in terms of safety,

in practice, and especially in more complex traffic scenarios, this is not always

possible and is most often not very efficient. For example, when observing the

traffic situation shown in Fig. 5.1(c), placing the intermediate waypoint on the

far-left boundary of the travel space will result in the most safe traffic situa-

tion, but is the least efficient one in terms of added track miles and required

speed change. Vice versa, placing the intermediate waypoint on the boundary

between the safe and restricted field of travel will result in the most efficient

trajectory, but leans heavily on anticipated separation.

In order to investigate and quantify how this trade-off between safety and

efficiency in conflict resolution strategies affects the robustness of the system

to cope with disturbances, a numerical batch-analysis has been performed for

a two-aircraft crossing scenario. Here, the effects of conflict geometry, through

varying both the trajectory crossing angle and Closest Point of Approach (C PA)

between the aircraft on the resulting robustness are analyzed. For this purpose,

a representative en-route setting has been simulated in which both aircraft exe-

cute their trajectory at FL300, and at a constant speed of 250kts IAS (≈ M.67, or

400kts ground speed assuming no wind). Similar to current ATC operations, the

minimum allowable lateral separation between the aircraft has been defined as

5NM.

5.3.1 Geometry and metric set-up

Fig. 5.2 shows a schematic overview of the geometrical set-up of the simulated

scenario and the variables that have been used to compute robustness. The

figure shows an observed (Aobs ) and intruding aircraft (Ai nt ) that cross each

other’s trajectory with crossing angle θ. Numerical simulations of the move-

ments of the passing aircraft have been performed for various crossing angles,

various values of the CPA, and by letting the observed aircraft both pass in front
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the batch analysis geometry and the point-based robustness com-

putation control variables.

and behind of the intruding aircraft. The crossing angle was varied between

20 and 160 degrees in steps of 10 degrees (i.e., from almost parallel to almost

head-on), and the CPA was set to either 5NM (i.e., the minimum allowable sep-

aration), 6NM and 7NM. For all combinations of θ and CPA, the initial condi-

tions were set such that the aircraft movements are simulated from exactly 10

minutes before the CPA, and continue for 10 minutes after the CPA to allow for

a fair comparison of robustness between the runs.

To quantify robustness, the point-based and trajectory-based robustness

metrics from the previous study have been used as described in [7]. To com-

pute point-based robustness, a set of probabilistic disturbances are superim-

posed on the locomotion of the observed aircraft for a fixed duration (∆t ) at

a given point along its trajectory. As illustrated in Fig.5.2 the disturbances are

represented by a heading offset (−∆ψmax ≤ ∆ψ ≤ ∆ψmax ) and a speed offset

(−∆Vmax ≤∆V ≤∆Vmax ). For this analysis, the maximum heading disturbance

(∆ψmax ) was set to 80 degrees, and the maximum speed disturbance (∆Vmax )

to 20kts IAS (≈ M.05, or 30kts ground speed). Propagating all combinations of

these disturbances for the fixed duration ∆t leads to the set of all possible future

positions visualized by the disk-shaped form as shown in Fig.5.2.
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For the computation of point-based robustness, the heading range has

been discretized in steps of 5 degrees, and the speed range in steps of 2.5kts

IAS, resulting in a total of 561 probe states (ni ) per point. Subsequently, each

probe state can be evaluated whether it will result in a conflict with the other

aircraft at time t +∆t . The point-based robustness is then given by the fraction

of probe segments that will not lead to a conflict (i.e., feasible region) compared

to the total number of probabilistic disturbances (i.e., the feasible and infeasi-

ble region) as shown in the figure.

To compute trajectory-based robustness, the point-based robustness was

sampled at every second along the trajectory of the observed aircraft. From

these samples, the average robustness (RBTavg ) and minimum robustness

(RBTmi n) were computed for each combination of θ and CPA. Finally, to investi-

gate the effect of the duration of a probabilistic disturbance (∆t ) on robustness,

two sets of runs have been performed, one set with ∆t set to 30 seconds (a typi-

cal TCAS Resolution Advisory time window), and one with ∆t set to 120 seconds

(a typical ATC Short Term Conflict Alert time window).

5.3.2 Batch-analysis results

Fig. 5.3 shows the six resulting plots of the trajectory-based robustness. Here,

Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b) show the minimum and average robustness of the ob-

served aircraft passing behind the intruding aircraft. Similarly, the minimum

and average robustness of the observed aircraft passing in front are shown in

Fig. 5.3(c) and Fig. 5.3(d). Fig. 5.3(e) and Fig. 5.3(f) show the summed aver-

age of RBTmi n and RBTavg for passing in front and passing behind combined.

In each graph, the crossing angle θ is indicated on the horizontal axis, and ro-

bustness on the vertical axis. Separate lines are plotted for the two durations of

the model disturbance (∆t ), and for the cases with a CPA of 5, 6, and 7NM. In

the legend, the first number relates to ∆t , and the second to the CPA (i.e., 30-5

relates to a ∆t of 30 seconds and a CPA of 5NM).

Minimum robustness

The minimum robustness is a reflection of the probability of a loss of separation

due to a disturbance at the most critical point along the paths of the crossing

aircraft. Figures 5.3(a), 5.3(c), and Fig. 5.3(e) show that the CPA has the most

profound effect on the resulting robustness for both the passing-in-front and

passing-behind scenarios. This emphasizes that controlling close to the border

of the restricted field of travel in the TSR will result in situations that are the

least robust to absorb disturbances. That is, if one of the aircraft would deviate
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from its trajectory, there is a high probability that a subsequent control action is

necessary to de-conflict the aircraft again, and thus requires continuous moni-

toring. Further, tight conflict resolution geometries will decrease the available

control space of the involved aircraft over time, resulting in less options in case

they need a further rerouting.
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Figure 5.3: Robustness Batch Analysis Results.
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The figures show that the minimum robustness is higher when passing be-

hind (Fig. 5.3(a)) compared to passing in front (Fig. 5.3(c)) for all angles and

conditions; this indicates that a heading or speed disturbance of an aircraft

passing in front of other traffic is more likely to result in a loss of separation

than if it would pass behind.

In general, shallower (more in-trail) crossing angles result in a higher (bet-

ter) minimum robustness. This can be attributed to the lower relative speed be-

tween the aircraft that reduces the impact of disturbances. For instance, when

flying in-trail with 1NM additional separation, a heading or speed change is

unlikely to cause a loss of separation for the relatively low look-forward times

of 30 and 120 seconds. However, Fig. 5.3(c) shows one exception when pass-

ing in front with the minimum allowable separation distance (i.e., the 30-5 and

120-5 cases). In these cases, when at the exact point of minimum separation,

any instantaneous deviation of aircraft flying in front is likely to—momentarily

and marginally—violate the separation minimum resulting in a low minimum

robustness.

Average robustness

The average robustness represents the time-averaged, point-based robustness

along the trajectory of the simulated aircraft. Similar to the minimum robust-

ness, the largest effector on average robustness is the CPA. Figs. 5.3(b) and

5.3(d) show opposite trends compared to average robustness with respect to the

crossing angle. Here, the average robustness of the passing behind aircraft in-

creases when passing at more shallow angles, but significantly decreases when

passing in front. This effect is caused by the fact that when the aircraft are flying

near parallel, for a relatively long period of time, disturbances to the flightpath

of the leading aircraft could result in a loss of separation. It should, however, be

taken into account that at small angle crossings the closure rate of both aircraft

is much smaller than for near head-on crossings; when flying in-trail, if a loss

of separation would threaten to occur, the controller would have ample time to

intervene.

5.4 Robustness and Control Space

The batch analysis presented in the previous section shows that increasing the

CPA between aircraft has a large positive effect on the resulting robustness.

However, increasing the CPA also typically requires larger deviations from the

original aircraft trajectories, thereby reducing the efficiency of the individual
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trajectories and overall airspace use. Such control actions are also less prefer-

able in terms of resulting control space. That is, when the velocity of an aircraft

is increased, the remaining control space for a subsequent control action de-

creases and its trajectory becomes less adaptable.

In this section the effect of increasing the minimum CPA to both the avail-

able control space in the TSR and the performance (required speed increase) of

the controlled aircraft is investigated. For this purpose, a hypothetical two air-

craft perpendicular crossing scenario has been simulated, with a geometry that

is representative for the scale and size of the sector used in the human-in-the-

loop experiment that will follow. Both aircraft execute their trajectory at FL300,

and at a constant speed of 250kts IAS (≈ M.67, or 400kts ground speed assum-

ing no wind). The maximum aircraft speed has been set to 300kts IAS, and the

crossing point has been set to 50NM ahead the aircraft (≈ 7.5 minutes).

5.4.1 Separation

Fig. 5.4(a) shows the travel space of the observed aircraft and includes contour

lines for restricted field of travel computed to achieve a minimum separation

of 5NM through 10NM in steps of 1NM. As expected, the available safe field

of travel reduces with increased separation and requires larger deviations from

the initial direct trajectory. Further, in this symmetric traffic scenario, the re-

stricted field of travel is also diagonally symmetrical; the shape and size of the

available control space for passing in front or behind the intruding aircraft are

equal.

5.4.2 Performance

Fig. 5.4(b) shows the travel space of the observed aircraft and includes contour

lines for the required speed increase to achieve the fixed sector exit time from

250kts IAS through 300kts IAS in steps of 10kts IAS. 10kts IAS steps are chosen

because this is the typical resolution in which ATC provides speed commands.

Note that the travel space also contains the restricted field of travel caused by

the 5NM minimum separation as this is seen as a ‘hard’ constraint. The figure

shows that larger deviations from the current trajectory require a larger speed

increase, and that the rate of this increase is higher when steering closer to the

boundaries of the available control space.
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(a) Separation (b) Performance

(c) Combined (d) Intentional

Figure 5.4: Performance and separation constraints overlaid on the TSR.

5.4.3 Practical use: Intentional Constraints

Fig. 5.4(c) shows the travel space with the separation and performance contour

lines combined. The darker shaded areas thus indicate the regions in which

the resulting trajectory will have less additional separation and/or will require

a large speed increase. In practice, however, a quantitative trade-off between

added separation and speed increase is not possible. Depending on the dy-

namic air traffic environment, additional separation could be preferred over
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a lower speed increase or vice versa. Therefore, presenting the information to

the controller in the form of Fig. 5.4(c) could give misleading cues.

Perhaps a more meaningful representation is given in Fig. 5.4(d). Here,

only the least robust and least adaptable control areas are highlighted; respec-

tively, less than 1NM additional separation and less than 10kts IAS from the

maximum aircraft speed. In this form, these zones act as cautionary zones, or

intentional constraints [12], that indicate the areas in which control actions are

less preferable. Controlling within the intentional constraints is possible and

will not violate the separation and/or timing constraints (i..e, the total available

control space is not reduced), but is likely to either compromise safety or limit

the remaining control space.

To illustrate how the TSR including intentional constraints can promote

more robust and preferred control actions, consider the asymmetric conflict

scenario shown in Fig. 5.5. In this scenario, two aircraft flying at different

speeds are in conflict and will have a loss of separation halfway along their

trajectory. Fig. 5.5(a) shows the travel space representation when selecting

the slower aircraft, and includes the intentional constraints. When observing

the available control space, the safe area of travel is larger for passing-behind

maneuvers compared to passing-in-front, and the minimum required devia-

tion for passing-behind is smaller than when passing-in-front. Conversely, Fig.

5.5(b) shows the travel space representation when selecting the faster aircraft.

(a) TSR of the slower aircraft (b) TSR of the faster aircraft

Figure 5.5: The TSR of a slower and a faster aircraft in an asymmetric conflict.
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For that aircraft the available safe area of travel is larger for passing-in-front

maneuvers as compared to passing-behind, and the minimum required devia-

tion for passing in front is smaller than when passing behind. Based upon this

information, and adhering to the intentional constraints, the preferred control

strategy would lean towards the established ATC practice of steering the slower

aircraft behind the faster aircraft with a safety margin for minimum separation.

5.5 Human-in-the-loop Experiment

To evaluate the effects of the addition of the intentional constraints in the

TSR on control robustness, the human-in-the-loop experiment of the previous

study has been repeated. In that experiment, three participant groups with an

increasing level of expertise (novice, skilled and expert) were asked to manage

various scenarios of trajectory-based air traffic with the TSR interface. A novice

and a skilled participant group will re-run the exact same scenarios, but with

the inclusion of intentional constraints in the TSR. The goal of the experiment

has been to investigate whether including intentional constraints in the inter-

face improves the robustness of control of the novice and skilled groups up to

the level of the expert participant group. For that purpose, the results of both

experiments have been combined into a new data-set.

5.5.1 Participants

Including the participants of the previous research, this study was performed

with a total number of 20 participants, divided into three groups of operational

experience. The novice group consisted of eight aerospace engineering stu-

dents with either a BSc. or MSc. degree who perform flight-deck and/or ATM-

automation related research (7 male, 1 female, average age of 28 years). None

of the novice participants received any prior training in operational air traffic

control. The skilled group consisted of eight domain experts who are currently

working as professionals in ATM research and development (8 male, average

age of 48). Finally, the expert group consisted of four operational Area Control

Center (ACC) air traffic controllers, two of which were fully certified, and two

who were involved in on-the-job training (2 male, 2 female, average age of 27).

5.5.2 Procedure

First, the participants were asked to complete a 20 minute interactive train-

ing session with the interface in which the participants followed an interactive

script to become familiarized with the TSR and its functionality. The training
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ended when the script was completed, and when the participants indicated

that they had a good understanding of how to use the TSR to manage the traffic.

In the main experiment, the participants were asked to manage traffic

within a fictional two-dimensional sector under various initial conditions. Dur-

ing each run the overall goal was to plan and guide the traffic through the con-

trolled sector safely (i.e., without losses of separation or restricted area intru-

sions) and efficiently (i.e., adhere to timing constraints at the sector exit points).

After the initialization of an experiment scenario, the participants controlled

the traffic by issuing changes to the trajectories of each individual aircraft by

manipulating waypoints using the TSR including the intentional constraints.

The resulting trajectories were automatically computed, sent to, and executed

by, the aircraft on acceptance by the participant (via simulated data-link, no

voice communication required). No additional input was required by the ex-

perimenter during each run.

5.5.3 Apparatus

The evaluation was performed on a dedicated software-based ATM platform,

running on a single computer. The TSR was integrated in a traditional plan

view display (PVD), providing a top-down view of airspace and air traffic. The

TSR was presented on a 30 inch screen (60 Hz LED, 2560 x 1600 pixels) placed

in front of the participant. Input was given by a standard mouse input device,

and control options could be selected by on-screen drop-down menus.

5.5.4 Independent variables

The results of both the previous experiment and this experiment have been

combined, resulting in a set of five participant groups given in Table 5.1. The

study followed a mixed design with the three levels of expertise (novice, skilled

and expert) and the two levels of the TSR lay-out (including and not including

the intentional constraint visualization) as between-group variables. Similar

to the previous experiment, the two within-participant independent variables

were traffic orderliness (structured and unstructured traffic) and perturbation

level (small, medium and large number of perturbations).

The control variables (i.e., the variables that remained fixed) in the experi-

ment were: the sector area, size and shape, the availability of the Travel Space

decision-support tool, the size and shape of the restricted area, and the initial

traffic sample in structured and unstructured conditions.
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Table 5.1: Definition of the five participant groups.

group skill level intentional constraints

N1 novice no

S1 skilled no

E1 expert no

N2 novice yes

S2 skilled yes

5.5.5 Dependent measures

The following dependent measures were used to investigate the effects of

adding the intentional constraints, the level of expertise, the traffic orderliness

and the perturbation scale on the effectiveness of the TSR:

• Safety: The number of losses of separation and restricted area intrusions

per condition,

• Sector-based robustness: The overall minimum and average robustness

of the aircraft trajectories that is an indication of the expertise level of

control strategies, and

• Performance: defined by the additional track length flown by the rerouted

aircraft

5.5.6 Scenarios

The participants were asked to manage traffic in a hypothetical en-route sector

(≈ 40.000 KM2) under the six different control conditions (Table 5.2). The ro-

tation of the sector varied uniquely between scenarios consisting of the same

(baseline) traffic structure to avoid a control bias due to scenario recognition.

The names of the waypoints and aircraft were also varied in each run to pre-

vent the aforementioned bias.

Each scenario presented approximately 15 aircraft and eight sector en-

try/exit points and lasted 24 minutes in scenario-time. The simulation ran at

four times the normal speed, such that each scenario lasted six minutes in real-

time. The average traffic density was set to approximately 8 controlled aircraft

at any given point, with the exemption of the first and last minute of the sce-

narios (real-time), in which the traffic either built up or reduced to compensate
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Table 5.2: Definition of the six experiment conditions.

condition orderliness perturbation

TS -PS structured small

TS -PM structured medium

TS -PL structured large

TU -PS unstructured small

TU -PM unstructured medium

TU -PL unstructured large

for the absence of hand-overs in between sectors, and the lack of verbal com-

munication. All aircraft entered the controlled sector at FL300 through one of

eight fixed waypoints on the sector border and were given an initial (straight)

4D trajectory leading towards one of the other waypoints.

Aircraft could only be controlled laterally (i.e., vertical manipulation of the

trajectories was not possible), and only if they were physically inside the sector.

Nevertheless, aircraft inbound to the sector were shown in gray when approach-

ing the sector, such that the participants had ten minutes (scenario-time) to

prepare for future traffic situations. Further, the performance characteristics

of all aircraft have been simulated by a single generic commercial aircraft type.

The initial conditions of each scenario were set such that the controller had to

resolve a fixed number of perturbations (conflicting pairs of aircraft and avoid-

ing restricted areas) by manipulating the trajectories of individual aircraft. How-

ever, the control actions themselves could create new conflicts and restricted

area intrusions further ahead in time.

5.5.7 Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that the addition of the intentional constraints would im-

prove the control robustness for the novice and skilled participant groups, and

bring it closer to the level of expert control without intentional constraints. It

was also hypothesized that this effect would be most significant in the scenarios

with unstructured traffic and larger levels of perturbations as here the partici-

pants were expected to rely more the information provided by the TSR in order

to make rapid rule-based shortcuts.
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5.5.8 Data analysis

To test for between-group and within-group effects, Kruskal-Wallis and Fried-

man tests have been performed, respectively. Here, the significance level (α)

has been set to 0.05. Post-hoc, pair-wise comparison tests between experimen-

tal conditions featured either three or four planned pair-wise comparisons to

investigate the effect of the traffic orderliness and the scale of the perturbation

respectively.

For the post-hoc calculation of sector-based and control-based robustness,

the maximum heading disturbance (∆ψmax ) has been set to 80 degrees, and the

maximum speed disturbance (∆Vmax ) to 20 kts IAS (≈ M.05, or 30 kts ground

speed). For the calculation of point-based robustness, the heading range was

discretized in steps of 5 degrees, and the speed range in steps of 2.5 kts IAS,

resulting in a total of 561 probe states per point. Point-based robustness was

sampled at every second along the trajectory. The duration of a probabilistic

disturbance (∆t ) was set to 120 seconds (a typical ATC Short Term Conflict Alert

time window). Although the magnitude of the disturbances might seem high as

compared to what could reasonably be expected in TBO, such ‘extreme’ values

are expected to magnify the between-group variation of robustness (i.e., only

relative differences are compared).

5.6 Results

5.6.1 Safety

In the baseline experiment without the visualization of the intentional con-

straints, out of the 1,116 controlled flights, three safety-critical events occurred.

These events were two losses of separation (one novice in the TU -PL condition

and one skilled participant in the TU -PL condition) and one restricted area in-

trusion (one skilled participant in the TU -PM ). No losses of separation or re-

stricted area intrusions were recorded for the expert participants.

In the experiment with intentional constraints, no losses of separation or

restricted area intrusions were recorded for all 744 controlled flights. This is

an indication that the addition of the intentional constraints to the TSR indeed

promotes safer control strategies for less skilled participants. However, the loss

of separation count in itself is a binary measure (i.e., loss of separation or no

loss of separation), and therefore does not directly reflect the robustness of the

overall air traffic. For that purpose, the minimum and average sector-based

robustness are analyzed and discussed in the next paragraphs.
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5.6.2 Sector-based robustness

Fig. 5.6 shows box plots of the sector-based robustness for the experiment with

and without intentional constraints. Note that in the plots for the experiment

with intentional constraints, the data of the expert participant group without

intentional constraints have been added to allow for a direct comparison.
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Figure 5.6: Box plots of the minimum and average sector-based robustness with and

without intentional constraints.

Minimum robustness

Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show box plots of the minimum robustness for each ex-

periment condition without and with intentional constraints respectively. The

minimum robustness measure reflects the least robust point-in-time for any

aircraft during a run (i.e., the ‘tightest’ conflict resolution maneuver). In both

figures the results of the novice and skilled participant groups are plotted com-

pared to the expert group without intentional constraints.

The minimum robustness was found to be significantly higher with the

intentional constraints visualized compared to without for both the novice

(Mann-Whitney U-test: U = 155, z = −2.75, p < 0.01) and skilled (U = 176.5,

z = −2.30, p < 0.05) participant groups. Further, in the experiment without in-

tentional constraints, the minimum robustness was found to be significantly
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higher for experts compared to that of the novice and skilled participants. With

the intentional constraints included, however, this significant difference was

no longer measured; novices with intentional constraints compared to experts

without: U = 258, z =−0.608, p > 0.05, and skilled participants with intentional

constraints compared to experts without: U = 264, z =−0.485, p > 0.05.

Average robustness

Figs. 5.6(c) and 5.6(d) show box plots of the average robustness for each ex-

periment condition without and with intentional constraints. This measure re-

flects the average robustness of all aircraft combined for the entirety of each

experiment run. Again, in both figures the results of the novice and skilled par-

ticipant groups are plotted compared to the expert group without intentional

constraints.

Similar to the minimum robustness measure, the average robustness was

found to be significantly higher with the intentional constraints visualized com-

pared to without for both the novice (U = 160, z =−2.64, p < 0.01) and skilled

(U = 118, z = −3.505, p < 0.01) participant groups. Again, the significantly

higher average robustness for experts compared to that of the novice and skilled

participants in the experiment without intentional constraints was no longer

measured in the experiment with intentional constraints; novices with inten-

tional constraints compared to experts without: U = 208, z =−1.650, p > 0.05,

and skilled participants with intentional constraints compared to experts with-

out: U = 232, z =−1.155, p > 0.05.

The figures also show that the spread of the average robustness with inten-

tional constraints is smaller than without. This indicates that the performance

and quality of control of the novice and skilled participants is more consistent

when the intentional constraints are present.

5.6.3 Performance

Fig. 5.7 shows box plots for the added track miles due to control actions for the

experiment without and with intentional constraints. As expected, the more

complex experiment conditions require more and larger deviations from the

original aircraft trajectories. However, no significant difference was found in

added track miles with the visualization of intentional constraints compared to

without for both the novice (U = 251, z =−0.763, p > 0.05) and skilled (U = 214,

z = −1.526, p > 0.05) participant groups. These results indicate that using the

additional separation buffer as visualized by the intentional constraints does–

overall–not lead to less efficient aircraft trajectories.
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Figure 5.7: Box plots of the added track miles with and without intentional constraints.

5.7 Discussion

In the previous human-in-the-loop experiment with the TSR, a significant dif-

ference was observed in control performance between participant groups with

varying levels of expertise. Expert controllers were found to frequently follow

control strategies that were inherently more robust than those of less skilled

participants. This gave a rise to concerns that in its original form, the TSR could

actually work against maintaining robust traffic patterns and could reduce the

overall flexibility of the airspace.

Although the baseline TSR visualizes the safe and unsafe control areas for

re-routing aircraft, no additional information is provided on the quality of the

resulting trajectories in terms of safety and efficiency. That is, the TSR only visu-

alizes areas in which re-routings will or will not lead to a loss of separation, but

it does not show the remaining separation buffers or efficiency resulting from a

control action. Based on these observations, and to improve the performance

of all operators, it was recommended to make the soft constraints related to ro-

bustness and efficiency more explicit in the representation.

The results from the batch analysis in this study show that robustness is

mainly dependent on the size of the minimum separation buffers between air-

craft. However, increasing separation is usually less preferable in terms of effi-

ciency. In order to investigate how robustness and efficiency propagate in the

TSR, contour lines for increments of respectively 1NM additional separation,

and speed increments of 10kts, were added to the safe field of travel.

The multiple contour-line representation in itself was not found to be very

meaningful or usable by the controller; on the one hand an objective trade-off

between additional separation distance and speed increase cannot be made,

and on the other hand, especially in more complex traffic patterns with multi-

ple aircraft, the visualization becomes too cluttered for practical use. Therefore,
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the choice was made to only highlight the least robust and least efficient areas

in the safe field of travel in the form of intentional constraints. These caution-

ary zones then aid the controller to avoid the least preferable control areas that

will lead to ‘tight’ or inefficient solutions.

Further, the batch data showed that the crossing geometry of a pair of air-

craft, especially at smaller separation distances, has various effects on the re-

sulting robustness. Shallow, more in-trail crossing angles result in a higher in-

stantaneous robustness (i.e., safer), but in a lower average robustness (i.e., re-

quires more monitoring) compared to more head-on angles, and vice versa. In

practice, however, conflict resolution geometry is seldom as symmetrical as the

conditions investigated in the batch analysis. The speed increase that accompa-

nies a certain control action adds a bias to the benefits of any specific crossing

geometry. Typically, and as illustrated in the asymmetrical conflict example,

the preferred conflict resolution geometry is evident from the shape, size and

location of the available control space in the TSR.

The results from the second human-in-the loop experiment show that the

robustness—and thereby the quality—of control of the less skilled and less ex-

perienced participant groups significantly improved when the intentional con-

straints were visualized; both the minimum and average sector-based robust-

ness were significantly higher than in the previous experiment, and were much

closer to that of the expert participants without intentional constraints. By

comparing the robustness boxplots, the spread in minimum and average ro-

bustness also decreased when the intentional constraints were added, indicat-

ing more consistent control behavior. In addition, no losses of separation were

recorded, indicating that tight solutions were most likely avoided.

Surprisingly, there is no significant difference, nor a clear trend, in the

amount of added track miles with and without the addition of intentional con-

straints in the TSR. This shows that although the intentional constraints allow

the less skilled operators to perform more robust control, the efficiency of their

control strategy was not negatively impacted.

5.8 Conclusion

The goal of this study has been to enhance the ecological Travel Space Rep-

resentation decision-support tool for 4D trajectory management by explicitly

visualizing areas in which control actions will lead to inefficient solutions, or

solutions with a low robustness. By investigating how various conflict resolu-

tion geometries affect robustness, increasing the minimum separation buffer

was found to have the most positive effect. The ‘best’ and most efficient de-
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confliction geometry was found to heavily depend on the specific traffic situ-

ation. From these findings, intentional constraints that highlight the areas of

up to 1NM additional separation and areas that require the aircraft to fly close

to its maximum speed were added to the TSR. Results from the human-in-the-

loop experiment in this study show that the intentional constraints significantly

improved the robustness of control by less skilled operators, without reducing

efficiency. Their performance was close to that of expert participants in a pre-

vious experiment, who worked without the intentional constraints, but are ac-

customed to apply these mentally because of their experience and honed work-

flow.
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C H A P T E R
6

CONTROL STRATEGIES

Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without strategy is the

noise before defeat. —Sun Tzu (Military General, Strategist, Philosopher, ca. 544BCE –

496BCE)

This chapter presents the final human-in-the-loop experiment with the

enhanced Solution Space concept that featured both the horizontal and

time-based Solution Space representations. The chapter and experiment

are focused on the various control strategies that can be applied with the

interface. The chapter begins with an analysis of the effect of both hor-

izontal and time-based conflict resolution strategies on the efficiency of

resulting trajectories. Next, an overview of the experiment interface and

its elements is provided. The experiment set-up is described in detail, fol-

lowed by a presentation of the results. The chapter concludes with a dis-

cussion of the results.
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ABSTRACT

The expected shift towards a concept of trajectory-based air traffic control us-

ing four-dimensional trajectories, stored in automated support tools, and ex-

changed through digital data-link, will inevitably bring a large shift in the work

of the air traffic controller. The introduction of higher levels of automation and

advanced human-automation decision-support tools is pivotal to the success

of such operations. In previous work, the Solution Space concept was intro-

duced as a decision-support interface for tactical air traffic control that visu-

alizes action-relevant affordance zones for real-time trajectory management.

Previous human-in-the-loop experiments with the interface showed that con-

trollers with varying levels of expertise and experience use the interface in dif-

ferent ways. In those experiments, only lateral modifications to the trajecto-

ries were supported. In this chapter, the interface has been extended with sup-

port to also modify the speeds and timings along trajectories. Adding time and

speed as explicit control variables increases the overall control space, and thus

allows for executing new control strategies. This work presents the results of a

human-in-the-loop experiment that focused on the use of the interface and

applied control strategies of the participants under various airspace routing

structures. Results show that all participants could manage the traffic safely,

however, the use of the interface varied greatly between participants.

6.1 Introduction

THE work of the Air Traffic Controller (ATCo) is foreseen to fundamentally

change with the introduction of 4D trajectory-based operations (TBO). Al-

though the ultimate goal of the Air Traffic Management (ATM) system will re-

main unchanged (i.e., supporting the production of flights in a safe and eco-

nomical manner), the means to control traffic, and the available control strate-

gies will be different. TBO steps away from control by discrete commands by

voice (i.e., vectoring: speed, altitude, and heading commands) towards modify-

ing and communicating (a segment of) planned aircraft trajectories via digital

data-link. Due to the added complexity and increased dimensionality of this

task, controllers will no longer be able to perform their work without advanced

decision-support tools and higher levels of supporting automation [1], [2].

In the operational concept of TBO, the role of the controller will lean more

towards higher level airspace management and decision making, whilst rou-

tine tasks and data integration will be taken over by automation [2]. However,

the means to modify trajectories, the scale and extent of automation support,

and the division of roles between the human and automation are not yet fully
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defined. In the past, replacing highly manual tasks by more automation has

shown to cause numerous problems such as skill degradation, reduced situa-

tion awareness, and over-reliance in automation [3]–[5]. This emphasizes the

importance to address and overcome these problems in an early design phase.

In ongoing research, the design of a new ecological decision-support in-

terface for 4D trajectory manipulation has been proposed that visualizes Solu-

tion Spaces on the electronic Plan View Display (PVD) [6]–[9]. Following an ap-

proach based upon the Ecological Interface Design framework (EID, [10], [11]),

the interface concept aims to visualize the action-relevant control spaces that

bound the set of feasible, safe, and goal-oriented control actions. That is, the

display allows the controller to visually observe the available control space for

re-routing aircraft safely (i.e., avoid losses of separation), whilst adhering to the

planning constraints imposed on the trajectory. In essence, this allows the con-

troller to remain fully-in-the loop (i.e., actively in control), and is foreseen to

mitigate human-automation mismatches.

A previous human-in-the-loop experiment showed the viability of the Solu-

tion Space concept, but also showed that how controllers with various levels of

expertise and training used the interface differed [9]. In that experiment, trajec-

tories could be manipulated laterally to de-conflict and re-route aircraft (speed

and altitude control was not supported). It was observed that, typically, novice

participants with little to no prior ATC experience performed more boundary-

seeking control, steering aircraft close to the border of safe and unsafe actions.

Such strategies focused on minimizing path deviation by opting for tight solu-

tions, thereby, in essence, using the visualization of the control spaces (go/no-

go areas), and with that, the control space boundaries, as a basis for their strat-

egy. In contrast, expert participants frequently structured traffic, executed cur-

rent best practices, and maintained additional separation buffers.

Expert strategies make the work of the air traffic controller more structured

and predictable, but might be less preferable and economical from a pilot and

airline perspective. A justification for the use of such strategies can be that the

current method of vectoring does not take uncertainty into account. That is,

controllers gain situation awareness about the current state of the traffic by

voice communication, observation, and by mental integration of “raw” data on

the radar screen. Control strategies are then formulated by taking the myriad of

foreseen variability and external factors such as wind, atmospheric conditions,

airspace status, etc., into account to find a solution that is robust against these

disturbances [12]. This can be best described as a form of workload manage-

ment, or mitigation, where control strategies follow from training and experi-

ence, and are aimed at reducing future workload [12], [13].
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Although the exact form and extent in which trajectory-based operations

will be introduced is not yet fully specified, the underlying concept will inher-

ently make the system more predictable by partially closing the loop in the ex-

ecution phase of flight [2]. The same definition of the trajectory is shared by

ATC and the flight-deck, and will act as an active navigation target for the air-

craft. This mitigates most current open-loop uncertainties, and thereby also

the need to explicitly manage workload by formulating more structured, but

less optimal solutions. Perhaps then, more efficient, tighter, and less structured

solutions will be preferred; that raises the question for whom and for what task

the automation should ultimately provide support?

In this chapter, the interface has been extended with a time-space diagram

(TSD, [14]) that enables the controller to adjust timings (and thereby speed) at

waypoints along the trajectory as an additional way to de-conflict aircraft. Al-

though the means to manipulate the speed along a trajectory increases the over-

all action-relevant control space, the lateral (i.e., horizontal) and time-based

Solution Spaces are highly coupled, adding an extra degree of complexity. That

is, manipulating the aircraft speed along the trajectory directly affects the avail-

able horizontal control space, and vice versa [15]. This raises the question of

how well controllers are able to connect the information between the horizon-

tal and time-based domains, and how well they are able to divide their attention

between the two representations.

A following question is how controllers use the interface, and what strate-

gies they could or should apply to de-conflict and re-route traffic. Rather than

solely manipulating the lateral path of the aircraft, controllers can now opt for

resolving conflicts by speeding up or slowing down. The effectiveness and avail-

ability of different control strategies is highly dependent on the specific task

and airspace environment. In current operations, the frequency in which con-

trollers use various separation techniques greatly differs from one type of ATC

facility to another [12]. Speed control is typically only used extensively in ap-

proach control where the main task is to merge traffic and create in-trail arrival-

streams, but is less desirable for departure and upper area control. In upper

area control, separation is mainly performed by altitude separation, or by lat-

eral path modifications [12].

To investigate the effect of controller expertise and the type of airspace

structure on the control strategies applied with the interface, this work presents

a human-in-the-loop experiment with the extended Solution Space interface.

Six expert and six novice participants were asked to manage en-route traffic in

both converging (i.e., merging), and diverging traffic structures. Participants

were trained how to manipulate and de-conflict trajectories laterally and in
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time, but were not instructed on the (the benefits of) any specific strategies. Af-

ter each run, participants were asked to formulate their control strategies, and

to comment on their preference of time-based over lateral control in that sce-

nario. After the experiment, participants were asked to rate and provide com-

ments on the level of difficulty of the experiment, the ease of use of the interface,

and the interpretation and understanding of the Solution Spaces. Further, an

analysis of the logged data has been performed to investigate the participants’

on-screen-activity, and to analyze the resulting traffic patterns.

The chapter is structured as follows. First, an analysis will be given of the

efficiency of lateral and time-based control strategies in the en-route setting.

This is followed by a detailed description of the interface and its various ele-

ments as used in the human-in-the-loop experiment. The next two sections

describe the experiment set-up, and the results of the experiment, respectively.

The chapter is concluded with a discussion on the results, recommendations

for future work, and a conclusion.

6.2 Control Strategy Efficiency

The addition of the time-space diagram to the Solution Space interface enables

controllers to manipulate time targets at waypoints along aircraft trajectories.

In essence, the controller can thereby manipulate the aircraft speed along dif-

ferent segments of the trajectory. As a result, aircraft can now not only be sepa-

rated laterally, but also by using speed commands (i.e., speeding up or slowing

down). To investigate what strategy is more efficient for the controlled aircraft,

the effect of both strategies on total fuel-burn as well as the required speeds has

been analyzed.

The baseline scenario for the analysis is a two-aircraft crossing conflict, and

is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Here, both aircraft fly along a direct trajectory from

one side of the sector to the other, crossing each other at the center. The two

conflict resolution strategies for the controlled aircraft (Acon) that have been

investigated are also illustrated in the figure; 1 , conflict resolution by flying a

constant speed dog-leg to maneuver behind the conflicting aircraft (Ai nt ), and

2 , flying at a slower speed initially to pass behind the other aircraft, and then

speeding up again. In both cases, the required speeds have been computed

such that the sector exit time of the controlled aircraft remain unchanged.

The aircraft used for this investigation represent a popular medium-range

passenger aircraft, and were simulated using the BADA aircraft performance

model [16]. Similar to the human-in-the-loop experiment in this work, the air-

craft initially fly at 30,000ft (FL300) at an indicated airspeed (IAS) of 250kts (≈
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Ai nt

Acon

1

2

slow fast

path length

Figure 6.1: The baseline scenario used for analyzing control strategy efficiency.

395kts ground speed). That speed is close to the optimum long range cruise

speed (LRC, minimum fuel-burn per NM) at that altitude. At FL300, the max-

imum and minimum speeds of the aircraft are 315kts IAS (≈ 490kts ground

speed) and 195kts IAS (≈ 310kts ground speed), respectively.

The length of the initial trajectory was varied; the crossing point occurs at

half that distance. With these parameters, the time to the crossing point (TTCP)

is approximately 15 minutes for an initial trajectory of 200NM. Further, the min-

imum separation distance between the aircraft was set to 5NM, and accelera-

tions and decelerations were not taken into account (i.e., the trajectories were

represented by two constant speed segments).

Fig. 6.2 shows the effect of the two strategies on the additional fuel burn

and required speeds. The figures firstly show that the scenario can be resolved

by using a dog-leg for conflicts 15NM out and farther (initial length 30NM,

TTCP ≈ 2:20). The speed strategy is only feasible for conflicts of 45NM out and

onwards (initial length 90NM, TTCP ≈ 6:50). Using these strategies to resolve

closer conflicts will result in either exceeding the speed envelope, or violating

the exit time constraint.

Fig. 6.2(a) shows that a considerable speed increase is required to resolve

close-by conflicts using a dog-leg, but that this rapidly becomes less for larger

distances; a dog-leg flown 52kts faster is required to resolve a conflict 15NM

ahead, at 50NM this is already down to 3kts, and at 100NM it is less than 1kts.

This directly relates to the smaller required relative path deviation. The speed-

only strategy requires relatively large speed changes between the slow and the
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Figure 6.2: Additional fuel burn and speed increase required to resolve a conflict by

using either a dog-leg, or by speed only.

fast leg; for an initial path length of 200NM, the two trajectory segments still

require a speed difference of -18kts and +22kts, respectively.

Fig. 6.2(b) shows the additional fuel burn in percentage to resolve the

conflict with respect to the fuel burn required to fly the original path (also

computed using the BADA performance model). The figure shows that—as to

be expected—resolving conflicts farther out results in a considerably smaller

penalty to the fuel burn as compared to resolving conflicts closer by. Further,

conflicts resolved by using a dog-leg are always more fuel efficient than slowing

down and speeding up.

The analysis shows that for the two aircraft crossing scenario, flying a dog-

leg is—in every case—more efficient in terms of fuel burn, and has less impact

on the speed profile compared to a pure speed-based strategy. One could then

argue that, in this case, controllers would always prefer to issue lateral com-

mands over speed commands when reasoning about the the consequences for

the affected aircraft. However, issuing lateral deviations to all aircraft in an ini-

tially structured sector (i.e., streams of traffic) will reduce the overall structure

of the airspace. Less structure is, in itself, not good or bad from a system per-

spective, but could increase controller workload in terms of monitoring. The

question then is, in what cases would controllers choose which strategy?

To investigate when and why controllers will provide lateral and/or speed

commands using the extended Solution Space concept, the human-in-the-loop

experiment in this chapter aimed at identifying (motivations for) different con-

trol strategies under different initial traffic structures. The next section de-

scribes the experiment interface in more detail.
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6.3 The Interface

Figure 6.3 shows a sketch of the software-based implementation of the ex-

tended Solution Space concept as used in the human-in-the-loop experiment.

The sector lay-out, traffic structure, and color scheme shown in the figure are

representative of one of the experiment scenarios. The main parts and sub-

elements in the interface are numbered, and are described below.

The interface is divided into two main parts positioned side-by-side. The

electronic plan view display (PVD, 1 ) is located on the left hand side, and shows

a top-down representation of the controlled sector and aircraft. When no air-

craft is selected, only the PVD section of the interface is displayed. When the

controller selects an aircraft on the PVD, a time-based representation of its tra-

jectory is shown in the time-space diagram (TSD, 2 ) on the right hand side. In-

spired by the Ecological Interface Design framework (EID [10], [11]), constraints

for manipulating the selected trajectory are directly mapped on the interface in

the form of action-relevant control spaces.

6.3.1 Plan view display

The PVD shows the border of the controlled sector, the sector entry and exit

waypoints, and, in this scenario, includes a circular restricted area around

which traffic has to be diverted 3 . The controlled sector size is 200x200NM,

and the horizontal range of the PVD is set to 350NM. Although the size of this

sector is larger than most current upper area sectors, it reflects the TBO vi-

sion of Functional Airspace Blocks (FABs) in which single larger sectors are allo-

cated in a flight-centered manner, better facilitating direct-routing than smaller

geographically-bounded sectors [2]. Aircraft are represented by small square

symbols, supported by labels showing the aircraft callsign and current speed.

The symbols are trailed by ‘history dots’ showing the aircraft previous position,

and include a speed vector that shows the projected aircraft position in 90 sec-

onds. The symbols are-color coded to indicate the state of the aircraft; uncon-

trolled 4 , controlled but not yet manipulated 5 , controlled and previously ma-

nipulated 6 , in conflict with other traffic 7 , highlighted 8 , and selected 9 . Fur-

ther, the trajectories of all non-selected aircraft are indicated by thin lines.

Aircraft can be selected on the PVD by left-clicking on their symbol which

prompts the visualization of its lateral and time-based Solution Space. The

color coding of the Solution Spaces is as follows: safe control space 10 , inten-

tional separation or performance constraint 11 , and unsafe control space 12 .

Hovering over an aircraft symbol or an unsafe control space with the mouse

cursor highlights the associated aircraft and all unsafe zones caused by that air-
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craft on both displays 8 13 . Waypoints along the selected trajectory are shown

as magenta stars, and show the commanded speed of the previous segment 14 .

6.3.2 Time-space diagram

The time-based representation of the trajectory of the selected aircraft is shown

on the TSD 15 . Here, the horizontal axis represents the along track distance to

go (DTG) to the sector exit point 16 . The vertical axis represents the time that

the aircraft is planned to be at that DTG 17 ; the currently selected aircraft has

approximately 165NM to go to the exit fix, and will arrive there in approximately

25 minutes. The original sector exit time is indicated by a cyan diamond along

the time axis. Labels of all other controlled aircraft that are flying towards the

same exit fix are also shown along the time axis, and are color coded by aircraft

state using the same rules as on the plan view display 18 . These aircraft can be

selected by left-clicking the mouse on their label. Further, the TSD features a so-

called ‘time-slider’ 19 . By dragging this slider up and down along the time-axis,

the projected traffic state at that time is shown on the PVD.

6.3.3 Trajectory manipulation

The interface allows for direct manipulation of the trajectories, and assumes

that modified trajectories can be up-linked to aircraft using digital data-link. By

holding down the ‘control’ key (ctrl) on the keyboard while working on the PVD,

a new waypoint is attached to the mouse cursor, and can be inserted into the

trajectory by left-clicking on a position inside the sector (typically inside a safe

control space). Similarly, by holding down the control key while working on the

TSD, a waypoint is attached to the time-space trajectory at the DTG where the

mouse cursor is located, and can also be inserted by left-clicking the mouse.

Waypoints can be dragged up and down within the available control space in

the time-space diagram to change the planned arrival time at that point. Dele-

tion of waypoints on either display is performed by holding down control and

right-clicking on that waypoint. Concurrent modifications can be performed

on both displays, and the trajectory modifications are reflected in both Solu-

tion Spaces in real-time. When the controller is satisfied with the new trajec-

tory, one can either press the ‘enter’ key to up-link the updated trajectory to the

aircraft, or deselect the aircraft to discard the changes.
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6.4 Experiment

To evaluate how human operators use the integrated Solution Space concept

to formulate and implement their control strategies, twelve participants with

varying levels of expertise and experience were asked to control en-route air

traffic in four hypothetical scenarios with varying initial route structures and

sector complexity.

6.4.1 Apparatus and simulation platform

The software-based implementation of the Solution Space concept ran on a

desktop computer with a single screen (30 inch, 60Hz LED, 2560 x 1600 pix-

els). The lateral and time-based Solution Space visualizations were computed

and generated in real-time (60Hz) using pixel-based shader computations on

the on-board NVIDIA GTX 970 (4GB VRAM) Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

A schematic of the experiment set-up is shown in Fig. 6.4. All input such as

aircraft selection, trajectory manipulation and up-link was performed by using

standard mouse and keyboard devices.

Figure 6.4: Schematic overview of the experiment set-up.

6.4.2 Participants

A total of twelve participants, divided into two groups, participated in the ex-

periment. The first novice group consisted of six M.Sc. students who perform

research related to ATM and flight-deck automation, but did not have prior for-

mal training in air traffic control (5 males, 1 female, average age µ=27 years).

One student, however, did have prior experience controlling traffic with the
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lateral and time-based Solution Spaces. The second expert group consisted of

six academic researchers that had followed a formal air traffic control training

course at the Netherlands Aerospace Laboratory (6 males, average age µ=46

years). Of these experts, four had participated in previous experiments with the

lateral Solution Space interface, and two hold an active private pilot license.

6.4.3 Independent variables

The experiment followed a mixed design with both between-group and within-

participant variables. The between-group variable was the expertise of the par-

ticipants. The within-participant independent variables were the structure of

the traffic and the presence (or not) of a restricted area (RA) in the sector.

Traffic structure. The two traffic structures featured in the experiment

were converging and diverging patterns as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5(a)

shows the converging structure in which crossing aircraft enter the sector from

one of six waypoints, and exit through a single waypoint on the opposite side.

This structure requires the aircraft to be merged at the sector exit point. Fig.

6.5(b) shows the diverging traffic structure in which crossing aircraft enter the

sector from one of two waypoints, and exit through one of three waypoints on

the opposite side.

(a) Converging traffic condition with a re-

stricted area

(b) Diverging traffic condition with a re-

stricted area

Figure 6.5: The controlled sector lay-out showing the two different traffic structures

and location and relative size of the restricted area.
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Restricted Area. The second variable was the presence of a generic re-

stricted area (RA) inside the sector. In practice, such avoidance zones can result

from numerous unforeseen events, such as hazardous weather or temporary

closed airspace. A circular zone in the middle of the sector represented the re-

stricted area, affecting two of the six traffic streams in both traffic structures.

In scenarios without a RA, participants could opt to solve all conflicts that oc-

curred purely by manipulating the aircraft speed or purely by lateral control. In

scenarios with a RA, controllers were forced to laterally re-route aircraft coming

from two streams around the zone, but could still further de-conflict aircraft by

using speed.

The combinations of the two traffic structure and restricted area conditions

formed the four experiment conditions as given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Definition of the four experiment conditions.

id condition traffic restricted area

1 TC converging none

2 TC -R A converging present

3 TD diverging none

4 TD -R A diverging present

6.4.4 Procedure

The experiment consisted of two parts. First, a training session of approxi-

mately one hour in which the participants were made familiar with the inter-

face. After that, the main experiment was conducted, and lasted approximately

one and a half hours (including breaks). No preparation was required before-

hand by the participants.

Training. Training was performed by completing an interactive paper-

based script that led the participants through a total of ten practice scenarios

using the interface. During the training session, participants were encouraged

to talk out loud and ask questions when something was unclear. Participants re-

ceived no instructions on specific control strategies or efficiency. In the first sce-

nario, participants were made familiar with the basic visual representations of

the interface, and the methods for manipulating a single aircraft trajectory. The

second scenario focused on conflict detection, Solution Space interpretation,

and conflict resolution in a two-aircraft crossing scenario. In the third scenario,

the interpretation of the Solution Spaces for more complex, multi-aircraft situa-
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tions was practiced. This scenario was followed by a paper-based quiz in which

participants had to link aircraft on a sketch of the plan view display to their

respective time-space representation in the TSD. Completing this test ensured

that the participants had a good understanding of how the Solution Spaces on

the time-space diagrams relate to the position and orientation of aircraft on

the plan view display. In scenario four, a restricted area was added in the sector,

and focus lay on how to manage the overall traffic flow. The last six scenarios

were open training runs in which participants could practice applying various

control strategies at their own discretion.

Main Experiment. In the main experiment, the participants were asked to

manage the traffic in the four experiment scenarios using the tools and skills

that they had learned during the training. The overall objective was to resolve

conflicts between aircraft, re-route aircraft around a restricted area if present,

and to adhere as close as possible to the original planned sector exit times. After

initialization, the participants were free to implement their own control strat-

egy and to use both lateral (PVD) and/or time-based (TSD) trajectory manipu-

lations to complete the scenarios. During the main experiment, no additional

input was required from the experimenter.

6.4.5 Dependent measures

The dependent measures consisted of both objective and subjective measure-

ments. The primary goal of safety was measured in terms of the number of

losses of separation and restricted area intrusions. To investigate how partic-

ipants used the interface and what control strategies they applied, all lateral-

and time-based trajectory modifications were logged, together with the result-

ing traffic movements. This allowed for a post-hoc replay of the scenarios to

observe the emerging traffic patterns and strategies. Efficiency was measured

by evaluating the additional fuel burn and flown track miles due to control ac-

tions.

After each scenario, participants were asked to formulate their control strat-

egy and their preference for lateral over time-based control in an intermedi-

ate questionnaire. Together with the logged data, this provided an insight into

what tasks the participants prioritized; did they retain or introduce structure

into the traffic to reduce their own workload, or did they prioritize minimizing

deviations for individual aircraft. After the experiment, the participants were

asked to fill in a questionnaire with both multiple-choice and open questions

regarding various aspects of the interface. These questions focused on pref-

erence for lateral or time-based control, interpretation of the Solution Spaces,

and the overall control strategies that they applied.
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6.4.6 Scenarios

Participants were asked to control traffic in a symmetrical 200NM by 200NM

semi-square en-route sector as shown in Fig. 6.5. The circular restricted area in

the sector center had a radius of 20NM. The same sector was used during both

the training phase and main experiment so that the participants were familiar

with the scale and dynamics of the traffic. The simulation ran at four times

speed; in a set of pre-experiment validation runs, it was found that participants

had ample time to formulate and implement their control strategies with this

setting. Each run lasted exactly 15 minutes in real-time, representing a traffic

sample of one hour scenario-time.

The scenarios were automatically generated using an iterative computer-

based algorithm such that; (1) an aircraft entered the sector every 90 seconds

scenario-time from 0 to 55 minutes (37 aircraft total); (2) 10 losses-of separa-

tion would occur without control; (3) in scenarios including a restricted area, a

total of 15 aircraft needed to be laterally re-routed, and (4) no merging conflicts

existed at the sector exit points. This resulted in two unique traffic samples,

one converging and one diverging, in which the traffic was more or less equally

divided over the six different streams. For the converging and diverging cases,

the same traffic sample was used in the scenarios with and without a restricted

area. The average time for an aircraft to cross the sector was approximately 30

minutes scenario-time. At the busiest point in a scenario, participants would

have control over approximately 20 aircraft simultaneously.

Aircraft trajectories could be modified laterally on the PVD (i.e., re-routing),

and time-based control could be performed on the TSD (i.e., modifying way-

point timings or speed). Aircraft could only be controlled when they were phys-

ically inside the sector, but inbound aircraft were visible outside the sector 10

minutes (scenario-time) before entering. Finally, the scenarios were rotated

and mirrored between experiment runs, and all callsigns and waypoint names

were randomly generated to mitigate the chance of traffic sample recognition.

6.4.7 Hypotheses

The following hypotheses are formulated regarding the strategies and use of the

interface under the four experiment conditions:

H.1. More experienced participants are hypothesized to prefer lateral, or a

combination of lateral and speed control over pure speed control to minimize

the penalty in efficiency for the aircraft. It is also expected that they will for-

mulate the tradeoffs in their applied strategies more explicitly in the subjective

questionnaires.
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H.2. The structure of the airspace is hypothesized to have an effect on the

type of control used to manage the traffic. It is expected that participants will

prefer lateral control in converging traffic, and time-based control in diverging

traffic in order to retain the structure of the traffic flows.

H.3. The presence of a restricted area is hypothesized to further shift the

overall control preference towards lateral control, as compared to without the

restricted area.

H.4. Control strategies are hypothesized to vary greatly between individual

participants, but it is expected that individual participants will rely on the same

set of motivations to solve all scenarios.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Safety

Out of the 1,776 controlled flights in the experiment, no losses of separation

occurred. One restricted area intrusion was recorded for a novice participant

in the diverging traffic condition. Replay of the logged data showed that the

participant had selected and observed the aircraft, but did not re-route it. As a

result, the aircraft flew through the center of the restricted area.

6.5.2 Overall interface use

Fig. 6.6 shows two box plots representing how the participants used the inter-

face during the experiment runs. The results are presented irrespective of the

strategies applied by the individual participants.

Fig. 6.6(a) shows a box plot of the total number of trajectory modifications

per scenario. Fig. 6.6(b) shows a box plot of the percentage of lateral com-

mands compared to all given commands. Here, 100% indicates that only lateral

modifications were performed, and 0% indicates that only speed modifications

were performed. These modifications were either adding waypoints on the plan

view display, or adding waypoints and modifying timings on the time-space di-

agram. The counts and percentages shown in both plots are also irrespective

of whether the modifications were actually sent to the aircraft, and thus also

account for solution probing by the participants.

There was no significant difference in the use of lateral and speed com-

mands between participants in the novice and expert groups. However, the

figures show a large variation in how individual participants used the inter-

face. A clear example of the individual variance can be seen in Fig. 6.6(b) in
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(a) Number of trajectory modifications
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Figure 6.6: Box plots related to the use of the interface.

the converging condition with no restricted area; one expert exclusively used

time-based manipulations stating his strategy as: “I kept the initial route struc-

ture the same”, and one other expert exclusively used lateral control stating: “I

merged streams of traffic to simplify the scenario”.

The participant expertise did not have a significant effect on the number

of performed trajectory modifications (Fig. 6.6(a)), however, the spread was

larger within the novice group (µ = 44.9, σ = 35.3), as compared to the expert

group (µ= 29.0, σ= 7.2). This was mainly the result of an outlier in the novice

group who performed more than 60 trajectory modifications in all scenarios

(outside the range of Fig. 6.6(a)); all other participants performed less than 50

modifications in any scenario.

The scenario condition significantly affected the number of modifications

(Friedman: χ2(3) = 15.15, p < 0.01) and the type of modifications (Friedman:

χ2(3) = 20.33, p < 0.01). Post-hoc Wilcoxon tests showed that participants per-

formed significantly more trajectory modifications when a restricted area was

present. Also, significantly more lateral commands were given compared to the

scenarios without a restricted area. This was expected because 15 additional

aircraft needed to be laterally re-routed to avoid the restricted area. The traffic

structure did significantly affect the number and type of modifications.

6.5.3 Individual interface use

Fig. 6.7 provides a more detailed overview of the interface use per participant

to investigate the individual control strategies. The height of the bars indicates

the total number of trajectory updates performed by participants in each sce-

nario. Each trajectory update (up-linked to the aircraft by pressing the ‘enter’

key) consisted of one or more concurrent trajectory modifications.
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The total number of trajectory modifications in each scenario is shown be-

neath the bars, and is equal to or higher than the number of updates by defini-

tion. The count is again irrespective of whether the modifications were actually

sent to the aircraft, and directly relate to the counts in Fig. 6.6(a). Further, the

colors inside the bars indicate the fraction of lateral and speed modifications

with respect to all modifications.

The figure emphasizes the difference in control strategies between the in-

dividual participants. Where some participants solved all scenarios by mainly

using lateral control (e1, e2, n3), others chose more exclusively for speed-based

solutions (e4, e6, n1, n4, n5, n6). Also the number of trajectory manipulations

varied greatly between participants. Some solved scenarios with a small num-
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ber of modifications (e1, maximum of 28 modifications in a scenario), and oth-

ers frequently chose for more complex solutions, issuing multiple lateral and

speed changes to aircraft (n3, maximum of 166 modifications in a scenario).

The variance in preference for speed and/or lateral control was also re-

flected in the post experiment questionnaire, where four participants indicated

they preferred speed control over lateral control (e4, e6, n4, n6), four partici-

pants indicated they preferred lateral control over speed control (e1, e2, e3, n3),

and four participants indicated that they did not have a clear preference (e5, n1,

n2, n5).

6.5.4 Control strategies

Although there was a large variation in the use of the interface between par-

ticipants, from observations during the experiment, feedback on the applied

control strategies in the questionnaires, and by viewing the scenario replays,

three distinctive strategies could be identified:

Preserve route structure. (e4, e6, n1, n4, n5, n6) Especially in scenarios

without a restricted area, some participants opted to resolve conflicts primarily

by using speed commands to preserve the original route structure and to

minimize lateral deviations. Relatively large speed changes were required

to de-conflict all traffic for this strategy to succeed. One participant (n6)

described this strategy as: “use lateral commands to steer around restricted

areas, otherwise, use speed to de-conflict aircraft”.

Merge traffic streams. (e1, e2, n3) Other participants mainly used lateral

commands to simplify the streams of traffic and to minimize the number of

crossing points between routes. Frequently, these participants would also

modify the trajectory of aircraft that were not in need of re-routing to adhere

to the new traffic pattern. Two examples of this strategy are illustrated in Fig.

6.8. Fig.6.8(a) shows how adjacent traffic streams can be merged to avoid the

restricted area. Fig.6.8(b) shows a route-merging strategy for converging traffic

without a restricted area. This strategy was described by a participant (e2) as

“use lateral control where possible, only change speed where necessary”.

Minimize control impact. (e3, e5, n2) Some participants stated that their

strategy focused on minimizing path deviations and speed changes for all air-

craft. They frequently chose co-operative resolutions over larger single aircraft

modifications. Other participants indicated that they respected a maximum

speed change when controlling the speed of aircraft. When it was not possible
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(a) Merging routes to create a pre-

dictable traffic pattern

(b) Merging routes to minimize

crossing points

Figure 6.8: Examples of two observed strategies for creating structure in the original

traffic patterns.

to resolve a conflict within this limit, they would revert to lateral control. Mini-

mizing performance penalties and/or performing co-operative resolutions are

not explicitly supported nor promoted by the interface. Participants that per-

formed this type of control typically had a real-world operational background

in aviation. One participant (e5) described his strategy as: “I tried to build trains

of aircraft. Also I tried to minimize any change in time and speed. This resulted

in mostly lateral solutions first, and small changes to speed second”.

6.5.5 Efficiency

No significant effect on added track miles or additional fuel burn was found

between the expert and novice group, however, the variation between the in-

dividual participants and strategies was again reflected. Fig. 6.9 shows the

added track length and additional fuel burn resulting from the participants’ tra-

jectory manipulations, summed over all runs, and grouped by control strategy;

preserve route structure (preserve, speed control), merge traffic streams (merge,

lateral control), and minimize control impact (minimize, minimal control).

In the control efficiency study in this chapter, lateral control was found to

always be more efficient in terms of fuel-burn than a speed-based solution for

a crossing conflict scenario. The figure, however, does not show a clear and

definitive correlation between the three strategies and the additional fuel burn

and added track length. By reviewing the scenario replays, the strategies them-

selves were not found to be clear-cut in all cases, and were frequently combined,

or implemented in different ways.
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Figure 6.9: Added track length and extra fuel burn per identified control strategy.

For instance, a participant who used the preserve strategy (e4), in which

speed changes are preferred over lateral control, also frequently applied the

minimize strategy, making smaller speed changes to multiple aircraft instead

of one large speed change. As a result, the additional fuel burn was relatively

low. Another participant who applied the merge strategy (e2), which favors lat-

eral changes over speed control, often re-routed aircraft that were not in need of

control to better structure the sector, and resulted in a relatively high additional

fuel burn. The different strategies can, therefore, not be conclusively ranked in

terms of efficiency due to the high variation in their individual implementation.

6.6 Discussion

Results show that the extended Solution Space interface enabled both novice

and expert participants to control the traffic without any loss of separation.

However, as hypothesized, the applied control strategies were found to vary

greatly between individual participants (H.4). On the one hand this indicates

that the interface is individual sensitive, and allows enough freedom for con-

trollers to formulate and implement their own unique strategies (i.e., non-

normative). It highlights a trait which is frequently attributed to ecological in-

terfaces; that they step away from optimality in favor of robustness, and allow

the operator to shift strategies when necessary [17].

On the other hand, because ecological interfaces are in favor of show-

ing the full control space, and thereby not occluding less optimal solutions,

it also emphasizes that extensive training and experience will still remain es-
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sential in order to create expert controllers. Although the Solution Space in-

terface shows the physical and intentional constraints that bound the feasible

spatially-oriented control space for aircraft (i.e., constraint-based), the current

implementation, however, does not make salient the implications of control ac-

tions on resulting efficiency. In today’s operations, with little integrated infor-

mation readily available, controllers deal with this inherent complexity through

training, best practices, and extensive experience. In essence—and as shown in

the experiment—although ecological interfaces can enable novice participants

to perform adequate control, they are ultimately intended for expert operators.

In a previous experiment with the lateral Solution Space, novice controllers

were found to more frequently steer to the border between safe and unsafe ac-

tions (boundary-seeking control), where experts typically incorporated a larger

safety margin (more separation) [9]. In that experiment, the lateral Solution

Space only indicated safe and unsafe zones. In a follow-up experiment, the

interface was modified to include intentional constraints, visualizing an addi-

tional separation and aircraft performance buffer. Results of that experiment

showed that with the intentional constraints, the control strategies of novice

participants better matched those of the experts (Chapter 5).

One solution could then be to promote efficient strategies by explicitly vi-

sualizing efficiency inside the Solution Spaces as intentional constraints. How-

ever, this could make the interface overly complex and cluttered. Ultimately,

the sweet spot of what information can and should be presented needs to be

investigated further, and will be a trade-off between interface complexity and

usability, whilst not trivializing the underlying work domain complexity.

6.6.1 Controller expertise

It was hypothesized that the expert participants would prefer lateral, or a com-

bination of lateral and speed control over pure speed commands to minimize

the penalty in efficiency for aircraft (H.1), however, this was not reflected in the

experiment results. On the one hand, an explanation could be that the partici-

pants in the expert group were not active air traffic controllers, and did not have

any on-the-job experience in operational air traffic control. On the other hand,

it could also indicate that the new form of trajectory-based air traffic control

will require new control strategies, different training, and perhaps even new or

other controller competences.

Another reason for the variance in strategies between participants could

be that the experiment featured a simplified representation of its real-world

counterpart. External factors that normally influence decision making in air
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traffic control such as prediction (in)accuracy, environmental factors, commu-

nication delays, etc., were not present. That, combined with the abstract nature

of the Solution Space representations, likely led to a certain extent of gamifica-

tion; participants sometimes viewed and solved scenarios as abstract puzzles

rather than real-world operations.

Although some participants provided a motivation for their strategies

based upon consequences for the affected aircraft, others would often greatly

be steered by the information provided by the interface, and would not avoid

choosing less efficient solutions. Also, because of the absence of any explicit

briefing, training, and indication of the effect on efficiency of different control

strategies, the optimization thereof typically did not play a factor in the strate-

gies and types of control that participants applied.

6.6.2 Individual strategies

It was hypothesized that the airspace structure (i.e., converging and diverging

traffic) would have an effect on the type of control used to manage the traffic

(H.2). Lateral control was expected to be used more often in converging traffic,

and time-based control in diverging traffic to better retain the structure of the

traffic flows. Results of the experiment showed that this was not the case, and

that lateral control was only used significantly more with the presence of a re-

stricted area, what was to be expected because 15 aircraft had to be re-routed

laterally around that zone (H.3).

Individual controller preference was found to be the most important fac-

tor in the choice for mainly lateral or speed-based strategies. The results also

show that the individual strategies did not vary much between the different sce-

narios. That is, controllers that indicated that they preferred lateral control over

speed control showed the same bias in all scenarios. Vice versa, controllers that

preferred speed control over lateral control frequently only used lateral control

to steer aircraft around restricted areas. Individual participants typically did

not apply a great variety of strategies, nor did they frequently switch strategies

under different airspace settings.

Further, the question was raised for whom and for what task the interface

should ultimately provide support. Three overarching control strategies were

identified in the human-in-the-loop experiment; (1), preserving the route struc-

ture, and (2), merging traffic streams, and (3) minimizing control impact. The

first two strategies are focused on alleviating the work of the air traffic controller

(i.e., centralized reasoning). Preserving the route structure and merging traffic

streams create more predictable flows of traffic and subsequently require less
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resources to monitor (non-)conformance. The third strategy is more focused

on minimizing the impact of control for the individual aircraft (i.e., decentral-

ized reasoning). This indicates that for whom the interface provides support

is directly coupled to for what task the user intends to use the interface. The

Solution Space interface itself thus does not impose either centralized or de-

centralized control.

6.6.3 Limitations and recommendations for future work

One limitation of this work was that no active air traffic controllers with real-

world operational experience participated in the experiment. In a previous

study on en-route air traffic control strategies by Redding et al. in the 1990’s,

it was found that expert controllers tended to use a greater variety of strategies,

and that their strategy usage varied with airspace context [18]. Those observa-

tions were not reflected in the results of the human-in-the-loop experiment. It

is expected that a more profound difference in control strategies would be ob-

served between novices and active air traffic controllers.

The limited duration and scope of the instructions and training was likely

also insufficient for—especially novice—participants to familiarize with both

the full complexity of the interface and the underlying work domain. The train-

ing itself mainly focused on how participants could interact with the interface

to fulfill the task of de-conflicting and re-routing aircraft, but did not elaborate

on the many secondary tasks and considerations that air traffic controllers take

into account and actively balance in their work.

As a result, only a small number of participants indicated that trade-offs on

efficiency played any role on the selection and execution of their control strate-

gies. To promote more efficient strategies for all controllers, efficiency could be

explicitly visualized inside the Solution Spaces as intentional constraints (per-

haps even only as a training aid). Adding intentional constraints has shown to

increase awareness and improve the control behavior of, typically, more novice

participants (Chapter 5, [19]).

Finally, the Solution Space concept currently allows the controller to per-

form lateral and time-based modifications to aircraft trajectories, however,

modification of the vertical flight path are not yet supported. This, in essence,

reduces the available control space of 4D trajectory management to 3 dimen-

sions; lateral (2D) and time (1D). To gain more traction within the operational

community, support for vertical modifications must be included. Especially in

en-route sectors, crossing conflicts are typically be resolved by altitude separa-

tion in current ATC operations.
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6.7 Conclusions

A human-in-the-loop experiment was performed with the integrated Solution

Space concept in which twelve participants, grouped by expertise (novice and

expert), were asked to control en-route air traffic under different airspace con-

ditions. Results show that all participants could safely control the traffic; no

losses of separation were recorded. No significant differences in control strate-

gies or preference for lateral or speed control were found between the expert

and novice participant groups. However, the applied control strategies varied

greatly between individual participants.

Although strategies varied between participants, individuals rarely

changed their own strategy under different airspace conditions. Three overar-

ching control strategies have been identified; (1), preserving the route struc-

ture, and (2), merging traffic streams, and (3) minimizing control impact. The

first two strategies are focused on creating structure, and thereby reducing

controller workload, the latter strategy focuses on minimizing the impact on

efficiency for individual aircraft. This indicates that the Solution Space is

individual-sensitive and allows the controller to manage traffic in different

ways.
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C H A P T E R
7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the discussions and conclusions of previous chapters

are summarized and combined to provide an overarching discussion on

the design and employment of ecological air traffic controller decision-

support tools for 4D trajectory-based operations. Limitations of the work

in this thesis, together with real-world implications and recommenda-

tions for future work are provided. The chapter concludes with a sum-

mary of the most important insights.
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7.1 Retrospective

THE transition towards Trajectory-based Operations (TBO) and the intro-

duction of higher levels of automation in Air Traffic Management (ATM)

has a real potential to enhance the capacity and efficiency of current operations.

In a fully mature state, traffic movements will be more predictable, airspace use

will be more flexible, and trajectories will be more optimized. Although many of

the organizational and technological challenges are being addressed—mainly

in isolation—the precise task of the air traffic controller, and the form and ex-

tent of automation support, still remain unclear.

The work in this thesis took a Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA, [1], [2]) ap-

proach to investigate the implications on human-automation task allocation

in TBO (Chapters 2, and 3). Here, the Work Domain Analysis (WDA), as a first

step in CWA, focused on identifying the set of universal goals and functions in-

herent to the trajectory-based ecology, initially independent of any specific di-

vision of roles or automation solutions. This resulted in the conceptualization

of “Solution Spaces” as a shared representation for 4D trajectory-based air traf-

fic control. By using the same definition of the Solution Spaces as a basis for

both the work of the human controller and (any level of) automation support,

mismatches in cognition between human controllers (i.e., their mental model),

and automation (i.e., decision-support tools and algorithms) are sought to be

mitigated by design.

The work then progressed to taking an Ecological Interface Design (EID

[3], [4]) approach to develop a decision-support interface concept for tactical,

trajectory-based air traffic control (Chapter 3). By taking the WDA as a basis,

elements of the ecology have been translated to goal-relevant Solution Spaces

that directly visualize the available control space to human controllers. Three

human-in-the-loop experiments with (partial) implementations of the inter-

face were presented, both to refine the concept (Chapter 5), and to evaluate

how controllers use the Solution Space representations to formulate their con-

trol behavior and strategies (Chapters 4, 5, and 6).

The aim of this final chapter is to reflect on the research questions and asso-

ciated research challenges, and to provide a broader discussion in the context

of the combined work rather than the individual studies. Recommendations for

future work, and a discussion on the implications thereof is provided. Further,

limitations following from both the scope and assumptions, and limitations of

the human-in-the-loop evaluations are discussed. The chapter concludes with

a summary of the most important insights.
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7.1.1 Finding a Common Ground (RQ1)

The first part of this research focused on the Work Domain Analysis (WDA)

for trajectory-based operations, and the implications thereof on the design of

decision-support interfaces. In Chapter 2, a (partial) WDA was performed, re-

sulting in an Abstraction Hierarchy (AH, [5]) decomposition of the work domain

for the three step-wise phases of refinement of 4D trajectories as laid out in the

SESAR Concept of Operations (SESAR ConOps, [6]). In Chapter 3, a more de-

tailed AH was constructed for the tactical control phase, providing the underly-

ing foundations for the design of the Solution Space decision-support concepts.

These parts of the work aimed to answer the first research question:

Research question 1

What are the underlying system goals, functions, relationships, and con-

straints inherent to the work domain of tactical 4D trajectory-based air

traffic control, and what are the implications on interface design?

Common ground and system purpose. To answer the first research ques-

tion, three distinct approaches to automation can be overlaid on the Abstrac-

tion Hierarchy as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.1(a) shows the AH for a system

with little to no automation support. In such a system, information about the

state of its lower level components is typically made salient to the operator in

a single sensor/single indicator (SSSI) fashion. The operator must use her cog-

nition to integrate this information into a comprehensive mental model of the

work domain (stippled box) in order to align the individual states to the overar-

ching system goal. Conversely, Fig. 7.1(b) shows the AH for a fully automated

system. In such systems, the operator sets the desired outcome, after which
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Figure 7.1: Three distinct approaches to automation overlaid on the AH.
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automation acts fully automatically and opaque according to an internal set of

rules and strategies to achieve that state. Finally, Fig. 7.1(c) shows the AH for a

joint human-machine (i.e., joint cognitive) system.

The common ground that then somehow needs to be made salient to both

operators and automation hinges on the integration of task-relevant informa-

tion on the higher levels of abstraction. A first challenge therefore was to iden-

tify the elements on the Abstract Function (AF) level that describe the basic

principles and processes (i.e., mechanisms) in the work domain, and the ele-

ments on the Generalized Function (GF) level that further specify this in terms

of system solutions.

The proposed Abstraction Hierarchy for tactical trajectory-based air traffic

control (Chapter 3) is shown in Fig. 7.2. Using this decomposition as a basis,

Solution Spaces were conceptualized as the common ground for operators and

automation, representing the comprehensive set of feasible control space, con-

strained by both the internal constraints of the individual aircraft, and by exter-

nal constraints within the air traffic control environment. Many elements, com-

ponents, and functions in the AH—typically at lower levels of abstractions—are

intrinsic to the (ATM) work domain itself and are often immutable. However, as

Rasmussen identified early on, models at low levels of abstraction are related

to a specific physical world that can serve several purposes, but models on the

higher levels of abstraction are closely related to a specific purpose that can be

met by several physical arrangements [5]. This implies that the purpose of the

system itself affects the useful physical arrangements of the underlying func-
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Figure 7.2: The categorized Abstraction Hierarchy for tactical 4D TBO.
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tions. This will be particularly true for the different environments within the

ATC domain. The work of an en-route controller is very different from that of

an area controller or terminal controller.

When taking the AH in Fig. 7.2 as a basis, any given arrangement of el-

ements on the different levels of abstraction for 4D trajectory-based ATC can

(generally) be categorized as common, task-driven, or task-specific. Elements

on the Physical Form (PFo) and Physical Function (PFu) levels make up the ba-

sic building blocks of trajectory-based operations, irrespective of specific tasks,

priorities, or strategies; 4D flight plans are always defined by a series of 4D way-

points, aircraft should never exceed their performance envelope, sector geom-

etry and restricted areas (e.g., terrain, hazardous weather, closed airspace) will

always constrain the control space, separation violations between aircraft must

be avoided. Such elements can be considered as truly common in all stages of

TBO.

The arrangement, form, and importance of these building blocks on the

task-driven solutions on the Generalized Function (GF) abstraction, however,

are highly dependent on the specific control task and time scale. For instance,

the vertical flight path and terrain avoidance are more relevant in terminal con-

trol than in en-route control, the margins for (safe) control within the perfor-

mance envelope are very different at high and low altitudes, area and terminal

control are all typically more dynamic and time-critical than en-route control.

Finally, the mechanisms to reach the overarching system goals are highly

dependent on the task-specific intentional constraints (rules and regulations)

and strategies. Separation rules are typically time-based in terminal control,

and lateral and vertical in area and en-route control. The economy of oper-

ations is defined in terms of throughput in terminal and area control, where

it is specified as minimizing delays and trajectory deviation in en-route con-

trol. Although the underlying conceptualization of Solution Spaces is relevant

in all phases of 4D trajectory-based operations, the applicability and usefulness

of any specific implementation is highly dependent on the specific scope of the

work domain.

Implications for interface design. While the concept of Solution Space in

itself is fully four-dimensional and represents the comprehensive set of feasi-

ble control space for trajectory-based air traffic control, it would be impractical

(and likely impossible) to represent the full multidimensional set of Solution

Spaces in a single interface. Any (partial) representations of Solution Spaces

should match the task-specific solutions of the work domain, and any inter-

face should be tailored to support the task-specific mechanisms. For instance,
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the work of the area- and terminal controller will be more focused on the time-

based Solution Spaces, and the work of the en-route controller will be more

focused on horizontal and vertical views of Solution Spaces.

Even within the same ATC domain, Solution Space-based interfaces will

likely be different for the individual controller roles; the executive and planner

controller might prefer having different ‘views’ of the same work domain. Al-

though the common underlying elements will be the same for any interface,

how these elements are combined and integrated will be different for each spe-

cific task. Finally, it is important that any representations of the Solution Spaces

should match the controllers’ mental model of work domain, and support their

control strategies. Previous studies have found this to be critical in order to gain

operational acceptance [7]–[9].

7.1.2 Visualizing the Solution Space (RQ2)

Although the WDA provided guidance in identifying what functions and con-

straints affect the Solution Spaces, it did not provide a ready-made recipe for

the shape and form in which that information should be presented. The second

part of this research therefore looked at how the Solution Space concept can be

translated into functional visual representations for en-route control decision-

support interfaces (Chapters 3 and 5). These parts of the work aimed to answer

the second research question:

Research question 2

In what visual form can the constraints and functions that govern the

tactical 4D trajectory-based control task best be mapped to a decision-

support interface such that it supports the work and strategies of air traf-

fic controllers as best as possible?

Framework, design templates, and tooling. The Solution Space visualiza-

tions presented in this work are inspired by EID, which aims to make work do-

main constraints, both causal and intentional, salient on an interface in such

a way that operators can directly perceive and act within the action-relevant

control space. The main challenge was to translate the Solution Spaces into vi-

sual forms that effectively show the feasible control space of a selected aircraft

within the constraints of the overall ATC environment.

The work in this thesis took existing (ATC) interface templates as a basis,

and progressed to map the 4D trajectory-based Solution Spaces within them.

Although one could argue that this evolutionary approach could limit the cre-
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ativity of visualizing the Solution Space, however, using existing templates pro-

vides controllers with a familiar basis, and limited the required amount of

training in the human-in-the-loop experiments [10]. The horizontal Solution

Space was mapped on a traditional radar Plan View Display (PVD), and the

time-based Solution Space was mapped on a Time-Space Diagram (TSD). The

computer-generated visualizations of the Solution Spaces in the interface con-

cepts took advantage of relatively recent developments in Graphics Processing

Units (GPU) technology that allowed for per-pixel brute force computations

that could be presented and updated in real-time.

Although a Solution Space itself is four-dimensional by definition, the sep-

arate visualizations were represented on co-planar two-dimensional displays.

The decoupling of the control dimension visualizations (i.e., horizontal path,

speed/time, and altitude) on separate displays will require controllers to divide

their attention between the displays to explore all possible control strategies.

This also posed a second challenge: although presented in separate screen re-

gions, manipulating the Solution Spaces on one plane directly affects the Solu-

tion Space on the other. To overcome this, the concept of visual momentum

[11] was applied to the Solution Space displays, attempting to make the means-

end links, and interconnectivity between the visualizations more salient. For

instance, conflicting aircraft were highlighted on the displays providing a long

shot of system conformance towards the overarching goal of safety. Perceptual

landmarks were added to link the solution space of one aircraft to the other traf-

fic; when hovering with the mouse over an unsafe control space within the So-

lution Space of one aircraft, the conflicting aircraft would be highlighted on all

other displays. However, this coupling was not always found to be immediately

intuitive due to the abstraction of the Solution Spaces, and required extensive

training in the human-in-the-loop experiments.

Visual form and constraints. The visual form of the Solution Spaces,

bound by the internal aircraft locomotion constraints (i.e., basic control space),

primarily followed from the task-specific mechanics and design choices made

within the overall scope assumptions. For the horizontal Solution Spaces, the

main assumption was that the sector exit times of the aircraft are fixed. This

assumption followed from the SESAR vision of trajectory-based operations in

which all trajectories will be fixed—gate to gate—in time and space before ex-

ecution [6], [12]. The main task for the tactical air traffic controller will then

be to resolve conflicting or unfeasible trajectories, but to minimize trajectory

deviations and delays to avoid snowball effects in other sectors.
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En-route air traffic controllers in current operations, however, very rarely

command changes to the (cost optimized) speed of aircraft, but prefer head-

ing and/or altitude changes in favor of efficiency [13]. To align more to current

operations, a different design choice for the construction of the horizontal So-

lution Spaces could have been to assume a variable exit time and fixed speed

along the trajectory. The basic form of the horizontal Solution Spaces would

then remain the same, but instead of representing control actions requiring a

higher speed, the control space would represent control actions causing a sec-

tor exit delay. This would provide the controller a view of a different subset of

task-specific control space within the same overarching multidimensional So-

lution Space.

In this thesis, the TSD was primarily used as a tool to de-conflict aircraft by

modifying the speed along segments of a given horizontal trajectory. In the vi-

sualization of the time-based Solution Space, however, the fixed sector exit time

was not explicitly taken into account. This contradicts the previous assumption

of a fixed sector exit time that underpins the horizontal Solution Space. As a re-

sult, the perceived control space in the TSD was larger than the actual control

space when strictly enforcing the exit constraints. Explicitly fixing the exit time

would align more closely to the mechanization of the horizontal Solution Space

concept, but would also greatly reduce the available control space.

Previous research has shown how the TSD can be used as a useful tool for

planning and sequencing streams of inbound traffic in area and terminal con-

trol [14], [15]. For this task, to modify the sector exit times of trajectories us-

ing the TSD and time-based Solution Spaces was the primary means of control.

This again illustrates that use and usefulness of different subsets of the Solution

Spaces depend on the specific task and time scale of the work domain scope.

Next, the shape and size of the unsafe control space and intentional con-

straints (i.e., separation and performance buffers) overlaid on the overall con-

trol space directly follows from the assumptions about rules, regulations, and

further design choices. As shown in Chapter 5, increasing or decreasing sepa-

ration minima or intentional performance buffers will have a large impact on

the shape and size of ‘safe’ control space. All the above again emphasizes that

any specific implementation and visualization of the Solution Space concept is

highly dependent on the task-specific assumptions on the system constraints

(i.e., fixed exit time, fixed speed, etc.), and is further subject to assumptions of

the intentional constraints and design choices.

Finally, in this work, the high computational intensity of computing and

visualizing the en-route Solution Space representations in real-time warranted

a number of simplifications. For the computation of the Solution Spaces, air-
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craft were treated as discrete point-masses (no turn radius) and path segments

were discretized (no acceleration and deceleration). On the physical scale and

time frame of en-route control, however, these simplifications did not have a

significant impact on the usability of the concept.

Interface mechanization. Adding additional data and visualizations to ex-

isting controller interfaces will inevitably lead to a higher level of interface com-

plexity and clutter. When made visible on the PVD, the horizontal Solution

Space of one aircraft could obscure the view of other traffic. When working

on the TSD screen region, awareness of the physical locations of aircraft could

be lost. Further, air traffic control is a centralized task, but the Solution Spaces

present the control space for individual aircraft. There could be a danger that

controllers over focus on individual aircraft and could lose focus of the overall

traffic state. These are crucial aspects that must be addressed in any specific

implementation of Solution Space-based interfaces. To overcome this, in this

work, the Solution Spaces of an aircraft were only visualized when the controller

explicitly selected that aircraft on the interface. When no aircraft was selected,

the controller will have to observe the traffic and reason about their actions and

control strategy before implementing it.

The interface mechanization should further aim to support the work and

strategies of air traffic controllers as best as possible. Both the interactions with

the interface and the visual representation of the Solution Spaces should be

tailored for the specific controller tasks. This could also entail providing differ-

ent views of the Solution Spaces for different control strategies to the same con-

troller; the controller could select to view a subset of the Solution Spaces bound

by constraints that match a specific strategy. The visualization and mechaniza-

tion of the horizontal Solution Spaces aimed to support a means of integrated

4D-vectoring that resembles the current method of discrete vectoring (i.e., dis-

crete speed and heading commands). The visualization and mechanization of

the time-based Solution Spaces aimed to support the task of speed control as a

means of separation.

7.1.3 Experimental Evaluation (RQ3)

The third part of this research focused on human-automation interaction

with partial implementations of the Solution Space decision-support concept.

Chapter 4 investigated the effect of the level of expertise of controllers on the use

and robustness of control using the horizontal Solution Space interface. Chap-

ter 5 repeated the previous experiment, but with the addition of intentional

separation and performance buffers to the Solution Space visualizations. Fi-
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nally, Chapter 6 focused on controller strategies with a combined horizontal

and time-based Solution Space interface. These parts of the work aimed to an-

swer the third research question:

Research question 3

How do human controllers with different levels of expertise use (partial)

implementations of the Solution Space concept for tactical 4D trajectory-

based control, what strategies do they apply, and what lessons can be

learned?

Expert interfaces for expert controllers. Results of the three human-in-the-

loop experiments in this thesis showed that all participants, from novice to ex-

perts, could use the partial Solution Space decision-support interfaces to con-

trol traffic in a 4D trajectory-based environment. Their prior experience with

ecological interfaces and/or ATC ranged from none at all to being active air traf-

fic controllers that had participated in previous experiments. This, however,

should not be misinterpreted as that either the Solution Space representations

are ‘simple’ or intuitive, nor that the task of tactical trajectory-based air traffic

control is in any way a trivial one; the ATC domain is an inherently complex

environment, and ecological interfaces neither strive to (or would be able to)

simplify the complexities of the underlying work domain, nor trivialize the con-

trol task itself. This is underlied by Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety, that in the

context of the ecological approach states that for any representation to be ef-

fective for control, it must be as complex as the problem to be solved [10], [16].

Although one could argue that part of the complexity has been removed by

assumptions that narrowed the scope (see recommendations), the aforemen-

tioned is articulated by the fact that significant differences were observed in

how individual controllers interpret and use the interfaces to formulate and ex-

ecute their strategies.

In Chapter 4, three participant groups with different levels of expertise

(novice, skilled, and expert) were asked to control en-route traffic using the

horizontal Solution Space under various traffic and sector conditions. Expert

controllers were found to follow inherently more robust control strategies than

the skilled and novice participants. They were also found to more pro-actively

control the traffic, whereas novices applied more reactionary control. How-

ever, experts also indicated that they had relatively low trust in the Solution

Space representation, as it marked ‘tight’ solutions—although strictly feasible—

as safe control space. In Chapter 5, the experiment of Chapter 4 was repeated

for the novice and skilled participant groups, but here with additional separa-
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tion and performance buffers added to the Solution Space visualizations. Re-

sults showed that the robustness of control strategies and consistency of con-

trol significantly improved for all participant groups.

These results can largely be explained when observing the decision flow

map for the en-route Solution Space concept presented in Chapter 3 (Fig. 7.3).

Assuming that a controller has only received a basic explanation of the inter-

face, and has no prior experience in ATC, their control strategies will be fully

guided by the presented information (shortcut 1 ); the controller is (visually)

alerted that there is a conflicting trajectory, and then without much further rea-

soning selects that aircraft and chooses a(ny) ‘safe’ location inside the Solution

Space that resolves the conflict (i.e., rule-based control). By explicitly visualiz-

ing additional intentional safety buffers to such more novice controllers, their

options for trajectory modifications are effectively limited to more robust solu-

tions (as observed in Chapter 5).

Controllers with higher levels of expertise will be able to better reason

about the Solution Space visualizations and the overall traffic state (shortcuts

2 and 3 ). Although the Solution Space interfaces themselves present the ego-

centric control space of individual aircraft, air traffic controllers perform their

work from a centralized perspective. The results from the experiment show that

the expert controllers were able to ‘see beyond the information presented’, and

to integrate that information into a more comprehensive mental model of the

overall control task. This allowed them to progress further into the rule-based

domain, and ultimately allowed them to perform critical thinking and formu-

late knowledge-based strategies. This likely explains their relatively high num-

ber of control actions and lower level of trust in the presented information.

Further, as shown in Chapter 3, the Solution Space visualizations them-

selves do not only show go and no-go areas, but also implicitly contain addi-

tional information on the traffic structure. That is, for instance, the location of

restricted zones due to other traffic implicitly indicates the crossing sequence

(e.g., which aircraft crosses the other one in front or behind) and its shape im-

plicitly indicates the crossing geometry (e.g., more head-on or more overtak-

ing). With training and experience, controllers will be able to ‘see’ more infor-

mation and interrelationships in the same Solution Space visualizations. This

emphasizes that extensive training and experience with ecological interfaces

remains crucial to achieve and maintain a high level of controller expertise.

Control Strategies. In Chapter 6, two participant groups with a different

level of expertise were asked to control en-route traffic under varying traffic

structures using both the horizontal and time-based Solution Space represen-

tations. Although the Solution Spaces show the causal and intentional con-
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straints that bound the control space of individual aircraft, they do not infer

a specific strategy or sequence of control actions. Results from the experiment

showed that the observed control strategies were found to vary greatly between

participants. However, the individual participants themselves typically pre-

ferred a certain strategy, and applied that strategy in all experiment runs. This

indicates that the Solution Space concepts are individual sensitive, and allow

freedom for controllers to formulate and implement their own unique—non-

normative—strategies.

Although some control strategies will be more ‘optimal’ than others when

seen from a strict perspective, ecological interfaces trade optimality in favor of

flexibility. On the one hand, this can viewed as a strong point because opera-

tors will be able to adapt and shift strategies when necessary [17]. On the other

hand, however, allowing the full freedom of control (especially without exten-

sive training) can lead to unnecessarily inefficient operations. For instance, re-

sults from the experiment in Chapter 6 showed that some participants would

merge streams of traffic only to create a more (optically) structured flow, but as

a result increased trajectory deviations, thereby reducing efficiency.

The question then is, how, and to what extent should or could optimal-

ity better be promoted without decreasing the full flexibility of ecological in-

terfaces? Controllers could be guided to more optimal strategies by adding or

modifying intentional constraints. Automation could propose efficient control

strategies within the Solution Spaces that the controller can then accept or re-

ject (control by consent). Training could more explicitly be focused on optimal-

ity. Answering this question will become increasingly important in future work

with the Solution Space concepts in order to gain acceptance by all involved

stakeholders (e.g., air traffic control organizations, airlines and aircraft opera-

tors, and other airspace users).

7.2 Recommendations

The work in this research did not come without challenges and limitations. In

the search for a common ground for tactical, trajectory-based air traffic control,

the scope and and assumptions directly affected the complexity of the work

domain and control task itself. The visualization and mechanization of the

partial Solution Space interfaces followed directly from design decisions and

trade-offs. Each human-in-the-loop experiment posed its own unique chal-

lenges. This section aims to address the main challenges and limitations, to

place them in a broader context, and to provide recommendations for future

research.
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7.2.1 On Finding a Common Ground

Work domain complexity. The scope and assumptions in this research

reduced the inherent complexity of the work domain when compared to a real-

world trajectory-based air traffic control environment. Although this research

showed the potential of the conceptualization of Solution Space as a viable un-

derpinning for the design of decision-support interfaces, the following two lim-

itations must be addressed to gain acceptance by the operational community.

First, the research considered a fully deterministic work domain. That is,

in the computation of Solution Spaces, only deterministic internal constraints

(performance envelope), and external constraints (intent of other traffic) were

taken into account. As a result, control actions in the human-in-the-loop ex-

periments were always executed immediately and absolutely (i.e., without un-

certainty). Fuzzy constraints such as uncertainties in the prediction and exe-

cution of trajectories, variability in atmospheric conditions (i.e., wind, temper-

ature, pressure), and delays in communication, for instance, were beyond the

scope. Adding fuzzy constraints will be challenging, and will require to revisit

and expand upon the work domain analysis. Where the boundaries of feasible

and safe actions were well defined and deterministic in this thesis, fuzzy con-

straints will add probabilistic attributes to the concept of Solution Space. Rather

than defining strict safe and unsafe areas, Solution Spaces will progress more

towards representing probability zones (i.e., high or low likelihood of confor-

mance towards the overall system goals). Further, taking varying atmospheric

conditions into account (such as 4D wind fields) will distort the current sym-

metricity of the Solution Spaces. Although such fuzzy constraints can be in-

cluded in the computational model of Solution Spaces, the biggest challenge

will be to present this information in a way that resonates well with the mental

model of the (human) controller.

Second, the partial implementations of the Solution Space concept did not

encompass the full four-dimensionality of trajectory-based operations. The

concepts allowed for horizontal and/or time-based control, but not for verti-

cal control. To better support the work and strategies of operational air traffic

controllers, the full—highly-coupled—control space will have to be integrated

into the ecological decision-support interfaces. A main challenge here will be

to unify the mechanization of trajectory modifications with the partial Solution

Space visualizations in such a way that the implications of control in one di-

mension to the shape and size of the control space in the other dimensions is

clear. That is, the definition of a 4D trajectory is ground referenced, whereas

the aircraft performance envelope is referenced to its aerodynamic and instan-

taneous properties (e.g., max thrust, lift-drag polar, gross-weight, etc.) with
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respect to local atmospheric conditions; airspeed, vertical path, ground speed,

climb and descent gradients are all highly coupled.

Location-dependent fuzzy (atmospheric) constraints, in combination with

the full four-dimensionality of trajectory-based operations can rapidly let the

complexity of the Solution Spaces explode. Addressing this will not only be

a computationally intensive challenge, but will inherently and inevitably add

greatly to the work domain and task complexity. Managing interface complexity

and balancing workload, whilst upholding situation awareness will be crucial to

address in future work when progressing to a more operational concept.

One recommendation to keep complexity manageable is to add opera-

tional constraints to the control task, effectively reducing the degrees of free-

dom of control. Typically, in terminal control, arriving and departing aircraft

follow fixed—altitude constrained—routes that ensure separation by design.

Crossing airways in en-route sectors are typically separated using different

flight levels. Although limiting the degrees of freedom of control will decrease

the flexibility of airspace use, structuring the airspace in a convenient way by

design could support a more standardized form of operations—with standard

strategies and solutions—that can significantly reduce the overall control task

complexity.

Levels of automation. The Solution Space decision-support interfaces pre-

sented in this thesis primarily used automation as a means for the functions of

information acquisition and information analysis. Information about the state

and intent of traffic was integrated and presented in a way that action-relevant

control spaces could directly be perceived by controllers. The subsequent func-

tions of decision selection and action implementation were primarily manual

tasks performed by human controllers.

The level of automation thus mainly occurred prior to any point of deci-

sion (i.e., information automation). Parasuraman et al. proposed that in such

systems, automation can be applied on a continuous scale—from none to full—

for all of these four functions [18]. In Fig. 7.4, an approximation of the levels of

automation in this work is shown by 1 . Lowering the level of information au-

tomation in trajectory-based operations is practically impossible because the

complexity of the control task all but excludes a manual alternative. However,

increasing the level of action automation will not be without risks and direct

consequences to the task of the human controller.

Ecological interfaces strive to make the underlying constraints of the work

domain salient to operators (domain transparency). The decomposition in

the domain-specific elements in the Abstraction Hierarchy is—by definition—
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independent of both the specific task and the executive actor(s). That is, the

functions and constraints hold for all specific tasks, and must be adhered to

by all actors, either human, automated, or in a joint effort. The Solution Space

interfaces in their current form, therefore, do not rule out adding more automa-

tion to support the controller in workload balancing. However, increasing auto-

mated decision selection and action implementation implies that automation

will plan within, and act upon a specific subset of the constraint space.

Increasing the levels of decision making automation will shift the task of

the air traffic controller more from active control towards supervisory control.

One example of supervisory control is in the form of control by consent (or

exception). Fig. 7.5 illustrates how automation could propose one or more

positions within the horizontal Solution Space for a conflicted aircraft. In

this scenario, the automation proposes two control actions based upon pre-

selected strategies (e.g., minimize deviations, optimize robustness). The con-

troller could then either select one of the two proposed solutions, or reject the

advisory and opt for manual control (default: rejection after 10 seconds inactiv-

ity). The increase of action automation in this example on the overall levels of

automation is indicated by 2 in Fig. 7.4.

Such a shift is not good or bad in itself, but it will be crucial to address the

following. First, the processes behind information analysis and decision selec-

tion by automated agents should be made transparent to the operator (agent

transparency [19], [20]). Without agent transparency, the controller could lose

situation awareness (what is it doing?) or lose trust in automation (why is it

information
acquisition

information
analysis

decision
selection

action
implementation

highhighhighhigh

lowlowlowlow

information automation action automation

1

2

Figure 7.4: The four main automation functions applied on a continuous scale as pro-

posed by Parasuraman et al. [18]. 1 indicates the level of automation of the Solution

Space concept proposed in this work. 2 indicates the level of automation with a higher

level of action automation (control by consent).
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doing that?). This will be especially important when automation proposes solu-

tions that are non-conformal to standard ATC practices. However, there is a risk

that too much transparency might over-saturate the controller to be practically

usable [21]. Second, even if the automation is transparent and perfectly reli-

able in almost all cases, complacency and reduced vigilance could emerge (the

automation can’t be wrong) [22]–[24]. This could lead to situations in which the

controller accepts risky or dangerous solutions without detecting failures in the

underlying automation. Third, automation is particularly useful in nominal sit-

uations as a means for reducing or balancing workload. However, automation

will typically fail more frequently in non-nominal situations. There could then

be a risk for task saturation caused by the unevenly distributed workload be-

tween the automation-supported task and hands-on manual control [18], [25].

Increasing the levels of action automation, but simultaneously expecting

humans to remain ultimately responsible and take over when automation fails

might seem paradoxical. Unless society is willing to assign full control to au-

tomation, and accept automation responsibility in case of (catastrophic) fail-

ures, any form of action automation must be transparent and unambiguous

enough for the operator to understand and intervene. That implies that the op-

erator herself must remain educated and skilled in the tasks and complexities

taken over by automation.

In the control by consent example in Fig. 7.5, automation is responsible

(in part) for decision selection, but the human executes the action implemen-

tation. This form of interaction can be seen as a serial work flow in which both

humans and automation perform part of the task towards the final control de-

ADVISORY

TIME: 10s

ROBUST

EFFICIENT

REJECT

controlled
aircraft

traffic

robust

efficient

Figure 7.5: An example of action automation in the form of control by consent in the

horizontal Solution Space decision-support concept.
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cision. Previous studies have raised concerns about this approach, and showed

that situation awareness and out-of-the-loop performance problems can in fact

be worse compared to fully manual control [26]–[28]. Therefore, it is question-

able that this type of automation will enhance operator performance and oper-

ational safety.

Perhaps this step should be skipped in favor of higher, and more collab-

orative forms of human-automation teaming [29]. Automation and humans

could work in parallel and share the same tasks. One project in which this

type of collaboration is currently being explored is project ARGOS by Maas-

tricht Upper Area Control (MUAC) [30]. Here, the envisioned scenario is that

human controllers and automation both control aircraft inside the same sec-

tor; automation is in full control of basic flights whilst the controller focuses on

more complex flights. In this case, automated agents can be seen as a digital

co-workers, performing the same tasks. For this collaboration to succeed, it is

crucial that the human controllers gain a high level of trust and acceptance in

the automation. Solution Space interfaces could (initially) play a role in gaining

trust and acceptance by providing transparency to the controller about the rea-

soning and strategies of the automated agents. Simultaneously, the controller

could use the same Solution Space interfaces as decision-support tools in per-

forming the manual control task for complex flights.

Another division could be to design individual-sensitive automation by let-

ting the controllers directly set and/or manipulate the underlying agent logic.

Humans then steer automation on higher—more abstract—representations of

the control task, but remain fully in-the-loop. One example of this type of col-

laboration using Solution Space interfaces was explored by Ten Brink et al.[31].

Here, controllers could add geometrical exclusion zones inside the horizontal—

airway-based—Solution Space to steer the strategies of an underlying path-

planning algorithm. Results showed that the Solution Space visualization, in

combination with the exclusion zones, supported the controllers’ understand-

ing of the underlying algorithms.

7.2.2 On Visualizing the Solution Space

Centralized Solution Space? The ecological Solution Space Representa-

tions presented in this work visualize the egocentric control space of individ-

ual aircraft within the constraints posed by the air traffic control environment.

Controllers must still observe, select, and manipulate the trajectories of individ-

ual aircraft. The task of an air traffic controller, however, is to perform control

from a centralized standpoint. One could then argue that the current repre-

sentational forms do not match the task of the controller, and that perhaps a
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more centralized view of the Solution Space would be beneficial. During this

research, the concept of a multi-aircraft horizontal Solution Space representa-

tion, and flow-based Solution Spaces were also explored [32], [33].

Fig. 7.6 shows a schematic representation of the prototype multi-aircraft

horizontal Solution Space concept in which two aircraft in a crossing conflict

are de-conflicted. Fig. 7.6(a) shows the initial situation in which both air-

craft are selected, and the resulting combined Solution Space for both aircraft

is shown. In this interface concept, the controller can select a ‘safe’ location

in the combined Solution Space through which both aircraft are re-routed, ef-

fectively controlling them simultaneously. Fig. 7.6(b) shows a control strategy

that will minimize the path deviation, sharing the deviation equally between

the aircraft. The usefulness and effectiveness of the (horizontal) multi-aircraft

Solution Space concept, however, was found to be highly dependent on the spe-

cific traffic situation [32]. Multi-aircraft control showed benefits for controlling

in-stream (trailing) aircraft and in simple crossing conflicts such as in Fig. 7.6.

However, in more complex traffic scenarios, controllers preferred single aircraft

control because it allowed them to better optimize individual trajectories. The

latter is apparent when observing the four-aircraft Solution Space shown in Fig.

7.7. The available safe control space is relatively small, and a combined control

action will lead to a situation in which deviations are unequally shared. Further,

the resulting geometric situation in which all crossing aircraft merge at a single

point in the sector would be viewed as unacceptable in real-world operations.

A second prototype focused on visualizing the Solution Space for selected

airways (i.e., flow control), multiple aircraft control (grouping control), and crit-

ical point control [33]. Fig. 7.8 shows a schematic representation of how, by

selecting an airway, the Solution Space is visualized for re-routing all (three)

aircraft on that airway. Additionally, this prototype visualized the robustness

of control actions inside the safe field of travel, indicated by a color gradient.

As for the multi-aircraft horizontal Solution Space, the benefits of this concept

over single aircraft control were highly dependent on the specifics of the traffic

scenario. Further, the high computational load required for computing robust-

ness in the Solution Spaces, even in scenarios with a limited amount of traffic,

resulted in that the Solution Spaces could currently not be updated in real-time.

Based on the research and human-in-the-loop experiments with the multi-

aircraft and flow-based Solution Space representations, these concepts should

not immediately be abandoned, but rather be seen as a possible addition to the

Solution Space-based decision-support toolkit. In situations that lend them-
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selves well for multi-aircraft control, the controller could opt for this type of

control rather than modifying multiple individual trajectories. The ability to

modify individual aircraft trajectories, however, will remain a fundamental ba-

sic means of control, and cannot be replaced by multi-aircraft control only.

(a) Two aircraft Solution Space (b) Combined control action

Figure 7.6: Horizontal multi-aircraft Solution Space for a two aircraft crossing conflict.

(a) Four aircraft Solution Space (b) Combined control action

Figure 7.7: Horizontal multi-aircraft Solution Space for a four aircraft crossing conflict.
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(a) Airway-based Solution Space (b) Airway-based control action

Figure 7.8: Horizontal airway-based Solution Space.

Centralized versus de-centralized control. The Solution Space con-

cept was inspired by previous work that explored the visualization of affordance

zones as a means for trajectory re-planning on the flight deck [34]. This concept

focused on egocentric trajectory manipulation for (ownship) weather and haz-

ard avoidance. For the Solution Spaces presented in this thesis, the intent of

other traffic was added to the visualization of the available control space, and

the concept was used in a centralized environment. A question that arises is:

could the Solution Space concept be used in a de-centralized environment as

a means of self separation by pilots? One of the major differences between a

centralized and de-centralized environment is that in the centralized environ-

ment, a single controller organizes the traffic from a top-down view. In a de-

centralized environment, a form of implicit coordination between pilots will be

required. A previous study with multi-actor—egocentric—self separation was

performed that highlighted a number of issues with this concept [35], [36]. Al-

though this study focused on state-based control (i.e., modifying heading and

speed), the same issues will likely also arise in trajectory-based control. Similar

to two people passing each other in a hallway, difficulties with implicit coordi-

nation can lead to ones conflict resolution strategy interfering with that of the

other. Many times, conflicts were found to be resolved by one aircraft instead

of cooperatively. In case of cooperative resolutions, path deviation was often

found to be unequally shared between aircraft. Typically, each pilot will seek

to minimize their own path deviation, which sometimes resulted in tight solu-
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tions and minor separation violations. Although de-centralized Solution Space

representations could be used for small trajectory adjustments by pilots, a cen-

tralized form of organization has clear benefits in structuring and optimizing

the overall traffic movements in the absence of explicit de-centralized coordi-

nation.

Visualizing complexity. One of the biggest challenges towards devel-

oping more operational Solution Space decision-support concepts that convey

the full four-dimensionality of control, uncertainty, and fuzzy constrains, will

be to transform the exponential increase in complexity into useful visual rep-

resentations. That is, to convey all relevant information in a form that is un-

derstandable and interpretable by humans, without ignoring or simplifying the

underlying work domain complexities. The air traffic control task is, in essence,

an ever morphing, highly coupled four-dimensional puzzle. Rather than visual-

izing deterministic shapes, probability visualizations and (propagation in) un-

certainty of control spaces will start to play a key role. Further, harmonizing the

partial Solution Space visualizations in a way that the coupling between con-

trol actions in multiple dimensions is perceivable in an intuitive way is most

certainly not a straightforward task.

One of the most evident approaches to reduce the necessary visual com-

plexity of visual representations is to reduce the control task complexity itself.

As mentioned previously in the recommendations on work domain complex-

ity, the control task itself could be simplified by adding additional operational

constraints that reduce the degrees of freedom of control. For instance, if air-

craft fly along predetermined, vertically separated airways, the control task is

reduced to one of keeping in-trail separation by speed control alone. Further,

standardized strategies and solutions could also remove the necessity to dis-

play the full complexity and dimensionality of the Solution Spaces; only the

parts of the Solution Spaces relevant to the specific situation and strategy need

to be conveyed. The Solution Space visualizations could then be made adapt-

able. Controllers can choose what part(s) of the Solution Spaces they want to

zoom in to or hide, and switch between different views in different situations.

In conclusion, rather than ignoring any work domain complexities, the control

task complexity itself can be simplified by design so that the required adaptable

Solution Space visualizations remain perceivable and manageable for humans.

7.2.3 On Experimental Evaluation

Simulation realism. The human-in-the-loop experiments in this research

were performed in a simulated environment that presented a simplified view

of trajectory-based operations. First, the simulations did not provide the con-
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troller with the capability to control all degrees of freedom of trajectories. Espe-

cially the absence of vertical control in the simulated en-route environment

limited the set of conflict resolution strategies. Conflicting trajectories that

would normally be separated vertically now had to be separated horizontally

(in-plane). Especially the expert participants marked this as an important lim-

itation of the current interface design. Second, the simulated airspace envi-

ronment did not reflect the full complexity of the real world control task. All

experiments provided the controller with full and immediate authority. Sec-

ondary functions such as delayed communications, atmospheric disturbances,

non-conformity of execution by aircraft, and multi-sector coordination were

not simulated. This likely decreased the sense of urgency (responsibility), work-

load, and task-demand compared to real world scenarios.

Simulation realism could have been increased by adding the above func-

tions. However, experiment design itself is always a fine balance between op-

erational realism and experiment control. On the one hand, simplifying real-

ism can present unrealistic scenarios that can be approached as a—far from

real life—arcade game by the participants. On the other hand, especially in

shorter duration experiments as presented in this thesis, adding more complex-

ities can create unwanted noise that confounds—and thereby obscures—the

experiment results.

One observation during all three experiments was that participants would

typically only focus on an aircraft as soon as it entered the sector, re-plan its

trajectory, and then not touch that aircraft for the remainder of the scenario.

There was no need to monitor the conformance of flights once inside the sec-

tor, and thus, choosing ‘tight’ solutions did not have any negative implications.

One way to encourage participants to perform a higher level of critical think-

ing and exert more caution in formulating their control strategies would be

to introduce uncertainties between the trajectory forecast and its actual exe-

cution. This could, for instance, be provoked by introducing external factors

such as variable wind fields causing aircraft to drift from their planned trajecto-

ries. The assumption of drift is in line with the capabilities of current aircraft; in

most modern Flight Management Systems (FMS) it is possible to set a Required

Time of Arrival (RTA) at a certain waypoint. The FMS then uses the pilot input

of weights, cruise flight level, and expected wind to compute a speed sched-

ule to arrive at the waypoint at the desired time. This is an open loop process;

the FMS does not actively recompute the speed schedule, and the actual arrival

time will drift from the RTA. Instead, the pilots will receive a message in case the

deviation becomes larger than a pre-determined margin (typically 15 seconds).
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Expertise and training. The limited time for training in the human-in-the-

loop experiments limited the participants’ potential to fully understand and ef-

fectively use all the information presented in the Solution Space visualizations.

The interfaces presented in this work are highly information rich, and contain

many intricacies and interrelationships that are not directly salient in the imme-

diate shape and form of the visualizations. Solution Space is not a static entity,

but will dynamically change as time progresses (i.e., narrow down or open up).

Many times during the experiments, participants remarked that they came to

new ‘deeper’ insights about the Solution Spaces and other aspects of the inter-

faces. This emphasizes that the spatial and temporal aspects of Solution Spaces

in dynamic environments cannot be learned without extensive hands-on expe-

rience and training in equally dynamic environments.

Although participants were still actively learning about the Solution Space

visualizations and the interfaces during the experiments, experts had more fun-

damental knowledge about the control task as a result of their real world expe-

rience. This likely explains the observed differences in control strategies com-

pared to more novice participants; where novice participants were still actively

gaining knowledge about the work domain and the control task itself, expert

controllers could apply their current knowledge base to their strategy selec-

tion. Experts therefore used the Solution Space representations in a different

way than novices, using it more as a means of strategy validation than decision-

selection.

Longitudinal studies have shown that ecological interfaces can lead to

more consistent and superior performance compared to traditional interface de-

signs over time[37], [38]. The studies also showed that ecological interfaces can

lead to a more functionally organized knowledge base about the control task

when participants took a deep approach to learning [38]. Extending the exper-

iments in this thesis to more longitudinal studies would therefore most likely

improve the consistency, performance, and knowledge base of novice partici-

pants. However, the extent of the knowledge base would only go as far as the

scope of the work domain and information provided in the interfaces. The So-

lution Spaces themselves do not convey information about best practices, pre-

ferred strategies, optimality, etc. Therefore, it is unlikely that novices would be

able to reach the same level of operational expertise as expert controllers by

self-learning alone.

Air traffic controllers undergo years of education and (on-the-job)training

before they are are allowed to independently control traffic. A majority of train-

ing is not solely focused on the technicalities of how to control air traffic, but

on gaining a deeper understanding of the work domain by practicing and eval-
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uating simulated and real world scenarios. A previous study showed that eco-

logical interfaces can play an important role in the early stages of deep knowl-

edge development [39]. Results from that study suggest that training with eco-

logical interfaces can change how participants thought about and approached

their control problem, even after removing the ecological support. The Solu-

tion Space interfaces, therefore, could be useful as a training tool for novices

and experts alike to gain more insight in the dynamics of trajectory-based op-

erations. Even if the concept of Solution Space itself is not directly used in

decision-support interfaces in a future operational setting. However, additional

training will be required on the Solution Space interfaces themselves.

7.3 Conclusions

This thesis showed how the construct of Solution Space can act as a common

basis for the design and development of human-centered ecological decision-

support tools for tactical trajectory-based air traffic control. Although the work

primarily focused on the en-route air traffic control environment, the underly-

ing concept can be extended for use in other tactical air traffic control environ-

ments. However, the usefulness and effectiveness of any partial representations

of Solution Spaces will be highly dependent on the specifics of the control task

and control strategies for which it purposed.

In this work, the deployment of automation was limited to information au-

tomation only, but the presented concepts do not rule out the addition of higher

levels of action automation. However, any form of action automation must be

transparent and unambiguous enough for the operator to understand and in-

tervene; the operator herself must remain educated and skilled in the tasks and

complexities taken over by automation when automation fails. Here, Solution

Space visualizations can play a role in both gaining insight into the strategies

and actions of automation, and in decision-support when performing the fully

manual control task.

The three human-in-the-loop experiments showed that participants with

different levels of expertise could use the partial Solution Space decision-

support interfaces successfully, albeit in a different way. Novices typically used

the Solution Spaces as a means of decision selection where experts frequently

used it as a means of strategy validation. Adding intentional constraints to the

Solution Spaces showed to improve the control robustness of novice partici-

pants, however, experts will already know how to avoid wandering into this ter-

rain. This emphasizes that ecological interfaces, by themselves, do not remove

or replace the advantages of expertise and deep domain knowledge gained by
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extensive training and experience. Ecological interfaces could be beneficial in

improving ones knowledge base about the work domain, however, the depth of

knowledge will only go as far as the information presented on the interfaces.

The deterministic nature of the Solution Space visualizations and scenarios

in the human-in-the-loop experiments in this work significantly reduced the

complexity, urgency, and workload of the participants. To progress to a more

operational concept of Solution Space, the work domain analysis should be re-

visited in future work to include uncertainty and the full dimensionality of the

control task. This will inevitably increase the complexity of both the underly-

ing work domain and any subsequent iterations of Solution Space interfaces.

Trade-offs will need to be made between the degrees of freedom of control and

the control task complexity in order to keep workload manageable, and uphold-

ing situation awareness practicable by human operators.
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A P P E N D I X
A

GPU-BASED SOLUTION SPACE

IMPLEMENTATION

A description is provided in this appendix of how Solution Spaces were

computed and visualized in the various prototype interfaces presented in

this thesis. By utilizing recent technologies in Graphics Processing Unit

(GPU) parallel programming, Solution Spaces were able to be generated

in real-time using consumer-grade hardware without performance issues.

Pseudocode is given for the computation of both the horizontal and time-

based Solution Spaces.
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A.1 Methodology

TRADITIONALLY, most algorithms and computations running on comput-

ers are performed by using the Central Processing Unit (CPU). The CPU

has a high clock frequency and allows for fast serial computations in computa-

tion loops. The CPU has a flexible architecture with a large instruction set mak-

ing it suitable to be used for everything from running an operating system to

posing as an opponent in a game of digital chess. With the early introduction

of computer generated imagery (CGI) in the scientific and military field, and

more recently accelerated by the use of CGI in other professions such as the

entertainment industry (i.e., movies, computer games), the CPU architecture

increasingly became a bottleneck in handling the required amount of compu-

tations to power these applications.

This led to the introduction of the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) as a sep-

arate processor next to the CPU. The main difference between the CPU and

GPU architectures is that where the CPU has a small amount of cores (typically

2-12) with a high clock frequency, the GPU has a large amount of smaller cores

(typically 2.000-10.000) with a lower clock frequency. The instruction set of the

GPU is much more limited than that of the CPU, and is mainly optimized for

matrix and vector computations. The power of the GPU, however, lies in that

all cores can perform parallel computations within the same clock cycle; where

the CPU can perform a few floating point operations each cycle, the GPU can

perform thousands.

Computing and generating the horizontal and time-based Solution Spaces

by the GPU cores in the prototype interfaces in this thesis allowed them to be

visualized and updated in real-time. The underlying frameworks that were used

are OpenGL 2.0 and GLSL (OpenGL Shader language) 1.2. Input to the GPU is

an intent buffer containing details of the trajectory of the selected aircraft and

all other traffic (i.e., waypoint locations and timings). The intent buffer used in

this work was in the form of a 32-bit float RGB texture, and was filled by coding

the aircraft intent (x,y,t) into the color slots. Output is a frame buffer containing

the colored pixels of the Solution Space representations.

The experiment scenarios simulated up to 20 aircraft with a maximum of 20

waypoints for each flight. No significant performance issues were found when

running at 60Hz on a consumer-grade desktop with a NVIDIA GTX 970 (4GB

VRAM) GPU, and using a 30", 2560 x 1600 pixel display (> 200M pixel com-

putations per second). The following paragraphs illustrate how the horizontal

and time-based Solution Space visualizations were generated using the intent

buffer in the rasterization process of the GPU.
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A.2 Pseudocode

A.2.1 Generation of the horizontal Solution Space

Fig.A.1 illustrates the rasterization and computation process on the plan view

display to generate the horizontal Solution Space for a selected aircraft (Asel ).

Each grid-square in the figure represents one on-screen pixel for which the fol-

lowing computations are performed in sequential order to determine its color.

In pseudocode, for each on-screen pixel p :

1. Determine the real-world spacial location corresponding to that pixel

(px ,py ), and

2. Determine the closest trajectory segment of the selected aircraft to that

position, and

3. Determine if the point is abeam that segment within a given cutoff angle

(e.g., 80◦), if not, discard, if so

4. Compute the distance of the track passing from the segment start point

through p to the segment end point, and

5. Compute the required speed (Vreq ) to arrive at the segment end point at

the original time, and

6. Determine if Vreq is within the feasible locomotion envelope of the air-

craft, if not, discard, if so,

7. Compute the closest point of approach (CPA) of other traffic to the two

resulting trajectory segments using the intent buffer, and

8. Color the pixel in the following order of priority:

a) If CPA < 5N M : unsafe control space color, else

b) If CPA < 5N M +∆Dsep : separation buffer color, else

c) If Vreq ≤Vmi n+∆Vmi n , or Vreq ≥Vmax−∆Vmax : performance buffer

color, else

d) Safe control space color
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A.2.2 Generation of the time-based Solution Space

Similar to the previous paragraph, fig.A.2 illustrates the rasterization and com-

putation process of time-based Solution Space for the selected aircraft. For each

on-screen pixel p :

1. Determine the distance to go (DTG) to the exit fix and time at that pixel

(pd , pt ) corresponding to the graph axis, and

2. Determine to what trajectory segment of the selected aircraft that DTG

belongs, discard if no valid segment, else

3. Determine the real-world spacial location of the pixel (px ,py ) at that DTG

using the intent buffer, and

4. Compute the required speed (Vreq ) to arrive at that position at pt from

the segment start point, and

5. Compute the CPA of other traffic to (px ,py ) at time pt , and

6. Color the pixel in the following order of priority:

a) If CPA < 5N M : unsafe control space color, else

b) If CPA < 5N M +∆Dsep : separation buffer color, else

c) If Vreq <Vmi n , or Vreq >Vmax : discard, else

d) If Vreq ≤Vmi n+∆Vmi n , or Vreq ≥Vmax−∆Vmax : performance buffer

color, else

e) Safe control space color
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A P P E N D I X
B

INTERACTIVE TRAINING SCRIPT

This appendix contains the experiment briefing and interactive training

script for the human-in-the-loop experiment performed for the strategies

analysis in Chapter 6. The training consisted of a total of ten interactive

scenarios. Participants were asked to closely follow the instructed steps

throughout the first four scenarios, but were free to solve the last six sce-

narios in their own way. A screenshot of the initial setting of each of the

first four scenarios is provided after the instructed steps.
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B.1 Experiment Briefing

Purpose of the training

IN order to have a good understanding of how to perform your role as future

air traffic controller in the main experiment, all tools and features that are

available to you in the experiment simulator will be described in this training

session. The training will be in the form of an interactive step-by-step script

that will guide you through a number of scenarios. Each scenario will focus on

a specific learning objective. At certain points during the scenario you may be

required to answer one or more questions to test your understanding so far.

Your main task in the experiment will be to manage the traffic safely, and

to try to adhere as much as possible to the initial traffic structure. That is, to

keep any trajectory deviations and delays at the sector exit point as small as

possible. This will be explained in more detail during the training.

Please try to talk out loud and try to motivate your reasoning for the de-

cisions you make during the training scenarios. Read all the instructions

carefully and don’t hesitate to ask questions if something is unclear. During the

training you are free to ask questions or ask for help, but in main experiment

you will be asked to control the traffic without external interference.

Airspace and traffic

The controlled airspace used in the training scenarios and in the main experi-

ment are artificial, en-route upper airspace sectors that are designed especially

for this experiment. All aircraft resemble a generic type of medium-sized com-

mercial airliner and have equal performance characteristics (equal speed enve-

lope, acceleration, etc.). You will be able to manipulate the route and the speed

of the aircraft, but vertical movements are not supported. All aircraft in this

experiment fly at the same altitude, so vertical separation will not be possible.

B.1.1 Training Scenario 1

Part 1: System functionality and basic representations

The simulation is paused at this point, so please take the time to carefully read

each following step:

1. The experiment simulator is built up by two separate screens:
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• PVD (Plan View Display): The screen on the left hand side shows

the top-down radar view of the sector, the entry and exit waypoints

and all aircraft. The controlled sector in the training session has

12 unique entry and exit points, and in this scenario there is one

controlled aircraft (callsign: BMS02N). You will use this screen to

manipulate the route of the aircraft.

• TSD (Time-Space Diagram): The screen on the right hand side is a

so-called Time-Space Diagram and will visualize information about

the trajectory of a selected aircraft in terms of distance and time. A

more in-depth explanation will follow later on.

Basic information on the PVD

2. The heading of BMS02N is indicated by a speed vector that is currently

aligned with its route. The tip of the speed vector indicates the position

at which the aircraft will be when following the current heading for 90 sec-

onds at the current speed (indicated in the label; 265kts). A longer speed

vector therefore indicates a faster flying aircraft. The aircraft is flying to-

wards exit point TAMUK, shown by its route indicated by a thin line.

3. Highlight BMS02N and its route by hovering over it with the mouse in the

PVD.

4. Left-click on the highlighted aircraft to select it.

5. The selected aircraft and its route will turn cyan. The waypoints along

the route of a selected aircraft are visualized by magenta star symbols.

BMS02N has one active waypoint that is located at the sector exit point

(TAMUK). The planned speed towards this point is shown below the star

symbol (also 265 KTS).

6. The shaded area that has appeared along the route of BMS02N is the so-

called Travel Space of the aircraft. The Travel Space shows the area in

which the aircraft can be rerouted and will still be able to arrive at the

originally planned time at the sector exit point. Note that any deviation

from the current direct route to the exit point will lead to a longer trajec-

tory, and as a result, the aircraft will have to fly faster to reach the original

exit time. The travel space is therefore bound by the speed envelope of

the aircraft. That is, the travel space is bounded by the maximum speed

that the aircraft can fly.
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7. The darker shaded area at the edge of the Travel Space shows the region

where the aircraft is required to fly close to its maximum speed. This is

less efficient in terms of fuel usage, and therefore should, if possible, be

avoided.

Basic information on the TSD

8. The TSD (right screen) shows the time-space representation of the tra-

jectory. Here, the x-axis indicates the distance from the sector exit point

along the current trajectory. The y-axis indicates future time. The cyan

line represents the trajectory of the aircraft. Observe that at the current

time (00:00), the aircraft has approximately 175 nautical miles to fly until

reaching the exit point. The arrival time of the aircraft at the sector exit

point is approximately at (00:26), and is indicated by the intersection of

the line with the time-axis.

9. The position of the aircraft label along the time axis in the TSD indicates

the current exit time of the aircraft. The cyan diamond along the time axis

indicates the originally planned exit time of the aircraft. Note that these

are now the same, but in case of a delay they will be different.

10. The speed envelope of the aircraft is also represented in the TSD by a

shaded area. Similar to the Travel Space, the darker shaded area indicates

the less efficient speeds. The intersection of the area with the time axis

indicates the possible arrival times of the aircraft at the exit and is now

approximately from (00:23) to (00:35). Note that if the aircraft would fly

slower than currently (i.e., arrive at a later time), the time-space line will

be steeper. Vice versa, a more shallow line indicates a faster flying aircraft.

11. Further, the white triangle at the left-bottom of the TSD is a slider that

can be used to make a projection of the future aircraft movements. Drag

the slider up to see the expected position of the aircraft in future time on

the PVD.

12. Deselect the aircraft with a right mouse click on the TSD or PVD. The time-

slider in the TSD will also reset to the initial position.

Part 2: Trajectory manipulation

Route manipulation on the PVD

1. The route of an aircraft can be modified in the PVD by adding or deleting
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waypoints. Please select BMS02N in the PVD.

2. Hold CTRL to enter route manipulation mode. A waypoint symbol will

be attached to the mouse cursor.

3. Hold CTRL and left click on a position inside the Travel Space to insert an

intermediate waypoint into the trajectory of the selected aircraft.

4. You can see that the route has been split-up into two segments and the

aircraft route passes through the newly created waypoint. The two new

segments will have an equal speed (check that by the speed indication

label under the waypoints).

5. Observe in the TSD that the sector exit time of the aircraft has not

changed (the label and cyan star coincide).

6. Also notice that the new waypoint is visible in the TSD, and that, as for

the Travel Space, the speed/time constraints have been split over the two

segments.

7. Delete the waypoint by pressing CTRL and right clicking on it when it is

highlighted.

Route manipulation on the TSD

8. Waypoints can also be added, manipulated and deleted on the TSD. Press

and hold CTRL when the mouse cursor is in the TSD. A waypoint now

appears attached to the time-space line of the aircraft.

9. Holding CTRL, left click somewhere on the time-space line of BMS02N to

insert a waypoint into the trajectory of that aircraft.

10. Move the mouse over the new waypoint in the TSD to highlight it and left

click and drag to change the planned arrival time at that waypoint.

11. Note that you can manipulate the arrival time of the aircraft at both the

intermediate waypoint and at the sector exit point. Also notice how the

Travel Space on the PVD is directly influenced by speeding up or slowing

down the aircraft. In general, the area of the Travel Space will increase

when the aircraft is delayed.

12. Delete the waypoint in the TSD by pressing CTRL and right clicking on it

when it is highlighted.
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13. So far you have only modified the ‘probe’ trajectory of the aircraft. Any

changes made here have not been sent to the aircraft and the aircraft

would continue to fly along its original trajectory if the simulator was run-

ning.

14. Manipulate the route of BMS02N (add a waypoint and/or change the tim-

ing at that waypoint) and press ENTER to send it to the aircraft. You will

notice a message at the top left corner of the PVD that confirms that the

trajectory of the selected aircraft has been updated. Manipulated aircraft

are shown in a brighter shade of green. You can see this after the aircraft

is deselected.

15. Deselect the aircraft by right-clicking on the PVD or TSD. Deselecting an

aircraft will also cause any changes made to the probe trajectory to be

reset. You can use this cancel the probe trajectory.

Part 3: Dynamic traffic

1. When the simulator is running, select the aircraft and observe how it ma-

neuvers along the updated trajectory in the PVD. Also observe how the

time-axis moves down as time progresses in the TSD. In accordance, you

can see that the along-track distance of the aircraft to the exit point will

decrease. Practice adding, manipulating, deleting and sending updated

trajectories for BMS02N.

2. Every 2nd minute a workload rating scale will appear on the left side of

the PVD. Please indicate your experienced workload at that time (0 to 100,

low to high) by clicking in this scale.

3. Press the fast forward on the right top corner of the simulator above the

TSD. The simulator will start running at 4x speed (fast-time). You may

continue to the next scenario when you feel comfortable with manipulat-

ing the route of the aircraft.
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B.1.2 Training Scenario 2

Part 1: Conflicts on the PVD

1. A red colored aircraft symbol indicates that that aircraft is expected to

have a loss of separation at some point in the future. A loss of separation

occurs when the lateral separation of the aircraft is less than 5 nautical

miles with respect to other traffic.

2. Use the time slider in the TSD to investigate where and when the loss of

separation will occur (do not yet select an aircraft). The circles around

the projected aircraft positions have a radius of 2.5 nautical miles, hence,

a loss of separation occurs when these circles overlap.

3. Select one of the aircraft on the PVD.

4. Notice the red and yellow part of the trajectory of the selected aircraft (not

in the Travel Space, but along the trajectory line itself). The red section

indicates the location of the projected loss of separation for that aircraft.

The yellow portion of the line indicates where the aircraft will have a sep-

aration of between 5 and 6 nautical miles (close proximity to a loss of

separation).

5. Also notice that a large red zone is present in the Travel Space of the air-

craft. The red zone—or restricted field of travel shows all the locations

that are unsafe to place a waypoint in. When a waypoint is placed some-

where in the restricted zone, the new trajectory will lead to a conflict with

other traffic.

6. The dark gray boundary around the restricted field of travel indicates that

if a waypoint is placed in that area, the new trajectory will be in close

proximity to a loss of separation. Note that in the case that an aircraft has

a close proximity to a loss of separation, its symbol will become yellow

instead of red.

7. Hover over the restricted field of travel in the Travel Space on the PVD

with the mouse to highlight the aircraft that causes this zone. Left click

on the highlighted zone to select the other aircraft. You can see how the

Travel Space of both aircraft is affected by the other aircraft.

8. Add a waypoint somewhere in the restricted field of travel for the selected

aircraft and check with the time slider in the TSD that the conflict has

indeed not been resolved.
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9. If possible, add a new waypoint in the gray area of the travel space to re-

solve the conflict. If this is not possible, delete the other created waypoint

first. Check the validity of this conflict resolution with the time slider in

the TSD.

10. Please delete all newly created waypoints for both aircraft before contin-

uing to the next part.

Part 2: Conflicts on the TSD

1. Select one of the aircraft on the PVD

2. Notice the restricted field of travel in the TSD. This restricted area rep-

resents the locations in time and distance to go for the selected aircraft

that are occupied by other traffic. A conflict will occur if the time-space

trajectory of the aircraft passes through such a zone.

3. Similar to the Travel Space, the dark gray boundary around the restricted

field of travel indicates that if the time-space trajectory passes through

this area, the trajectory will be in close proximity to a loss of separation.

4. Hover over the restricted field of travel in the TSD with the mouse to high-

light the aircraft that causes this zone. Left click on the highlighted zone

to select the other aircraft. You can also see here how the Travel Space of

both aircraft is affected by the other aircraft.

5. Solve the conflict by changing the arrival time at the sector exit for one of

the aircraft and check the validity of this solution by using the time slider

in the TSD.

6. In this scenario it is possible to solve the conflict and to let both aircraft

arrive at the sector exit point at their originally planned time by adding

an intermediate waypoint in the TSD. Experiment with such a solution

for a given aircraft and check the solution with the time slider.

7. Please delete all newly created waypoints for both aircraft before contin-

uing to the next part.

Part 3: Dynamic conflict resolution

1. When the simulator is running, select an aircraft and observe how the

restricted fields of travel evolve in the Travel Space and TSD. Also note

that the available control space becomes smaller as the aircraft close in.
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2. Practice conflict resolution with the simulator running. You could, for

instance, try to perform a cooperative resolution in which the conflict is

resolved by giving both aircraft a small path deviation (spatial or time),

rather than manipulating only one aircraft. This will reduce the relative

path deviation for each individual aircraft.

3. Press the fast forward on the right top corner of the simulator above the

TSD. The simulator will start running at 4x speed (fast-time). You may

continue to the next scenario when you feel comfortable with manipulat-

ing the route of the aircraft.
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B.1.3 Training Scenario 3

Part 1: Restricted field interpretation on the TSD

1. In this scenario there are seven controlled aircraft. Five are currently in-

side the sector and two aircraft (KLY80 and FRS8K) will enter from point

BITUC and SUWOL respectively in the near future. None of the aircraft

are in conflict with each other (no aircraft are red). You can check the

predicted evolution of the traffic by using the time slider in the TSD.

2. Note that restricted fields of travel in the Travel Space and TSD are only

shown for aircraft that are inside the controlled sector. The zones caused

by KLY80 and FRS8K are therefore not represented yet. Aircraft that enter

from outside the sector may have conflicts with other aircraft inside the

sector, but will only be flagged once they enter the sector.

3. Please select the aircraft VFT7K.

4. The shape and location of the restricted fields of travel in the TSD pro-

vides additional information about the crossing geometry and relative

movements of the traffic.

5. All restricted zones that lie under the time-space trajectory in the TSD

represent aircraft that will pass in front of the selected aircraft. How many

aircraft will pass in front? Check this by hovering over the restricted fields

to find out which aircraft they belong to, and by using the time slider.

6. All restricted zones that lie above the time-space trajectory represent air-

craft that will pass behind the selected aircraft. How many aircraft will

pass behind? Check this by hovering over the restricted fields to find out

which aircraft they belong to, and by using the time slider.

7. The location of a restricted zone along the x-axis of the TSD indicates

where along the trajectory the other aircraft will pass. You can see that

PLX9Z and BRW29 will cross at around the 100 nautical mile to go mark.

PMG5L will pass at a further point along the trajectory at around the 50

mile mark.

8. An in-trail aircraft (PIR18) is indicated by a restricted field along the en-

tire trajectory of the selected aircraft. In this case the restricted zone is

above the time-space line indicating that the aircraft is in-trail and be-

hind VFT7K. Note that delaying the selected aircraft at the sector exit

point will cause an in-trail conflict (overtake) with PIR18.
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9. Note that in the TSD the labels are also shown of all other aircraft that

have the same sector exit point as the selected aircraft. In this case you

can see the label of PIR18. Additionally, by clicking on the label you can

select the other aircraft.

10. Please switch between selecting aircraft VFT7K and PIR18 on the TSD. Be-

cause these aircraft fly along exactly the same trajectory, the shape and lo-

cation of the restricted zones caused by the other traffic remain the same

for both aircraft.

11. Select one of the in-trail aircraft (VFT7K or PIR18).

12. The shape of the restricted zones in the TSD also provides information

about the crossing angle of the other traffic. A pure 90 degree crossing

(PMG5L) will show up as a circular restricted zone. Check this in the TSD.

13. A shallow crossing (BRW29) will result in a forward slanted ellipse-shaped

restricted zone. Check this in the TSD.

14. A head-on crossing (PLX9Z) will look like a backward slanted ellipse-

shaped restricted zone. Check this in the TSD.

15. As a direct result of the crossing geometry and the shape of the restricted

zone, can you reason whether a head-on conflict or a shallow conflict is

harder to resolve with a speed change alone? As a hint: imagine that the

ellipses of BRW29 and PLX9Z are located on the time-space line of the

selected aircraft.

16. Please select the aircraft BRW29.

17. By only looking at the conflict zones in the TSD, can you reason how many

aircraft will pass in front of the selected aircraft, how many will pass be-

hind, how many crossing points there are along the trajectory, and where

and what the passing geometry looks like (shallow or head-on crossing)?

18. When KLY80 and FRS8K enter the sector a head-on conflict will occur,

could you reason what the shape of a head-on restricted zone would look

like in the TSD?

Part 2: Dynamic restricted fields

1. In this scenario you are free to manipulate the trajectories of the aircraft

and see what the influence is on the conflict zones in the TSD.
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2. Press the fast forward on the right top corner of the simulator above the

TSD. The simulator will start running at 4x speed (fast-time). You may

continue to the next scenario when you feel comfortable with manipulat-

ing the route of the aircraft.

Part 3: Exercise

The following figure shows a schematic representation of a sector and three

TSDs. Each TSD shows the time-space line and restricted zones for a specific

aircraft in the sector (1, 2, 3, or 4). Which TSD belongs to which aircraft?
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B.1.4 Training Scenario 4

Part 1: Restricted airspace and traffic flows

1. This scenario features a restricted airspace in the middle of the controlled

sector. The restricted airspace represents hazardous weather or a no-fly

zone and should be avoided by all aircraft. There is no direct indication

that an aircraft will fly through the zone (i.e., color change), you should

monitor that by looking at the trajectories of the aircraft.

2. Currently none of the active aircraft is planned to fly through the re-

stricted zone. However, there is one conflict between PIR18 and FTM6R.

3. Please select aircraft PIR18.

4. Add a waypoint in the Travel Space on the trajectory of LWB54 and HTZ78,

and on a safe location (i.e., merge the routes of the selected aircraft and

the two other southbound aircraft). Press enter to send the new trajectory

to the aircraft.

5. Investigate the TSD of PIR18 to see how the restricted areas in the TSD of

a trajectory merge look. It can be seen that from the added waypoint to

the sector exit point, the two other aircraft will fly in-trail and behind.

6. Also investigate the TSD of HTZ78 and LWB54 to see how the restricted

area of an aircraft looks that merges on the trajectory of a selected aircraft.

Part 2: Basic dynamic scenario

1. In this scenario you are free to manipulate the trajectories of the aircraft

to resolve any further conflicts or restricted airspace crossings.

2. Press the fast forward on the right top corner of the simulator above the

TSD. The simulator will start running at 4x speed (fast-time). You may

continue to the next scenario when all incoming aircraft have entered the

sector, are conflict free, and will fly around the restricted airspace.
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B.1.5 Practice scenarios

1. In the previous scenarios you have been shown all the tools and features

that are available to you to in the experiment simulator. The following

training scenarios are intended as practice, to increase your experience,

and to make you feel comfortable with performing your task in this exper-

iment.

2. In each scenario you are free to manipulate the trajectories of the aircraft

to resolve any further conflicts or restricted airspace crossings during the

remainder of the scenario. Try to minimize any trajectory deviations and

delays at the sector exit point.

3. The difficulty will slightly increase in each subsequent practice scenario.

4. You may continue to the next scenario when all incoming aircraft have

entered the sector, are conflict free, and will fly around the restricted

airspace.

5. The difficulty of the scenarios in the main experiment will be at more or

less the same level as these practice scenarios.

6. At the start of each scenario, press the fast forward on the right top corner

of the simulator above the TSD. The simulator will start running at 4x

speed (fast-time).
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